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THE COHOMOLOGICAL EQUATION FOR PARTIALLY 
HYPERBOLIC DIFFEOMORPHISMS 

by 

Amie Wilkinson 

Abstract. — We develop criteria for the existence and regularity of solutions to the 
cohomological equation over an accessible, partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism. 
Résumé. — Nous développons des critères pour l'existence et la régularité des so
lutions de l'équation cohomologique au dessus d'un difféomorphisme partiellement 
hyperbolique et accessible. 

Introduction 

Let / : M —> M be a dynamical system and let (j) : M —> R be a function. Consid
erable energy has been devoted to describing the set of solutions to the cohomological 
equation: 

(1) 0 = * o / - * , 
under varying hypotheses on the dynamics of / and the regularity of (f>. When a so
lution M —> R to this equation exists, then 0 is a called coboundary, for in the 
appropriate cohomology theory we have (f> = d$. For historical reasons, a solution $ 
to (1) is called a transfer function. The study of the cohomological equation has seen 
application in a variety of problems, among them: smoothness of invariant measures 
and conjugacies; mixing properties of suspended flows; rigidity of group actions; and 
geometric rigidity questions such as the isospectral problem. This paper studies solu
tions to the cohomological equation when / is a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism 
and (j) is Cr, for some real number r > 0. 

A partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f: M —» M of a compact manifold M is 
one for which there exists a nontrivial, T/-invariant splitting of the tangent bundle 
TM = Es ® Ec 0 Eu and a Riemannian metric on M such that vectors in Es are 
uniformly contracted by Tf in this metric, vectors in Eu are uniformly expanded, and 
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76 A. WILKINSON 

the expansion and contraction rates of vectors in Ec is dominated by the corresponding 
rates in Eu and Es, respectively. An Anosov diffeomorphism is one for which the 
bundle Ec is trivial. 

In the case where / is an Anosov diffeomorphism, there is a wealth of classical 
results on this subject, going back to the seminal work of Livsic, which we summarize 
here in Theorem 0.1. Here and in the rest of the paper, the notation Cfc,0;, for k G Z+, 
a G (0,1], means Ck, with a-Holder continuous kth derivative (where C°'a, a G (0,1] 
simply means a-Hôlder continuous). For a G (0,1), Ca means a-Holder continuous. 
More generally, if r > 0 is not an integer, then we will also write Cr for C^r^r~^rK 

Theorem 0.1. — [23, 24, 25, 15, 16, 28, 19, 26] Let f: M -> M be an Anosov 
diffeomorphism and let (j) : M —> R be Holder continuous. 

I. Existence of solutions. // / is C1 and transitive, then (1) has a continuous 
solution $ if and only if Ylxe® <t>(x) = 0, for every f-periodic orbit 0. 

II. Holder regularity of solutions. If f is C1, then every continuous solution 
to (1) is Holder continuous. 

III. Measurable rigidity. Let f be C2 and volume-preserving. If there exists a 
measurable solution $ to (1), then there is a continuous solution with = $ a.e. 

More generally, if f is Cr and topologically transitive, for r > 1, and p is a Gibbs 
state for f with Holder potential, then the same result holds: if there exists a measur
able function $ such that (1) holds p-a.e., then there is a continuous solution ty, with 
^ = p-a.e. 

IV. Higher regularity of solutions. Suppose that r > 1 is not an integer, and 
suppose that f and 4> are Cr. Then every continuous solution to (1) is Cr. 

Iff and (j) are C1, then every continuous solution to (1) is C1. 
If f and (j) are real analytic, then every continuous solution to (1) is real analytic. 

There are several serious obstacles to overcome in generalizing these results to 
partially hyperbolic systems. For one, while a transitive Anosov diffeomorphism has 
a dense set of periodic orbits, a transitive partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism might 
have no periodic orbits (for an example, one can take the time-t map of a transitive 
Anosov flow, for an appropriate choice of t). Hence the hypothesis appearing in part 
I can be empty: the vanishing of YlxeQ^fa) ôr everY periodic orbit of / cannot be a 
complete invariant for solving (1). 

This first obstacle was addressed by Katok and Kononenko [20], who defined a 
new obstruction to solving equation (1) when / is partially hyperbolic. To define 
this obstruction, we first define a relevant collection of paths in M, called six-paths, 
determined by a partially hyperbolic structure. 

The stable and unstable bundles Es and Eu of a partially hyperbolic diffeomor
phism are tangent to foliations, which we denote by Vs and CWU respectively [5]. 
The leaves of Vs and CWU are contractible, since they are increasing unions of sub-
manifolds diffeomorphic to Euclidean space. An su-path in M is a concatenation of 
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finitely many subpaths, each of which lies entirely in a single leaf of Vs or a single 
leaf of CWU. An su-loop is an su-path beginning and ending at the same point. 

We say that a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / : M —> M is accessible if 
any point in M can be reached from any other along an su-path. The accessibility 
class of x G M is the set of all y G M that can be reached from x along an su-p&th. 
Accessibility means that there is one accessibility class, which contains all points. 
Accessibility is a key hypothesis in most of the results that follow. We remark that 
Anosov diffeomorphisms are easily seen to be accessible, by the transversality of Eu 
and Es and the connectedness of M. 

Any finite tuple of points (xo, x\,..., Xk) in M with the property that x\ and Xi+i 
lie in the same leaf of either Vs or <WU, for i = 0, . . . , fc—1, determines an s?z-path from 
#0 to Xk\ if in addition Xk = XQ, then the sequence determines an su-loop. Following 
[1], we call such a tuple (#o, xi, • • • » Xk) an accessible sequence and if XQ = Xk, an 
accessible cycle (the term periodic cycle is used in [20]). 

For / a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism, there is a naturally-defined periodic 
cycles functional 

PCF: {accessible sequences} x Ca(M) —• R. 

which was introduced in [20] as an obstruction to solving (1). For x G M and x' G 
cWu{x), we define: 

HB,i,l,n [dBHBn 
OO 

i=l 
W-'ix)) - # r V ) ) , 

and for x' G Vsfx), we define: 

PCF(XiXi)<j> = 
OO 

z=0 

,l(B)]HB,-y,0,l-l>sss 

The convergence of these series follows from the Holder continuity of (/> and the expan
sion/contraction properties of the bundles Eu and Es. This definition then extends 
to accessible sequences by setting PCF(XQtmm.tXk)<l> = J2i=o PCF{xuXi+l)((/>). 

Assuming a hypothesis on / called local accessibility^, [20] proved that the closely 
related relative cohomological equation: 

(2) (f) = $ o f — $ + c, 

has a solution $ : M —> R and c G R, with $ continuous, if and only if PCF1((j)) = 0, 
for every accessible cycle 7. 

The local accessibility hypothesis in [20] has been verified only for very special 
classes of partially hyperbolic systems, and it is not known whether there exist 

W A partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism /: M —» M is locally accessible if for every compact subset 
Mi C M there exists k > 1 such that for any e > 0, there exists S > 0 that for every x,x' G M with 
x € Mi and d(x, x') < 6, there is an accessible sequence (x = xo,..., xk = x') from x to xr satisfying 

d(xi,x)<e, and d<w* (zi+i, x̂ ) < 2e, for £ = 0,..., fc — 1 
where d̂ * denotes the distance along the ÇWS or Vn leaf common to the two points. 
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78 A. WILKINSON 

C1-open sets of locally accessible diffeomorphisms, or more generally, whether acces
sibility implies local accessibility (although this seems unlikely). Assuming the strong 
hypothesis that Eu and Es are C°° bundles, [20] also showed that a continuous 
transfer function for a C°° coboundary is always C°°. 

The starting point of the results here, part I of Theorem A below, is the observation 
that the local accessibility hypothesis in [20] can be replaced simply by accessibility. 
Accessibility is known to hold for a C1 open and dense subset of all partially hyper
bolic systems [14], is Cr open and dense among partially hyperbolic systems with 
1-dimensional center [36, 7], and is conjectured to hold for a Cr open and dense 
subset of all partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, for all r > 1 [32]. Thus, part I of 
Theorem A gives a robust counterpart of part I of Theorem 0.1 for partially hyperbolic 
diffeomorphisms. 

Another of the aforementioned major obstacles to generalizing Theorem 0.1 to the 
partially hyperbolic setting is that the regularity results in part IV fail to hold for 
general partially hyperbolic systems. Veech [37] and Dolgopyat [13] both exhibited 
examples of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms (volume-preserving and ergodic) 
where there is a sharp drop in regularity from 0 to a solution These examples are 
not accessible. Here we show in Theorem A, part IV, that assuming accessibility and 
a C1-open property called strong r-bunching (which incidentally is satisfied by the 
nonaccessible examples in [37, 13]), there is no significant loss of regularity between 
(j) and 

Part III of Theorem 0.1 is the most resistant to generalization, primarily because a 
general notion of Gibbs state for a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism remains poorly 
understood. In the conservative setting, the most general result to date concerning 
ergodicity of for partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms is due to Burns and Wilkinson 
[9], who show that every C2, volume-preserving partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism 
that is center-bunched and accessible is ergodic. Center bunching is a C1-open prop
erty that roughly requires that the action of Tf on Ec be close to conformai, relative 
to the expansion and contraction rates in Es and Eu (see Section 2). Adopting the 
same hypotheses as in [9], we recover here the analogue of Theorem 0.1 part III for 
volume-preserving partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. 

We now state our main result. 

Theorem A. — Let f: M —> M be partially hyperbolic and accessible, and letcj) : M —» 
M be Holder continuous. 

I. Existence of solutions. If f is C1, then (2) has a continuous solution $ for 
some c E R if and only if PCF<${(f)) = 0, for every accessible cycle ë\ 

II. Holder regularity of solutions. If f is C1, then every continuous solution 
to (2) is Holder continuous. 

III. Measurable rigidity. Let f be C2, center bunched, and volume-preserving. 
If there exists a measurable solution 3> to (2), then there is a continuous solution ^, 
with \I> = $ a.e. 
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IV. Higher regularity of solutions. Let k > 2 be an integer. Suppose that f 
and (j) are both Ck and that f is strongly r-bunched, for some r < k — 1 or r = 1. // 
$ is a continuous solution to (2), then 3> is Cr. 

The center bunching and strong r-bunching hypotheses in parts III and IV are 
C,1-open conditions and are defined in Section 2. Theorem A part IV generalizes all 
known C°° Livsic regularity results for accessible partially hyperbolic diffeomorph
isms. In particular, it applies to all time-t maps of Anosov flows and compact group 
extensions of Anosov diffeomorphisms. Accessibility is a C1 open and C°° dense condi
tion in these classes [8, 6]. In dimension 3, for example, the time-1 map of any mixing 
Anosov flow is stably accessible [6], unless the flow is a constant-time suspension of 
an Anosov diffeomorphism. 

We also recover the results of [13] in the context of compact group extensions of 
volume-preserving Anosov diffeomorphisms. Finally, Theorem A also applies to all 
accessible, partially hyperbolic affine transformations of homogeneous manifolds. A 
direct corollary that encompasses these cases is: 

Corollary 0.2. — Let f be C°°, partially hyperbolic and accessible. Assume that T/I^c 
is isometric in some continuous Riemannian metric. Let M —> R be C°°. Suppose 
there exists a continuous function $ : M —> R such that 

(j) = $ o / — 

Then $ is C°°. If, in addition, f preserves volume, then any measurable solution $ 
extends to a C°° solution. 

For any such f, and any integer k > 2, there is a C1 open neighborhood ïl of f 
in Di^(M) such that, for any accessible g G ïl, and any Ck function (/>: M —> R, if 

(j) = $ o g — 

has a continuous solution then 3> is C1 and also Cr, for all r < k — 1. If g also 
preserves volume, then any measurable solution extends to a Cr solution. 

The vanishing of the periodic cycles obstruction in Theorem A, part I turns out to 
be a practical method in many contexts for determining whether (2) has a solution. 
On the one hand, this method has already been used by Damjanovic and Katok to 
establish rigidity of certain partially hyperbolic abelian group actions [12]; in this 
(locally accessible, algebraic) context, checking that the PCF obstruction vanishes 
reduces to questions in classical algebraic ./f-theory (see also [11, 21]). On the other 
hand, for a given accessible partially hyperbolic system, the PCF obstruction provides 
an infinite codimension obstruction to solving (2), and so the generic cocycle 0 has 
no solutions to (2). This latter fact follows from recent work of Avila, Santamaria and 
Viana on the related question of vanishing of Lyapunov exponents for linear cocycles 
over partially hyperbolic systems (see [1], Section 9). 

As part of proof of Theorem A, part II, we also prove that stable and unsta
ble foliations of any C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism are transversely Holder 
continuous (Corollary 5.3). This extends to the C1 setting the well-known fact that 
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the stable and unstable foliations for a C1+e partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism are 
transversely Holder continuous [33]. As far as we know, no previous regularity results 
were known for C1 systems, including Anosov diffeomorphisms. 

In a forthcoming work [3] we will use some of the results here to prove rigidity 
theorems for partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms and group actions. 

We now summarize in more detail the previous results in this area: 
— Veech [37] studied the case when / is a partially hyperbolic toral automorphism 

and established existence and regularity results for solutions to (1). In these 
examples, there is a definite loss of regularity between coboundary and transfer 
function. The examples studied by Veech differ from those treated here in that 
they do not have the property of accessibility (although they have the weaker 
property of essential accessibility). 

— Dolgopyat [13] studied equations (1) and (2) for a special class of partially 
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms - the compact group extensions of Anosov diffeo
morphisms - in the case where the base map preserves a Gibbs state \i with 
Holder potential. Assuming rapid mixing of the group extension with respect 
to fi, [13] showed that if the coboundary <j> is C°°, then any transfer function 
$ G L2(/x x Haar) is also C°°. Dolgopyat also gave an example of a partially 
hyperbolic diffeomorphism with a C°° coboundary whose transfer map is con
tinuous, but not C1. This example, like Veech's, is essentially accessible, but not 
accessible. We note that when the Gibbs measure JJL is volume, then the rapid 
mixing assumption in [13] is equivalent to accessibility. 

— De la Llave [27], extended the work of [20] to give some regularity results 
for the transfer function under strong (nongeneric) local accessibility/regularity 
hypotheses on bundles. De la Llave's approach focuses on bootstrapping the 
regularity of the transfer function from Lp to continuity and higher smooth
ness classes using the transverse regularity of the stable and unstable foliations 
in M. For this reason, he makes strong regularity hypotheses on this transverse 
regularity. 

While there are superficial similaries between these previous results and Theo
rem A, the approach here, especially in parts II and IV, is fundamentally new and 
does not rely on these results. In particular, to establish regularity of a transfer func
tion, we take advantage of a form of self-similarity of its graph in the central directions 
of M. This self-similarity, known as Cr homogeneity is discussed in more detail in the 
following section. 

1. Techniques in the proof of Theorem A 
The proof of parts I and III of Theorem A use recent work of Avila, Santamaria 

and Viana on sections of bundles with various saturation properties. In [1], they apply 
these results to show that under suitable conditions, matrix cocycles over partially 
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hyperbolic systems have a nonvanishing Lyapunov exponent. Parts I and III of The
orem A are translations of some of the main results in [1] to the abelian cocycle 
setting. 

The regularity results in Theorem A - parts II and IV - comprise the bulk of this 
paper. 

To investigate the regularity of a solution we examine the graph of $ i n M x R . If 
(j) is Holder continuous, then the stable and unstable foliations Vs and CWU for / lift to 
two "stable and unstable" foliations and of M x R, whose leaves are graphs 
of Holder continuous functions into R. These lifted foliations are invariant under 
the skew product (x,t) \-> (f(x),t + 4>{x)). The fact that $ satisfies the equation 
(j) = $ o / — $ + c, for some c G R, implies that the graph of $ is saturated by 
leaves of the lifted foliations. The leafwise and transverse regularity of these foliations 
determine the regularity of In the most general setting of Theorem A, part II, these 
foliations are both leafwise and transversely Holder continuous, and this implies the 
Holder regularity of $ when / is accessible. 

The proof of higher regularity in part IV has two main components. We first de
scribe a simplified version of the proof under an additional assumption on / called 
dynamical coherence. 

Definition 1.1. — A partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f is dynamically coherent if 
the distributions Ec 0 Eu, and Ec 0 Es are integrable, and everywhere tangent to 
foliations °WCU and Vcs. 

If / is dynamically coherent, then there is also a central foliation Ve, tangent 
to E°, whose leaves are obtained by intersecting the leaves of Vcu and Vcs. The 
normally hyperbolic theory [18] implies that the leaves of CWCU are then bifoliated by 
the leaves of Ve and Vu, and the leaves of CWCS are bifoliated by the leaves of CM/C 
and Vs. 

Suppose that / is dynamically coherent and that / and (f) satisfy the hypotheses 
of part IV of Theorem A, for some k > 2 and r < k — 1 or r = 1. Under these 
assumptions, here are the two components of the proof. The first part of the proof 
is to show that $ is uniformly Cr along individual leaves of Vs, CWU and Ve. The 
second part is to employ a result of Journé to show that smoothness of $ along leaves 
of these three foliations implies smoothness of 

To show that $ is smooth along the leaves of Vs and Vu, we examine again the 
lifted foliations for the associated skew product. The assumption that 4> is Ck implies 
that the leaves of these lifted foliations are Cr (in fact, they are Ck). This part of the 
proof does not require dynamical coherence or accessibility. 

To show that $ is smooth along leaves of the central foliation, one can use ac
cessibility and strong r-bunching to show that the graph of $ over any central 
leaf Vc(x) of / is Cr homogeneous. More precisely, setting Nf = Vc(x) x R and 
N = {(y, $(y)) : y G Ve(x)} C iV', we show that the manifold N is Cr homogeneous 
in N': for any two points p, q G N, there is a Cr local diffeomorphism of Nf sending 
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p to q and preserving N. C1-homogeneous subsets of a manifold have a remarkable 
property: 

Theorem 1.2. — [35] Any locally compact subset N of a C1 manifold N' that is C1 
homogeneous in N' is a C1 submanifold of Nf 

If r = 1, we can apply this result to obtain that the graph of 3> is C1 over any center 
manifold. Hence $ is C1 over center, stable, and unstable leaves, which implies that 
$ is C1. This completes the proof in the case r = 1 (assuming dynamical coherence). 

In fact we do not use the results in [35] in the proof of Theorem A but employ 
a different technique to establish smoothness, which also works for r > 1 and in the 
non-dynamically coherent case. Our methods also show: 

Theorem B. — For any integer k > 2, any Ck homogeneous, C1 submanifold of a Ck 
manifold is a Ck submanifold. 

Theorem B also follows from the results in [35] (thanks to Bruce Kleiner for point
ing this out). We give a somewhat different proof in Section 7 as it motivates later 
results. 

Returning to the proof of Theorem A, assuming dynamical coherence and using 
Theorem B, one can obtain under the hypotheses of part IV that the graph of the 
transfer function $ over each center manifold is C^r^. With some more work, one 
can obtain that the graph of the transfer function 3> over each center manifold is Cr. 
A result of Journé [19] implies that for any r > 1 that is not an integer, and any 
two transverse foliations with uniformly Cr leaves, if a function $ is uniformly Cr 
along the leaves of both foliations, then it is uniformly Cr. Since / is assumed to 
be dynamically coherent, the CWC and CW8 foliations transversely subfoliate the leaves 
of Vcs . Applying Journé's result using CW° and Vs, we obtain that $ is Cr along 
the leaves of Vcs. Applying Journé's theorem again, this time with and CWU', we 
obtain that 3> is Cr. 

We have just described a proof of part IV under the assumption that / is dynami
cally coherent. If we drop the assumption of dynamical coherence, the assertion that 
3> is "Cr along center manifolds" no longer makes sense, as / might not have center 
manifolds. One can find locally invariant center manifolds that are "nearly" tangent 
to the center distribution (as in [9]), but the argument described above does not work 
for these manifolds. The analysis becomes considerably more delicate and is described 
in more detail in Section 8. As one of the components in our argument, we prove a 
strengthened version of Journé's theorem (Theorem 8.4) that works for plaque fami
lies as well as foliations, and replaces the assumption of smoothness along leaves with 
the existence of an "approximate r-jet" at the basepoint of each plaque. 

The main result that lies behind the proof of Theorem A, part IV is a saturated 
section theorem for fibered partially hyperbolic systems (Theorem C). A fibered par
tially hyperbolic diffeomorphism is defined on a fiber bundle and is also a bundle 
isomorphism, covering a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism (see Section 9). In this 
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context, Theorem C states that under the additional hypotheses that the bundle dif
feomorphism is suitably bunched, and the base diffeomorphism is accessible, then any 
continuous section of the bundle whose image is an accessibility class for the lifted 
map is in fact a smooth section. Using Theorem C it is also possible to extend in part 
the conclusions of Theorem A part IV to (suitably bunched) cocycles taking values 
in other Lie groups. The details are not carried out here, but the reader is referred 
to [31, 8, 2], where some of the relevant technical considerations are addressed (see 
also the remark after the statement of Theorem C in Section 9). 

Theorem C would follow immediately if the following conjecture is correct. 

Conjecture 1.3. — Let f: M —• M be Cr, partially hyperbolic and r-bunched. Then 
every accessibility class for f is an injectively immersed, Cr submanifold of M. 

For locally compact accessibility classes, it should be possible to prove Conjec
ture 1.3 using the techniques from [35] to show that the accessibility class is a sub-
manifold and the methods developed in this paper to show that the submanifold is 
smooth. 

2. Partial hyperbolicity and bunching conditions 

We now define the bunching hypotheses in Theorem A; to do so, we give a more 
precise définition of partial hyperbolicity. Let / : M —• M be a diffeomorphism of 
a compact manifold M. We say that / is partially hyperbolic if the following holds. 
First, there is a nontrivial splitting of the tangent bundle, TM = Es ®EC®EU, that 
is invariant under the derivative map Tf. Further, there is a Riemannian metric for 
which we can choose continuous positive functions z/, z>, 7 and 7 with 

(3) v, v < 1 and v < 7 < 7_1 < z>-1 

such that, for any unit vector v eTpM, 

(4) \\Tfv\\<v(p), iiveEs(p), 

(5) 7(p) < \\Tfv\\ < 7b)-1, if v e Ec(p), 

(6) Pip)'1 < \\Tfv\\, i f « e £ » . 

We say that / is center bunched if the functions v, z>, 7, and 7 can be chosen so 
that: 

(7) max{z/, ù} < 77. 

Center bunching means that the hyperbolicity of / dominates the nonconformality 
of Tf on the center. Inequality (7) always holds when T/I^c is conformai. For then we 
have ||Tp/v|| = ||Tp/|£c(p)|| for any unit vector v e Ec(p), and hence we can choose 
7(p) slightly smaller and 7(p)-1 slightly bigger than 

ll?WV(P)||. 
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84 A. WILKINSON 

By doing this we may make the ratio rï(p)/j(p)~1 = l{p)l{p) arbitrarily close to 
1, and hence larger than both u(p) and i>(p). In particular, center bunching holds 
whenever Ec is one-dimensional. The center bunching hypothesis considered here is 
natural and appears in other contexts, e.g., [5, 4, 2, 31, 29]. 

For r > 0, we say that / is r-bunched if the functions v, z>, 7, and 7 can be chosen 
so that: 

(8) v < 7r, v < 7r 

(9) v < ryY, and ù < 77r. 

Note that every partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism is r-bunched, for some r > 0. 
The condition of 0-bunching is merely a restatement of partial hyperbolicity, and 
1-bunching is center bunching. The first pair of inequalities in (8) are r-normal hy
perbolicity conditions; when / is dynamically coherent, these inequalities ensure that 
the leaves of CWCU, CW°8, and CWC are Cr. Combined with the first group of inequali
ties, the second group of inequalities imply that Eu and Es are "Cr in the direction 
of ECT More precisely, in the case that / is dynamically coherent, the r-bunching 
inequalities imply that the restriction of Eu to Vcw leaves is a Cr bundle and the 
restriction of Es to °WCS leaves is a Cr bundle. 

For r > 0, we say that / is strongly r-bunched if the functions v, z>, 7, and 7 can be 
chosen so that: 

10) max{i/, ù} < 7r, max{z/, ù} < Y 

(n) v < , and v < 77r. 

We remark that if / is partially hyperbolic and there exists a Riemannian metric in 
which T/\EC is isometric, then / is strongly r-bunched, for every r > 0; given a metric 
II • II for which / satisfies (4), and another metric || • ||; in which T/I^c is isometric, 
it is a straightforward exercise to construct a Riemannian metric || • ||" for which 
inequalities (10) hold, with 7 = 7 = 1. 

The reason strong r-bunching appears as a hypothesis in Theorem A is the follow
ing. Suppose that / is partially hyperbolic and that 4> : M —> R is C1. Then the skew 
product U : M x R/Z M x R/Z given by 

U(x,t) = (f(x),t + <f>(x)) 

is partially hyperbolic, and if / is strongly r-bunched then is r-bunched. This skew 
product and the corresponding lifted skew product on M x R appears in a central 
way in our analysis, as we explain in the following section. 

2.1. Notation. — Let a and b be real-valued functions, with b ̂  0. The notation 
a = 0(b) means that the ratio \a/b\ is bounded above, and a = Q,(b) means \a/b\ 
is bounded below; a = 0(6) means that \a/b\ is bounded above and below. Finally, 
a = o(b) means that \a/b\ —» 0 as b —> 0. Usually a and b will depend on either 
an integer j or a real number t and on one or more points in M. The constant C 
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bounding the appropriate ratios must be independent of n or t and the choice of the 
points. 

The notation a < (3, where a and /3 are continuous functions, means that the 
inequality holds pointwise. The function min{a,/?} takes the value min{a(p), P(p)} 
at the point p. 

We denote the Euclidean norm by | • |. If X is a metric space and r > 0 and x G l , 
the notation Bx(x,r) denotes the open ball about x of radius r. If the subscript is 
omitted, then the ball is understood to be in M. Throughout the paper, r always 
denotes a real number and j , k, £, m, n always denote integers. / denotes the interval 
(-1,1) C R, and In C Rn the n-fold product. 

If 7i and 72 are paths in M, then 71 • 72 denotes the concatenated path, and 7y1 
denotes the reverse path. 

Suppose that £7" is a foliation of an ra-manifold M with d-dimensional smooth 
leaves. For r > 0, we denote by £7(x, r) the connected component of x in the inter
section of &(x) with the ball B(x,r). 

A foliation box for £7* is the image U of Rm_d x Rd under a homeomorphism that 
sends each vertical Rd-slice into a leaf of £7. The images of the vertical Md-slices will 
be called local leaves of 57 in U. 

A smooth transversal to £7* in U is a smooth codimension-d disk in U that intersects 
each local leaf in U exactly once and whose tangent bundle is uniformly transverse 
to T57*. If Ei and 132 are two smooth transversals to £7* in [/, we have the holonomy 
map h& : Hi —>• £2, which takes a point in £1 to the intersection of its local leaf in U 
with £2. 

Finally, for r > 1 a nonintegral real number, M, N smooth manifolds, the Cr metric 
on Cr(M,N) is defined in local charts by: 

dc-(/,fl) = dclri(f,g) + dco(D^f,D^g). 

This metric generates the (weak) Cr topology on Cr(M,N). 

3. The partially hyperbolic skew product associated to a cocycle 

Let / : M M be Ck and partially hyperbolic and let (j) : M R be C^'a, 
for some integer £ > 0 and a G [0,1], with 0 < £ + a < k. Define the skew product 
/ ^ : A f x R - > A f x R b y 

/^(p,*) = (/(p),* + 0(p))-

The following proposition is the starting point for our proof of Theorem A. 

Proposition 3.1. — There exist foliations V^, of M x R with the following prop
erties. 

1. The leaves of V l are C^a. 
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2. The leaves of project to leaves of CWU, and the leaves of V ,̂ project to leaves 
ofVs:. Moreover, (xf,tf) G W^x^i) if and only if x' G Vs(x) and 

liminfd(/?(a;,t),/?(x',O) = 0. 
ff+tr+f 

3. Define T:MxR^MxRby Tt(z,s) = (z,s + t). Then for all z G M and 
s,£ G R: 

K ( * , * + 0 = TtK(*,*)-

4. 1/(M) eM xR and (x',tf) G 1/(M) e cdftten 

t'-t = 
OO' 

z=0 
< K f ( * ' ) ) - 1/(M) e fdd = PCFM<t>, 

and if (x',t') € (H/̂ (x, t), tten 

t / - t = 
OO 

1=1 

Mf-Hx)) - Mf-Hx')) = PCF(x.xt)4>. 

Proof — The map f^ covers the map (#,£) i—• (/(#), t + </>(#)) on the compact man
ifold M x R/Z, which we also denote by 

In the case where £ > 1, (1) and (2) follow directly from the fact that f<j, is Ci,a and 
partially hyperbolic. The invariant foliations on M x R/Z lift to invariant foliations 
on M x R. 

For ^ = 0, (1) and (2) are the content of Proposition 5.1, which is proved in 
Section 5. 

Since Tt o /0 = /0 o Tt for all t G R, (3) follows easily from (2). Finally, (4) is an 
easy consequence of (3). • 

Throughout the rest of the paper, we will mine extensively the properties of the 
foliations Vj, and V^: the regularity of the leaves, their transverse regularity, and 
their accessibility properties. 

This focus on the lifted foliations and is not entirely new. Notably, Nitiçà 
and Tôrôk [31] established the regularity of solutions to equation (2) when / is an 
Anosov diffeomorphism by examining these lifted foliations. The key observation in 
[31] is that the smoothness of the leaves of and CW^) determines the smoothness of 
the transfer function along the leaves of Vs and CWU. The advantage of the approach 
in [31] is that it allowed them to prove a natural generalization of Theorem 0.1 
to cocycles taking values in nonabelian lie groups; provided that the induced skew 
product for such a cocycle is partially hyperbolic, the smoothness of the lifted invariant 
foliations determines the smoothness of transfer functions when / is Anosov. This 
focus on the foliations for the skew product associated to the cocycle turns out to be 
crucial in our setting. 
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4. Saturated sections of admissible bundles 

In this section, we define a key property called saturation and present some general 
results about saturated sections of bundles. In the next section, we apply these results 
in the setting of abelian cocycles to prove parts I and III of Theorem A. Throughout 
this section, / : M —> M denotes a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism. 

Let AT be a manifold, and let n: $ —> M be a fiber bundle, with fiber N. We 
say that $ is admissible if there exist foliations Vfift, cW^iit of $ (not necessarily 
with smooth leaves) such that, for every z G $ and * G {s,u}, the restriction of TT 
to V*ift(z) is a homeomorphism onto ^{^(z)). 

A more general definition of admissibility for more general bundles in terms of 
holonomy maps is given in [1]; we remark that two definitions are equivalent in this 
context. If 7r: $ —» M is an admissible bundle, then given any su-path 7: [0,1] —> M 
and any point z G 7r_1(7(0)), there is a unique path 7̂  : [0,1] —> <S such that: 

— 7T% = 7, 
— 7*(0) = *, 
— 7Z is a concatenation of finitely many subpaths, each of which lies entirely in a 

single leaf of Vfift, or V^ft. 
We call % an su-lift path and say that 7̂  is an su-lift loop if 7^(0) = 7*(1) = z. For 
a fixed 5^-path 7, the map H1: 7r-1(7(0)) —• 7r_1(7(l)) that sends z G 7r-1(7(0)) 
to 7Z(1) G 7T_1(7(1)) is a homeomorphism. It is easy to see that H7l.72 = Hl2 o if7l 
and % = Jf"1. 

Recall that any accessible sequence <fi = (xi,... ,Xk) determines an s^-path 7 .̂ 
We fix the convention that 7^ is a concatenation of leafwise distance-minimizing 
arcs, each lying in an alternating sequences of single leaves of Vs or CWU. Using this 
identification, we define the holonomy n~l{xi) —> n~1(xk) by setting = iJ7^; 
since the leaves of Vn, Vs, V^ft, and are all contractible, is well-defined. 

Definition 4.1. — Let n: <$ —> M be an admissible bundle. A section o: M —» <Ê is: 
— ^-saturated if for every z G a {M) we have cW^ift{z) C o(M), 
— s-saturated if for every z G a (M) we have W^^z) C o~(M), 
— bisaturated if o is both u-and s-saturated, and 
— bi essentially saturated if there exist sections ou (u-saturated) and os (s-satu

rated) such that 

cru = as = a a.e. (volume on M) 

It follows from the preceding discussion that if o : M —> $ is a bisaturated section, 
then for any x G M, for any accessible sequence <̂f, from x to x1we have H^(o(x)) = 
a{x'). 

Theorem 4.2. — [1] Let f: M —> M be C1 and partially hyperbolic, letn: <Ê —> M be 
an admissible bundle over M, and let o~: M —> 25 be a section. 

1. If o is bisaturated, and f is accessible, then o is continuous. 
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2. If f is C2 and center bunched, and a is bi essentially saturated, then there exists 
a bisaturated section osu such that cr = <rsu a.e. (with respect to volume on M) 

Since we will use a proposition from the proof of Theorem 4.2, (1) in our later 
arguments, we give a sketch of the proof here, including a statement of the key propo
sition (Proposition 4.3 below). We remark that the proof of (2) adapts techniques 
from [9], where it is shown that if / is C2 and center bunched, then any bi essentially 
saturated subset of M is essentially bisaturated; in effect, this is just Theorem 4.2 for 
the bundle $ = M x {0,1}, with V*ft(x, j) = x {j}, for j G {0,1}. 

Sketch of proof of Theorem 4-2, (1). — We give a slightly modified version of the 
proof in [1], as we will need the results here in later sections. The key proposition in 
the proof is: 

Proposition 4.3 ([1], Proposition 8.3). — Suppose that f is accessible. Then for every 
xo G M, there exists w G M and an accessible sequence (yo(w),... ,yk(w)) connect
ing xo to w and satisfying the following property: for any e > 0, there exist S > 0 
and L > 0 such that, for every z G Bm(w,S), there exists an accessible sequence 
(î/o(z),.. .yK^z)) connecting xo to z and such that 

dM{yj{z),yj(w)) <e and DCW*(yj_1(z),yj(z)) < L, for j = l,...,K, 
where d^* denotes the distance along the stable or unstable leaf common to the two 
points. 

For K G Z+ and L > 0, we say that <̂  is an (K, L)-accessible sequence if ^ = 
(x0, • • • ,xK) and 

dw*(xj-!,Xj) < L, for j = l,...,K, 
where d^* denotes the distance along the stable or unstable leaf common to the two 
points. 

If {(^y = (xo(y),... ,XK(y))}yeu is a family of (K,L) accessible sequences in U 
and x G U, we say that lim^-^ <tfy = <fix if 

lim Xj(y) = Xj(x), for j = 0,.. . K, 

and we say that y 1—• <fly is uniformly continuous on U if y \-> Xj(y) is uniformly 
continuous, for j = 0, . . . , K. An accessible cycle (xo,..., x2k — #0) is palindromic if 
#i = 2̂fc-2) for i = 1, . . . , k. Note that a palindromic accessible cycle determines an 
sifc-path of the form rj • rj; in particular, if 9̂  is a palindromic accessible cycle from x 
to x , then is the identity map on 7r_1(x). 

The following lemma is stronger than we need for the proof of part (1) of Theo
rem 4.2, but will be used in later sections. 

Lemma 4.4. — Let f be accessible. There exist K G Z+, L > 0 and ô > 0 such that for 
every x G M there is a family of (K, L)-accessible sequences {^x,y}yeBM(x,ô) su°h that 
<^xy connects x to y, <$xx is a palindromic accessible cycle and \imy^x <^xy = <fix^x> 
The convergence <$xy —> c^xx is uniform in x. 
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Proof of Lemma 4-4- — Fix an arbitrary point XQ G M. Proposition 4.3 gives a point 
w € M, a neighborhood Uw of w, and a family of (Ko,L0) -accessible sequences 
{(y0(wf), • • ">yK0(™'))}w>euw such that (yo(wf),...,yKo(^')) connects x0 to w', and 
(y0(w'), • • • ,yKo(™')) -+ (2/o(w), • •. ,2//r0(w)) uniformly in w' G 

Lemma 4.5 (Accessibility implies uniform accessibility). — Let f be accessible. There 
exist constants KM,LM such that any two points x,xf in M can be connected by an 
(KM,LM)~accessible sequence. 

Proof of Lemma ^.5. — First note that, since any point in Uw can be connected 
to xo by an (Ko, Lo)-accessible sequence, we can connect any two points in Uw by a 
(2i^o,^o)-accessible sequence. 

Consider an arbitrary point p G M and let (p = qo, qi,..., qxp = be 
an (Kp, Lp)-accessible sequence connecting p and w. Continuity of Vs and CWU 
implies that there is a neighborhood Vp of p and a family of (Kp, Lp)-acces
sible sequences {(pf = qo(p'),qi(pf), • • • ,QKp(pf))}Pfevp with the property that 
Pf (qo(pf), • • • ,QKP(p')) is uniformly continuous on Vp, and the map p' «-> qKp(p') 
sends Vp into L ,̂ and p to w. It easily follows that any two points in Vp can be 
connected by an (Ko + 2Ky, Lo + L^)-accessible sequence. Covering M by neighbor
hoods Vp, and extracting a finite subcover, we obtain by concatenating accessible 
sequences that there exist constants KM,LM such that any two points x,x' in M 
can be connected by an (KM, I/M)-accessible sequence. • 

Returning to the proof of Lemma 4.4, we now fix a point x G M, and let (x = 
zo, z\,..., ZKm = w) be an (KM, LM)-accessible sequence connecting x to w. As 
above, there exists a neighborhood Vx of x and a family of (KM, I/M)-accessible 
sequences {(x' = ZQ(X'), Z\(X'), ..., ZKM(%'))} X'evx with the property that the map 

x' 1 > (Z0(X'),...,ZKM(X')) 

is uniformly continuous on Vx, and the map x' 1—> ZKM(X') sends 14 into [7^ and a: 
to it;. 

For x' eVx, we define ç̂ x,x' by concatenating the accessible sequences 
(x = ZO(X),Z1(X),...,ZKM(X) = w), (w = yKo(w),...,y0(w) = x0), (x0 = 
yo(zKM(x')),...,yKO(zKM(x')) = ZKM(X')) and (ZKM(X'), ... ,z0(xf) = x'). Then 
WX,XF}X'evx is a family of (K,L)-accessible sequences with the property that $xx, 
connects x to x', where K = 2KQ + 2KM and L = LQ + LM-

Since a:' 1—> (20(2/),..., Z^MO^O) is uniformly continuous on Vx, and 

lim (yo(w'),...,yKo(w')) = (y0(w),... ,yKo(w)), 
w —>w 

we obtain that limx/_>x <fixx' = ^X X- By construction, <fix x is palindromic. 
Finally, observe that all of the steps in this construction are uniform over x, and so 

we can choose ô > 0 such that BM(X, 8) C Vx, for all x, and further, limx/^x ^x x, = 
<fixx uniformly in x. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. • 
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Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.2, part (1), fix a point x G M, and 
let {^x,x'}x'eBM{x,ô) De the family of accessible paths given by Lemma 4.4. Since 
lircu/_^ (zL _,=<>£__ and the lifted foliations are continuous, it follows that 

lim H. A . = HA 
x'—*x 

uniformly on compact sets. Since <̂ xx is palindromic, we have H^x x — id\n-i(x)-
Let a : M —» 25 be a bisaturated section. Then for any accessible sequence <fi from 

x to we have HAaix)) = o~(xf). But then 

lim a(x') = lim fTf ,(<T(X)) = H(x (cr(x)) = a(x). 
x'—+x S+SS+S 

which shows that a is continuous at a:. • 

Proposition 4.6 (Criterion for existence of bisaturated section). — Let f beC1, partially 
hyperbolic and accessible, and let TT: 25 —» M be admissible. Let z G 25 and let x = 
7r(z). Then there exists a bisaturated section a: M —» 25 with o~(x) — z if and only 
if for every su-loop 7 in M with 7(0) = 7(1) = x, the lift jz is an su-lift loop (with 
7,(0) =%(l) = z). 

Proof. — We first prove the "if" part of the proposition. Define a : M —» 25 as follows. 
We first set a(x) = z. For each x' G M, fix an su-p&th 7 : [0,1] —> M from x to x'. 
Since 2? is an admissible bundle, 7 lifts to a path -% : [0,1] —• 25 along the leaves 
of Vfift and Wjfft with %(0) = z. We set a(x') = Clearly ira(xf) = x'. 

We first check that a is well-defined. Suppose that 7 ' : [0,1] —> M is another su-path 
from x to x'. Concatenating 7 with 7', we obtain an sit-loop 7 7 ' from x to x. By the 
hypotheses, the lift of 7 7 ' through z is an su-\ift loop in 25. But this implies that 
7«(l)=7i(l) . 

The same argument shows that a is bisaturated. Fix y G M and let y' e W (y). We 
claim that cr(?/) G Vfift (a(?/)). To see this, fix two s^-paths in M, one from x to y, and 
one from x to yf. Concatenating these paths with a path from y to y' along Vs (2/), we 
obtain an sw-loop 7 through By hypothesis, the lift 7Z is a lifted s?x-loop. It is easy 
to see that this means that o~{y') G T̂ naO? (?/))• Hence a is s-saturated. Similarly, cr 
is ^-saturated, and so a is bisaturated. 

The "only if" part of the proposition is straightforward. • 

Remark: Upon careful inspection of the proofs in this subsection, one sees that the 
existence of foliations Vfift and V f̂t is not an essential component of the arguments. 
For example, instead of assuming the existence of these foliations, one might instead 
assume (in the context where 25 is a smooth fiber bundle) the existence of Eu and 
Es connections on 25, that is, the existence of subbundles E% and E^ of T25, disjoint 
from kerT7T, that project to Eu and Es under TTT. In this context, at least when E^ 
and E^ are smooth, there is a natural notion of a bisaturated section. In particular, 
for every ?xs-path 7 in M and z G 7r_1(7(0)), there is a unique lift 7^ to a path in 25, 
projecting to 7 and everywhere tangent to E^ or E^. Bisaturation of a in this context 
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means that for every sw-path 7 from x to x\ one has ^ ( ^ ( l ) = o{x'). The same proof 
as above shows that a bisaturated section in this sense is also continuous. 

For this reason, [1] introduce the notions of bi-continuous and bi-essentially con
tinuous sections, which extract the essential properties of a bisaturated section used 
in the proof of Theorem 4.2. While we have no need for this more general notion here, 
it is worth observing that bi-continuity might have applications in closely related 
contexts. 

4.1. Saturated cocycles: proof of Theorem A, parts I and III. — We now 
translate the previous results into the context of abelian cocycles. Let <j> : M —> R be 
such a cocycle, and let $ = M x R be the trivial bundle with fiber R. Then 25 is an 
admissible bundle; we define the lifted foliations V*ift, * G {s, u} to be the /^-invariant 
foliations Vj, given by Proposition 3.1. There is a natural identification between 
functions M —> R and sections <7$ : M —• $ via o^(x) = (x, $(x)). Definition 4.1 
then extends to functions $ : M —> R in the obvious way, where saturation is defined 
with respect to the V^-foliations. 

Proposition 4.7. — Suppose that f is partially hyperbolic and <j> is Holder continuous. 

1. Assume that f is accessible, and let <ï> : M —• R be continuous. Then there exists 
c G R such that 

(12) 0 = $ o / - $ + c, 

if and only if $ bisaturated. 
2. If f is volume-preserving and ergodic, and $ : M —>R is a measurable function 

satisfying (12) (m-a.e.), for some c G R, then $ is bi essentially saturated. 

Proof. — (1) Suppose that $ is a continuous solution to (12). Then (12) implies that 
for all x G M and all n, we have: 

/£(*, $(*)) = (/»(*), *(/"(*)) + cn). 

Let x' g Vs (»). Then 

liminf d(/£(s, $(*)), /£(*', <£>(*'))) = 

iim d((r(X), * ( / * ( * ) ) ) , ( / V ) , * ( R (*')))) = 0, 
n—>oo 

and so (#, $(#)), $(#')) ^e on the same leaf. This implies that $ is s-saturated. 
Similarly $ is ^-saturated, and hence bisaturated. 

Suppose on the other hand that $ is continuous and bisaturated. Define a function 
c: M —> R by c(x) = </>(#) — $(/(x)) + We want to show that c is a constant 
function. Proposition 3.1, (3) implies that, for all z G M and s, t G R: 

(13) WJz,s + t) = TMz,s). 
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Suppose that y G Vs(x). Saturation of $ and /^-invariance of Vj,, ÇW1^ imply 
that: 

(14) ^ ( / ( z ) , *(/(*))) =(/(*)))) DSDD D*(/(»))), and 

(15) /*((/(*)))) XCD$(*))) = /*((/(*))))*(y))). 

On the other hand, invariance of the V^-foliation under implies that, for all z G M: 

M ^ C * , *(*))) = wj(/(*), + 

=(/(*)))) XXDX*(/(*)) + (*(*) - *(/(*)) + </>(*))) 

= r .w_«( / (z) )+,w(/ (*)) ) )*( / (*) ) ) ) . 
Equations (14) and (13) now imply that 

9(x) - $(f(x)) + ct>(x) = -(/(*))))+ 0(2/); 

in other words, c(x) = c(y). Hence the function c is constant along Vs-leaves; simi
larly, c is constant along Vw-leaves. Accessibility implies that c is constant. Hence $ 
and c satisfy (2). 

(2) Let $ be a measurable solution to (12). We may assume that (12) holds on an 
/-invariant set of full volume; for points in this set, we have 

f$(x, $(*)) = (fn(x), *(/"(*)) + cn), 

for all n. 
Choose a compact set C C M such that vol(C) > .5vol(M), on which $ is uniformly 

continuous. Ergodicity of / and absolute continuity of Vs implies that for almost 
every x G M, and almost every x' G Vs (#), the pair of points x and x' will visit C 
simultaneously for a positive density set of times. For such a pair of points x,x' we 
have 

liminf d(/£(s, $(*)), /£(*', *(*'))) = 

i iminfd((r(x) ,$(r(x))) ,(r(x ' ) ,$(r(x ')))) = o, 
n—•oo 

and so (x, $(#)), (#', $(#')) ^e on the same leaf- This implies that $ is essentially 
5-saturated: one defines the s-saturate 3>s of $ at (almost every) x to be equal to 
the almost everywhere constant value of $ on Vs (x) (see [29] for a version of this 
argument when / is Anosov). 

Similarly $ is essentially u-saturated, and hence bi essentially saturated. • 
Proof of Theorem A, part I. — Let / be C1 and accessible and let <f> : M —• R be 
Holder continuous. Part I of Theorem A asserts that there exists a continuous function 
3>: M —> R and c G R satisfying (2) if and only if PCF%((f)) = 0, for every accessible 
cycle g\ 

We start with a lemma: 

Lemma 4.8. — Let 7 be an su-loop corresponding to the accessible cycle Then 
PCF<ç((f)) = 0 if and only if every lift of 7 to an su-lift path in M x R is an su-lift 
loop. 
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Proof of Lemma 4-S. — Let x G M Proposition 3.1, part (4) implies that if \3 = 
(XQ, . . . , Xk = XQ) is an accessible cycle, then for any t G R 

+qq+sz+q5q+ fc-1 

i=0 

PCF(xuXi+l){4>) = PCF^<j>) 

Let 7 be an su-loop corresponding to Then for any t G R, #7(£) — t = PCF<$(<j)) 
Fix t G Ë, and let % = 7x0J: [0? 1] —> M x R be the sn-lift path projecting 

to 7, with 7t(0) = (x0,t). Then ^(1) = (a?0, #7(t)) = (a?0,* + PCF^) = 0). Thus 
PCF%((/)) = 0 if and only if 7t(l) = t if and only if jt is an su-lift loop. Since t was 
arbitrary, we obtain that PCF%(<p) = 0 if and only if every lift of 7 to an su-liît path 
is an su-liît loop. • 

By Proposition 4.6 and Lemma 4.8, if PCF^{(j)) = 0, for every accessible cycle J?, 
then there exists a bisaturated function $ : M -> M x R. Theorem 4.2, part (1), 
plus accessibility of / implies that 3> is continuous. Proposition 4.7 implies that there 
exists a c G R such that (12) holds. 

On the other hand, if $ is continuous and there exists a c G R such that (12) 
holds, then Proposition 4.7, (part 1) implies that $ is bisaturated. Proposition 4.6 
and Lemma 4.8 imply that PCF^{(j)) = 0, for every accessible cycle g\ • 

Proof of Part III of Theorem B. — Assume that / is C2, volume-preserving, center 
bunched and accessible. Let $ be a measurable solution to (2), for some c G R. We 
prove that there exists a continuous function <ï> satisfying $ = $ almost everywhere. 

Since / is center bunched and accessible, it is ergodic, by ([9], Theorem 0.1). 
Proposition 4.7, part (2) implies that $ is bi essentially saturated. Theorem 4.2, 
part (2) then implies that $ is essentially bisaturated, which means there exists a 
bisaturated function with é = $ a.e. Since / is accessible, Theorem 4.2, part (1) 
then implies that $ is continuous. • 

5. Holder regularity: proof of Theorem A, part II. 

Let / : M —» M be partially hyperbolic and let 0 : M —> R be a-Holder continuous, 
for some a > 0. As above, define the skew product L : M x M - ^ M x M b y 

/ * M = (/(p),* + 0(p))-

We start with a standard proposition showing that the stable and unstable folia
tions for / lift to invariant stable and unstable foliations for fy. 

Proposition 5.1. — There exist foliations VJJ, of M x R with the following prop
erties. 

1. The leaves of (Wj>, are a-Hôlder continuous. 
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2. The leaves of (WU^) project to leaves of V^, and the leaves of project to leaves 
of°Ws. Moreover, (x',t')e W^x^t) if and only if x' G Vs(x) and 

limmîd(iï(x,t),n(x'tf)) = 0. 
n—•oo 

Proof — This result is by now standard (see [31]), although strictly speaking, the 
proof appears in the literature only under a stronger partial hyperbolicity assumption 
(in which the functions v, £,7,7 are assumed to be constant). We sketch the proof 
under the slightly weaker hypotheses stated here. 

For x G M, let gx = {g: Vn(x,(5) -> R : g G Ca,g(x) = 0}. The number S > 0 
is chosen so that for all x G M, if y G %/U(x, ô), then d(f(x),f(y)) > ù(x)~1d(x,y). 
Notice that the function ^(y) = (j)(y) — (f)(x) belongs to x- The a-norm of an element 
g G x is defined: 

h\\a = SUD 

d+d+e 

\9(V)\ 
d(x,y)a 

The bundle $ over M with fiber *@ x over x G M has the structure of a Banach bundle. 
The fiber is modelled on the Banach space B = {g: B^u(0,S) —> R : g G Ca,#(0) = 
0}, with the norm 

llsL = sup 
veBRu (0,6) 

\9(v)\ 
\v\a ' 

The restriction of / to -leaves sends cWu(x,6) onto Wu(f(x), û(x)~1S), which 
contains cU/u(f(x),6). On cWu(x) x R, the map takes the form f^ip^t) = (f(p),t + 
<f>(p)), and the induced graph transform map Ux : *@x -+ Sf(x) takes the form: 

srx(s){y) = g(f-Hv)) + ttrHv)) - ttf-H*))-
Suppose that \\g\\a < C. Then 

s+d+d+d+d sup 
z€Ww(/(*),<5) 

l^(<?)(*)l 
rjz+zie+zs" 

< sup 
d+r+d+e+ 

\g(y) + <Ky) - <Kx)\ 
d(f(x),f(y))" 

=d+ sun 
yeWu(x,S) 

\a(u)\ 
d(f(x),f(y))a 

\Mx) - <t>(y))\ 
' d(f(x),f(y))° 

=+d+e+fg sup 
d+rev+d 

\g(y)\ 
d{x,y)a 

\<K*) - <Kv))\ 
d(x,v)a 

< H*)a{\\g\\a + \<l>-<Kx)\*) 
< Ù(x)a(C + K)<C, 

provided that C is larger than supx K/(l — v{x)). 
Hence the closed sets &X(C) = {g € $x : \\g\\a < C} are preserved by the maps Sfx. 

Next we show that f7x is a contraction in the a-norm. To this end, let g, g' € $X(C). 
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Then 

Wx(g)-?x{g')\\« = sup 
z£<Wu{f(x),6) 

\?x(g)(z) - ?x(g')(z)\ 
d(f(x),z)° 

< sup 
d+d+r+d 

\g(y) + Hv) - - (g'(y) + </>(</) - 4>(x))\ 
d(f(x)J(y))" 

vre sup \g(y)-9'(y)\ 

yewu{x,S) d(f(x),f(y))<* 

< Hx)a\\g-sf\\a. 

The invariant section theorem ([18], Theorem 3.1) now implies that there is a unique 
^-invariant section a : M —> $X{C). It is easy to check that the set V^(p,t) = 
{(y,t -f o~p(y)) : y G Wu(p, S)} is a local unstable manifold for The rest of the 
proof is standard. • 

Fix a foliation box U for Vs. For any two smooth transversals E, E' in U, there 
is the Vs-holonomy map from E to E' that sends x G E to the unique point of 
intersection x' between ^(x) and E;. For any such E, E' there is also a well-defined 
V^-holonomy between E x R and E' x R, sending (x,t) G E x R to the unique point of 
intersection (xf, t') between W^(x, t) and E' xR. Since the Vs leaves lift to V^-leaves, 
the W8^ holonomy covers the Vs holonomy under the natural projection. 

Proposition 5.2. — Suppose that f is C1 and (j) is a-Holder continuous, for some 
a G (0,1]. Then the and holonomy maps are uniformly Holder continuous. 
Any 0 G (0, a] satisfying the pointwise inequalities: 

(16) v < {vjj)ela and i/7_1 < (^£)e/a 

is a Holder exponent for the holonomy, where u, 7, fi : M —> M are any continuous 
functions satisfying, for every p € M and any unit vector v € TPM: 

v € Es(p) =• | | 7 ; /D | < u(p), v E Ec(p) 7(p) < \\Tvfv\U 

and 
v € EVp) =• \\Tpfv\\ < ù(p)-\ 

for some Riemannian metric. 

By considering the trivial (constant) cocycle, we also obtain: 

Corollary 5.3. — The stable holonomy maps for a C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomor
phism f are uniformly Holder continuous. Any 6 G (0,1] satisfying 

v < 7(i//i)' 

is a Holder exponent for the stable holonomy, where v^^fi are defined as in Proposi
tion 5.2. 
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Remark: In ([33], Theorem A) it is shown that the holonomy maps for CWU and 
CWS are Holder continuous if / is at least C2 (or C1+a, for some a > 0). The proof 
in [33] uses a graph transform argument and an invariant section theorem to show 
that the plaques of CU/U and Vs form a Holder continuous family. Here in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, as in the first part of the proof in [33], we have exhibited the plaques 
of as an invariant section of a fiber-contracting bundle map £7*. It is not possible, 
however, to carry over the rest of the proof in [33] to this setting: the low regularity 
of £7" prevents one from using a Holder section theorem to conclude that the invariant 
section is Holder continuous. 

Hence we employ a different approach to prove that the holonomy maps are Holder 
continuous. The proof here has some similarities with the proof that stable foliations 
are absolutely continuous. We fix two transversals r and r' to and a pair of points 
x,y G r. We iterate the picture forward until /£(T) and f$(r') are very close and 
then push f£(x) and f£(y) across a short distance to points (x'), f$(y') G f$(rf). 
The points x',yf are the images of x,y under V^-holonomy; the iterate n is chosen 
carefully so that the distance between x and y can be compared to some power of the 
distance between x' and y'. Unlike the proof of absolute continuity of stable foliations, 
in which n is chosen arbitrarily large, the choice of n is delicate and depends on the 
distance between x and y. We will employ this type of argument again in later sections. 

As a final remark, we note that for every partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / 
and every Holder continuous cocycle 0, there is a choice of 0 > 0 satisfying (16), for 
some Riemannian metric. 

Proof of Proposition 5.2.. — In this proof, we will use the convention that if q is a 
point in M and j is an integer, then qj denotes the point fJ(q), with qo = q. If 
a : M —> R is a positive function, and j > 1 is an integer, we set 

<*j(p) = a(p)a(Pi) ' ' ' <*(pj-i), 

and 
a-j(p) = afr-^^aCp-j+i)"1 • • • «(p.i)"1. 

We set ao(p) = 1. Observe that aj is a multiplicative cocycle; in particular, we have 
a-j(p)~1 = ctj(p-j). Note also that (a(3)j = ctj(3j, and if a is a constant function, 
then an = an. 

Fix 0 G (0, a] satisfying (16). Next, fix a continuous positive function p: M —> R+ 
satisfying: 

- p < min{l,7}, and 
- p < min{l,7}, and 

We say that a smooth transversal E to °WS is admissible if the angle between TE and 
Es is at least 7r/4. 

The next lemma follows from an elementary inductive argument and continuity of 
the functions v, fi and p (cf. [9], Lemma 1.1). 
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Lemma 5.4. — There exists So > 0 such that for any p G M, and for any p' G 
Ws(p,60): 

1. for any i > 0, 

d(Pi,p'i) < Vi(p)d(p,p')\ 

2. for any admissible transversal E' to Vs atp1and any point q' G E', ifd(p/iyqfi) < 
<̂ 0; /or i = 1, . . . , n, then 

Pi{p)d(p',q') < d(pî,g{) < Mp)-1d(p,,qf), 

for i = 1,. . . , n. 

Let So > 0 be given by this lemma; by rescaling the metric, we may assume that 
So — 1. Fix p G M and p' G Vs (p, 1). Let E and E' be admissible transversals to Vs, 
with p G E and p' G E', so that the Vs-holonomy /is : E —• E', with /is(p) = p' is 
well-defined. Let r = E x R, and let r' = E' x R. Fix ç G E with d(p,q) < 1, and 
let q' = hs(q). 

For (z, £) G M x R and n > 0, write (zn, £n) for /^(^, £). We introduce the notation 
Sn(/)(z) = YH=o ̂ fe) ' an(l no^e that Si4>(z) — With these notations, we have 
(zn,tn) = (zn,t + Sn(f)(z)). Denote by/i^:ExR—» E x R the V^-holonomy, which 
covers the map hs. We first establish Holder continuity of the base holonomy map 
hs: E->E' . 

Since v <DDD there exists an n so that d(p,q) = ®{yn(p)iin(p))', fix such an 
n. Lemma 5.4 applied in the transversal E implies that d(pi,qi) < p>i(p)~1d(p,q) < 
0{yn[p)), for i = l , . . . ,n . 

On the other hand, since p' G Vs (p, 1), we have d(pi,pfi) < 0(z/;), for all i\ in 
particular, d(pn,p^) ^ 0{vn). Similarly, d(qn,q'n) < 0(vn). By the triangle inequality, 
we have that 

d(Pn> q'n) < d(pn, qn) + d(pn,p'n) + d(qn, q'n) 
= 0(vn{p)). 

Now applying / n to the pair of points p'n,q'n we obtain the pair of points p',</, 
which lie in the admissible transversal E'. Lemma 5.4 then implies that d(p',q') < 
Pn(p)_1d(K,g;) < O^p)-1^)). Since Pnipy^niP) < K(p)£n(p))*/a = 
0(d(p,q)°/a), we obtain that d{p',q') < 0(d(p,q)e/a) < 0{d{p,q)e), and so hs is 
0-Holder continuous. 

We next turn to the Holder continuity of h^. Since covers hs, it suffices to 
establish Holder continuity in the R-fiber. Fix a point (p, r) G E x R and write 
AJ(p,r) = (p',r') and DRED - (q',sf). 
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Holder continuity of 0 with exponent a implies that 

\Sn<f>(p) - Sn<f>(q)\ < 
n-l 

i=0 

0(d(Pi,ft)a) 

< 
n-l 

i=0 

1/(M) e +s+e+s 

= "APT 
n-l 

i=0 
0(^i(pn)-a) 

S Vn[P) 
n-l 

i=0 
0(pia) = 0{vn(p)a) 

where ~p < 1 is an upper bound for \±. This means that \rn — sn\ < \r — s\ + 0(vn(p)a). 
Note that (p'n,r'n) G ^^(pn, rn). Proposition 3.1 implies that V^(pn,rn) is the 

graph of an a-Holder continuous function from Vs (pn) to R. Hence 

\rn-r'n\ < 0{d(jpn,p'n)a) = 0{vn(jpr), 

and similarly, |sn — s'n\ = 0(vn(p)a). Now, by the triangle inequality, 

(17) \r' - s'\ < \rn - sn\ + \rn - ri + \sn - s'\ 
(18) < |r-s |+OK(p)Q); 

Since d(p'n_i,q'n_i) < 0(vn(p)p-i(pn)), for i = 1,.. . n, the a-Holder continuity of </> 
implies that |£„</>(p')) - Sn<t>W)\ < E?=i 0((i/„(p)p_4(p„))a) = 0{(un{p)Pn{p)-l)a), 
since p < 1. The inequality (up"1)01 < (vp)e now implies that 

(19) \sM))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{p))e). 

Combining (17) and (19), we obtain: 

\r'-sf\ = \{r>n-s'n)-(Sn<l>{i/))-SnM))\ 

< | r -a |+0(i /n(p)a) + 0((i/n(p)An(p))tf) 
< | r - a | + 0((i/n(p)£n(p))'), 

since tva < (vfr)6. 
We would like to compare |r — s | to d((p, r), (#, s)) , the latter quantity is equal 

to (|r - s\ + d(p,q))e = (\r - s\ + ^((^(plAntp))^; by the preceding calculation, 
|r' — s'\ < 0(d((p,r), (q,s))d). Hence is 0-Holder continuous. • 

Having completed this preliminary step, we turn to the proof of the main result in 
this section. 

Proof of Theorem A, part II. — Suppose that / is accessible and (j): M —> R is 
Holder continuous. Let $ : M —> R be a continuous map satisfying <j) = $ o f — 3> + c, 
for some c G R. We show that $ is Holder continuous. The key ingredient in the 
proof is the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5.5. — There exist C > 0, 7*0 > 0 and K, G (0,1) with the following properties. 
For any pair of points p,q G M, there exist functions a: BM(p^O) —• BM(qA) 

and (3: #M(p?^O) —• R £/ie following properties: 
1. a(p) = g 
2. /or a// 2,2/ G BM(p,r0), 

d(a(z),a(z')) <Cd(z,z')K, 

and 
\(3(z)-(3(z')\<Cd(z,z'r, 

3. /or a/Z 2 G BM(p, ?*O)? is £/ie endpoint of an su-path in M originating at z, 
4. for all z G BM{p^O), and t G 1, A(z,t) is the endpoint of an su-lift path 

in M x R originating at (z,t), where A: BM{p^Q) XR-> BM(O, 1) x R is the 
map A(z,t) =DDD D+ 

Assuming this lemma, the proof proceeds as follows. Let C, r0,tt be given by 
Lemma 5.5. Fix xo,xi G M with d(#o,#i) < r$. For i > 1, we construct a se
quence of points Xi and maps a»: -BM(^O^O) —• BM(XÎ, 1)> A - ^MO^O^O) —• ^ and 
A* : BM(XO, r0) x R -» BM{%i, 1) x R inductively as follows. The point x\ is already 
defined. Assume that Xi, for i > 1 has been defined. Let and fa be given by the 
lemma, setting p = x0 and q = xi (so that h(x0) = Xi). Define A*, as in Lemma 5.5, 
by Ai(z,t) = (ot.i(z),t + (3i(z)). We then set = ai(xi). 

We next argue that, for any i > 1, the map A* has the property that, for all 
z G BM(xo,r0), 

Ai(z, $(*)) = (a(s), + AW) = (<*(*), *(a(s))). 

Since $ is a continuous solution to (2), Proposition 4.7 implies then the graph of $ 
is bisaturated. That is, for any p,q G M, if (q,t) is the endpoint of any su-lift path 
originating at (p, 3>Gp)), then £ = $(#). But properties 3 and 4 of the maps Ai given 
by Lemma 5.5 imply that ai{z) is the endpoint of an su-path originating at z, and 
Ai(z, $(z)) is the endpoint of an su-lift path originating at (z, ®(z)). Hence we obtain 
that Ai(z,$(z)) = (ai(z),$(ai(z))), as claimed. 

It now follows from the properties of Ai and the definition of Xi that, for i > 1: 

Qlxn) + di(xo) = $(oti(xn)) = 

and 

M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{xd+sed+sx+ 
Thus: 

(20) *(xi)-*(a?0) = (*(^+i)-*(a?i)) + (A(»o)-A(a?i)). 

Summing equation (20) over i G {1,..., n}, we obtain: 

n 5554- $(x0)) = (*(xn+i) - ( ) ) + 
n 

d+rd 
(ft(*o)-A(*i)), 
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and so: 

|*(xi) -*(z0) | < 
1 

n 
*(an+i)-$(xi) | + 

1 

n 

n 

i=l 

A(x0)-A(xi) | 

< 2 

n 
ll*lloo + 

1 
n 

n 

i=l 

Cd(x0,X1)K 

< 2 

n 
|*||oo + Cd(x0,a:ir. 

Sending n —> oo, we obtain that |$(#i) — $(xo)| < Cd(x0, #i)K; since x0 and #1 
were arbitrary points within distance r0 of each other, this implies that $ is /̂ -Holder 
continuous. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2, assuming Lemma 5.5. • 

Proof of Lemma 5.5. — Let 9 be given by Proposition 5.2, and let NM, LM be given 
by Lemma 4.5. 

We first describe how to construct the maps a and /3 in the case where q G 
Vs(p, LM). The analogous construction works for q G CWU(p,LM)- Lemma 4.5 im
plies that any p and q can be connected by an (KM, LM )-accessible sequence. We can 
therefore construct for a general pair of points p and q by composing at most 
KM maps along stable and unstable segments. 

Suppose then that p' G Vs(p, LM)- We define a = ap,p> as follows. Fix a foliation 
box U of Vs containing Vs(p, LM), and let {Ex}xeu be a (uniformly chosen) smooth 
foliation by admissible transversals to CW8 in U. For z G E7, we define aP)P/(z) to be 
the unique point of intersection of CWS(Z,LM) with Ep/ in U. The map a:PjP/ : U 
Ep/ sends p to and is 0-Holder continuous when restricted to any transversal Ex. 
Since {^x}xe(Ws(p) *s a smooth foliation, it follows that ap?p/ is 0-Holder continuous, 
uniformly in p' G £/. 

Similarly, for (z,t) £ U x l , we define APjP>(z,t) to be the unique point of inter
section of W^z) with Ep/ x l i n C/ xR. Proposition 3.1 implies that Ap?p/ takes the 
form 

APiPi(z,t) = (<xPiP'(z),t + f3PiP'(z)), 

for some function /3p>p/: U —> R. Proposition 5.2 implies that Ap>p/, and so /?PjP', is 
0-Holder continuous, uniformly in p' G U. 

The same construction defines ap?p/ and /3PjP/ for G V^(p, 1£M )• Finally, for p, q 
in M, we fix an (KM,LM)-accessible sequence (yo52/i5 • • • IVKM) connecting p and g 
and define 

ap,q ~ AVKM-i,YKM ° AYKM-2,YKM-i ° ' * ' ° °̂ o,2/i • 

By construction, ap,g(p) = Similarly define /3Piq. 
Then there exists ro > 0 such that for every pair p, </, o;p?q and /3Pj9 are defined 

in the neighborhood BM(p^O) and OLPA takes values in BM(<1, 1)- Furthermore, there 
exists C > 0 such that (1) and (2) in the statement of the lemma hold, for K = 6Km . 
Finally, property (4) holds by construction. • 
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Remark: The Holder exponent for $ obtained in this proof can be considerably 
smaller than the exponent for 0. In particular, the largest possible exponent for the 

or holonomy given by Proposition 5.2 is \ . Concatenating these holonomies 
along K steps of an accessible sequence reduces this exponent further to In 
contrast, the exponents for $ and <j> in Theorem 0.1 are the same. This is because the 
transverse Holder continuity of and does not play a role in the proof when / 
is Anosov, and so only the Holder exponent of the leaves, which is the same as for </>, 
determines the exponent for 

6. Jets 

In this section we review basic facts about jets and jet bundles that will be needed 
in subsequent sections. The reader is referred to [17, 22] for a more detailed account. 

If Ni and N2 are Ck manifolds and £ < k, we denote by T£(Ni,N2) the set of 
local Ck maps from Ni,N2\ each element of T£(Ni,N2) is a triple (p, where 
(j) is a C£ map from a neighborhood U of p in Ni to N2. For p G Ni, we denote 
by Tp(Ni,N2) the set of elements of T£(NUN2) based at p. We denote by Jl{N1,N2) 
the bundle of C£ jets from N\ into N2: each element of J£(Ni,N2) is an equivalence 
class of triples (p, <j>,U) G Tp(Ni, N2), where two triples (p,(/>,U) and (jp',<t>',U') are 
equivalent if p = p', and the partials of (f) and <// at p up to order £ coincide. 

We denote by \p,^>,U]i the equivalence class containing (p, (/>,[/), which is called 
a £-jet at p. Alternately, we use the notation j£(j). The point p is called the source 
of (p,(f),U) and (f)(p) is the target. The source map a gives J£(Ni,N2) the structure 
of a Ck~£ bundle over N\\ we denote by J£(Ni,N2) the ̂ -jets with source p G N\. 
We also denote by J£(Ni,N2)q the set of jets with target q. 

More generally one has the £-jet bundle associated to a fiber bundle. If 7r : $ —• M 
is a Ck fiber bundle, and £ < k, we denote by T£(7r: <B —> M) the set of local 
sections of and by r£(7r: $ —> M) the set of C£ local sections whose domain 
contains p G M. We then define the ^-jet bundle J£(7r: 25 —> M) to be the set of pairs 
(p, 0), where G r£(7r: $ —• M), and two pairs (p, <j>) and (p',^') are equivalent if 
p = p', and the partials of 0 and (/>' at p up to order ^ coincide. Then J£(TT: <B —• M) 
is a Cfe~̂  bundle over M. Observe that J£(Ni,N2) = J£(pio)Nl : Ni x N2 -> TVi) 
under the natural identification of sections of iVi x Â2 with functions (j) : N\ —> N2. 

For ^ < £, there is a natural projection 7r̂ / from the ̂ -jet bundle to the ^'-jet 
bundle that sends j£(j) to j% </>. Under this projection, J£ has the structure of a Ck~£' 
fiber bundle over J£'. Moreover, J£~£' (J£') = J£. 

The bundle J^(Rm,Rn) is a trivial bundle over Rm. The fiber space J^(Rm,Rn) 
is the £+ 1-fold product P£{m,n) = nf=0Ljym(Rm,Rn), where L^m(Rm,Rn) is the 
vector space of of symmetric, z-multilinear maps from Rm to Rn. Each ^-jet [v, </>, U]t 
in J^(Rm,Rn) has a canonical representative, which is the £t\i order Taylor poly
nomial of <j> about v. To denote an element of J^(Rm,Rn), we sometimes use the 
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notation (v, p) with v G Mm and p a degree £ polynomial (suppressing the neighbor
hood £/, since polynomials are globally defined). These give C°° global coordinates 
on J^(Mm, Rn); in this way we regard J^(Rm, Rn) as a finite dimensional vector space 
with a Euclidean structure | • |. 

6.1. Prolongations. — If 0 : Ni —• N2 is a C£ function, then (j) gives rise to a 
section of the bundle J£(Ni,N2) over Ni via the map v i—> j£</>. This section, denoted 
j£(f) is called the £-prolongation of (j). In the case £ = 0, the jet bundle J°(Ni, N2) is 
just the product Ni x iV2, and the image of Ni under the prolongation j°<j) is the just 
the graph of (j). 

The function </> : M —» M is Cfe if and only if the ^-prolongation of <f> is Cfc- .̂ Not 
every continuous section of J£(M,N) is the prolongation of a C£ function; however, 
the set of prolongations of smooth functions is closed: 

Proposition 6.1. — If fn € C£(M,N) and j£fn —> j£f in the weak topology 
on C°(M,J£(M,N)), then f G C£(MyN). 

More generally, if cr: M —> <$ is a section (resp. local section) of a Ck bundle 
7T : $ —• M, then the ^-prolongation j V : M —• Ĵ (7r : $ —> M) is a Cfe~* section (resp. 
local section). The analogue of Proposition 6.1 holds for prolongations of sections. 

6.2. Isomorphism of jet bundles. — The next lemma is used extensively in 
various forms in this paper. 

Lemma 6.2. — Let N\,N2, and 7V3 be Ck manifolds. 
1. Let g : N2 —> iV3 be a Ck map. Then for every £ < k, the map jx(j) i—• j£(g o <f>) 

is a Ck~£ map from J£(NUN2) to J£(NUN3). 
2. Let h: Ni —> N2 be a Ck diffeomorphism. Then for every £ < k, the map 

3x4> Jhix)^0 is a Ck~£ diffeomorphism from Je(Ni,N3) to J£(N2,N3). 

Remark: There is some subtlety in item 2. If h : N —> N is a Ck diffeomorphism other 
than the identity, then neither of the following maps is even differentiable on J£(N, N): 

iit3l(x)<i> or jit*-*Jlttoh'1)-

It is at first glance a fortuitous fact that the composition of these maps is Ck~£. 
What item 2 expresses is the fact that the £-jet bundle is a Ck~£ invariant under 
C^-diffeomorphisms. More generally: 

Corollary 6.3. — (see, e.g., [22], Chapter 144) If*' $ -» M and n': <É -* M' are 
Ck fiber bundles, and H : <E —> $ is a Ck isomorphism of fiber bundles, covering 
the Ck diffeomorphism h: M —» M', then for every £ < k there is a canonical Ck~£ 
isomorphism of fiber bundles 

H£: J£(TT: <È -> M) -+ j'tf': <É M') 

covering h. For £' < £, the map H£ covers H£ under the natural projection. 
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The map He is defined by: 

He(jia)=jeh{x)(Hoaoh-1). 

6.3. The graph transform on jets. — In its local form, Corollary 6.3 tells us 
that for diffeomorphisms of Rm x Rn of the form H(x, y) = (h{x),g{x, y)), the induced 
graph transform on functions $ : Rm —• Rn produces a map that is smooth on the level 
of jets. By graph transform, we mean the map S7#: Rm —> Rn} —» {$: Rm -> 
Rn} defined by: 

VH{$){x) = g{h-\x)Mh-\x))). 
It is easy to see that if H is Cfc, then &H(C*(Rm, Rn)) = C"(Rm,Rn), for all £<k\ 
nonetheless, the restriction of Ï7H to C^(Rm,Rn) is not smooth at all, even for £ = 0. 
What is smooth, however, is the induced map H£: J^(Rm,Rn) -> J^(Rm,Rn): 

^ 0 ' ^ ) = 4 ) ( ^ W ) . 

This map on £-jets is Ck~£. 
More generally, whenever a graph transform is well-defined, it induces a continuous 

map on jets, which we now describe. Suppose that H(x, y) = (h(x, y),g(x, y)) is a Ck 
local diffeomorohism of Rm x Rn. Write 

DVH = 
Ay By 
Cy Ky 

where Av : Rm Rm, Bv: Rn Rm, Cv: Rm Rn and Kv : Rn Rn. Suppose 
that there exists po > 0 such that for all v G J3]Rm+n(0, po), the map Av is invertible. 

Then there exists pi > 0 such that, for every £ < k, there exists a Ck~e local 
diffeomorphism 

H£: J*(Rm,Rn) J*(Rm,Rn), 

defined in the pi-neighborhood of the 0-section of «/jgRm(0 p0)(^m>^n)> given by: 

He(jexil>) = JLMX)) (fo ° W * ) ) ° ° V0)_1) • 

The map H£ has the defining property that for every G r^(Rm, Rn), if j£i/> is in the 
domain of H£, and é' G r€(Rm,Rn) satisfies: 

graph(^') = i7(graph(^)) 

in a neighborhood of h(x, ip(x)), then Hc(jxip) = ^x^w . This fact motivates tm 
term "graph transform." 

We explore the properties of these maps in more detail; this will be used in subse
quent sections. Writing P£(m,n) = nf=0L2S2/m(Rm, Rn), we have coordinates 

(x,p) i • (x,po,...,P^) 

on Rm x P*(ra,ra), where p* = Dxp G L*ym(Rm,Rn). Denote by H£(x,p)i the 
L*ym(Rm, Rn)-coordinate of H£(x, p), so that 

H£(x, p) = po), ^ ( z , p)o,..., p)*). 
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Clearly H°(x, po)o = d(x, Po)- Because jets are natural, for £' < £, we have 

H£(x, po, • • •, pi)v = H£' (x, po,..., pt>)i>. 

Furthermore, 

Hl(x, po, pi)i = (C(XiPo) + K(a^o)pi) {A(x,po) + B{x^o)px) 1. 

Differentiating this expression £ times (implicitly), we get, for £ > 1: 

23* (s, po, • • •, Pi)i = (î (a:,p0)p̂  - i ï 1 ^ Po, Pi)i-B(s,po)P' 

+S*(z, po,.. •, P^-i)) o (A(x~n) + J5^,«n)pi) S 

where S£ is a polynomial in {x, po, • • •, Pe-i) and m the partial derivatives of H 
at (x, po) up to order £. 

Notice that if B(XiPo) = 0, then these expressions reduce to: 

H£(x, po,... , pi)i = (K{X}Po)p£ + S£(x, p0,..., p^_i)) o A{x\po). 

In particular, if jB(X,£?0) = 0> then there exists p2 > 0 such that for all (x', p') lying in 
the p2-neighborhood of (x,p) in J*(Rm,Rn), we have: 

(21) \H£(x,p)t-H£(xf,p')A 

(22) < QL.VAP* -P'tl + O (l(*> PO, • • • , Pl-l) ~ (*', Po,..., Pi-Jl) 

where Q£Q) : L£sym(Rm,Rn) L<ym(Rm,Rn) is the linear map: 

M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{sd+se 
Observe that, because pe is a symmetric map of order £, we have HQ^^U < 
ll̂ (œ,p0)ll/m(^( ,̂po)) '̂ where m(X) = denotes the conorm of an invert-
ible matrix X. 

For £ > 1, we may regard J^(Rm,Rn) as a vector bundle over J°(Rm,Rn) (= 
Rm x Rn) under the natural projection TT̂ 0; the fiber is nf=1L^m(Rm, Rn). In a 
variety of contexts (see Section 10.1 ff.) we will consider the case where the map H£ is 
a fiberwise contraction on a neighborhood of the 0-section of this bundle. We assume 
that ||if(a.>po)|| < m(A(XtPo)) and ||X(x,p0)ll < m(A(x,Po))£ (which together imply that 
IÎ (*,PO)II < m(A(x,Po)Y> for 1 < i < £). 

Continuing to assume that B(XjPo) = 0, we next construct in the standard way a 
norm | • |' on nf=1L*ym(Rm,Rn) such that: 

(23) \H£(x,p)-H£(x,p')\' 

(24) < max 
\\A(x,Po)\\ ll*Wo)ll ) 

[m(K{XiPo)y m(A(x^o)Y\ 
> • \(x,p)i - (x,p')£\', 

for (x, p), (x, p') lying in the set {{x, p0, Pi, • • •, Pi) - |(pi, • • •, Pt)\' < !}• To do this, 
fix L > 0 and for (px,... ,pt) G U£=1Liym(Rm,Rn), define: 

\(Pi,---,Pi)\L = Li\p1\ + -- + L\pi\. 
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It is not difficult to verify using (21) that if L > 0 is sufficiently large, then (23) holds 
for I • I' = I • |L and all (x, p), (x, p') lying in the set {(x, p0, px,..., p£) : |(px,..., p£)\' < 
1}. 

The same holds true if ||-B(x,Po)|| is sufficiently small. Summarizing this discussion, 
we have: 

Lemma 6.4. — Fix £>1. For every R > 0 and K G (0,1) there exist e > 0 and L > 0 
with the following properties. 

Let H: BRm+n(0,1) —• Rm+n be a C£ local diffeomorphism such that: 

— dCi (H, Id) < R, and 

— writing DVH — 
Ay By 
Cy Ky I 

we have: 

veBRm + n (0,1) 
inf m(Ay) > 0, 

d+d+r sup 
veBRm + n (0,1) 

max J ' ll^ll ll^ll 
Im(Ay)1 m(Avy J 

and 

sup 
+d+d+re+d+e 

\\By\\<e. 

Then for all v = (vm,vn) G Mm+n and all j£vmip, fvmip' G ^(v), with 
jirn1p\, \jimll>'\ < 1, W6 httVC 

\H'(<i'l/A - H'd'lb'Vr < K.\<i'lb-<i'lb'\r. 

7. Proof of Theorem B 

Before proving our main higher regularity result (part IV of Theorem A), we give 
a proof of Theorem B, as the proof conveys some of the basic techniques we will use 
later, but in a simpler setting. 

Suppose that N is an embedded C1 submanifold of Rm+n such that, for every 
x,y in N, there exist neighborhoods U of x and V of y and a Ck diffeomorphism 
H-.U-+V such that H(U) = V and H(U H N) = V n N, where k > 2. 

We prove that N is a C£ submanifold of Mm+n, for all £ < fe, by induction on L By 
assumption, N is a C1 submanifold. Suppose that N is a Cl submanifold, for some 
£ < k — 1. We prove that N is Ci+1 submanifold. As the problem is local, we may 
restrict attention to a small neighborhood in N. 

Fix a point XQ G iV and a neighborhood V of XQ in N. By a local Ck change of 
coordinates in Nf sending xo to 0 G Mn x Rm, we may assume that N is the graph 
of a C£ function $ : JBMn(0,1) Rm satisfying j'q^ = 0. The first main step in the 
proof of Theorem B is the following lemma. 
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Lemma 7.1. — For every u G jE?Rn(0,1) there exists p = p(u) > 0; and for every 
i G {0, . . . , £}, a Ck~l local diffeomorphism 

Hu: -Bji(Rn>Rm)(0,p) —• Jz(Rn,Rm) 

with the following properties: 
1. Hu covers H^'1 under the projection J*(Rn,Rm) -> Ji-1(Rn,Rm), and 
2. writing H%(v,w) = (hu(v, w),gu(v, w)), we have hu(0, $(0)) = u, and: 

M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{ 
for every v such that jv$ G £j*(RnjRm)(0, p). 

Proof. — For i = 0, this follows immediately from Ck homogeneity. Given u G 
i?Rn(0,1), select a Ck local diffeomorphism 

Hu = (hu,gu): BRnxRm(0,p0) -> Rn x Rm 

sending (0,0) = (0,$(0)) to (u,$(u)) and preserving the graph of <I>. Under the 
natural identification of J°(Rn,Rm) with Rn x Rm, this defines the map H^: 

Hu(viw) = (K(v,w),gu(v,w)). 

Suppose i > 1, and fix a point v' G Rn near 0, and a function ip G r^,(Rn,Rm). 
Consider the local map hu o (id,if>) G r^,(Rn,Rn) given by: 

Hu o (id, rf>)(v) = hu(v, ip(v)). 

Its derivative at v' is 

(25) Dv> (hu ° (id, if;)) = 
dhu 
dv 

s+s+e+s+s+e dhu 
dw 

{v',il>{v'))Dv,%l>. 

Since DH® preserves the tangent space to the graph of 3>, it follows that the map 
dHu/dv(0,0) is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of u. On the other hand, 
plugging in v' = 0, Dv'ip = 0 into equation (25) we obtain that for any if; G T^R™, Rm) 
with JoV = 0, D0 (hu o (id^)) = (0,0). 

Since H° is C1, from this it follows that for \jl,ifj\ and \vf\ sufficiently small, the 
derivative Dv> (hu o (id,ip)) is invertible. The inverse function theorem then implies 
that hu o (id,if>) is a Cl local diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of v G Rn, provided 

is sufficiently small; in particular, (hu o (id,ip))~x is defined. 
For i > 1, we then set 

Kim=JUVMV)) D+D+D+R+D ° w ) ) ° (^ ° vor1) • 

Lemma 6.2 implies that Hlu is a Ck 1 local diffeomorphism. By construction, the maps 
Hu satisfy properties (1) and (2). • 

Remark: Notice that Lemma 7.1 implies that the image of 2?Rn(0,1) under je$ is 
a C1 homogeneous submanifold of J^(Rn,Rm). At this point, it is possible to appeal 
to Theorem 1.2 to finish the proof. 

Returning to the proof of Theorem B, our next step is to show: 
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If$ is C£ and j£& is a C1 -homogeneous function (in the sense of 
Lemma 7.1), then j£$ is C1, and so $ is C^+1. 

To this end, let A: J^(Rn,Rm) -> J^(Rn,Rm) be an invertible linear transforma
tion, and let p > 0. We next define a subset $(A,p) C B^n(0,1) consisting of the set 
of all u G #R™(0, 1) with the following properties: 

— For each i G {0,... £}, there exists a bilipschitz embedding 

HI.' Bji(Rn^Rm^(0,p) —• J*(Rn,Rm) 

such that: 
- HI covers H^1 under the projection J*(Rn,Rm) -> J^R71, Rm), 
- writing H®(v,w) — (hu(v,w),gu(v,w)), we have hu(0, $(0)) = u, and: 

fiiC?»*) = ifcu(«,*(«))*. 

for every v such that jfô G Bjtç&n^m^O, p), and 
- Lip(,4 - Hi) < Stdl on J3j€(Rn,Rm)(0,p), where m(A) = P"1!!"1 denotes the 

conorm of A. 
Fix a countable dense subset {Aj}jez+ C GL(J^(Rn,Rm)) of invertible linear 

transformations. 

Lemma 7.2. — For each A G GL(Je(Rm, W1)), and p>0, the set ^{A,p) is compact 
in 5Rn(0,1). Moreover: 

BRn(0,l) = 

ss+ed+z+s 
M))-sM)\ 

Proof. — Suppose that $(A, p) is nonempty. Let Uj be a sequence in $(A, p), and for 
each i G {0,.. . , £}, let H%u. be the associated sequence of bilipschitz embeddings. Since 
the space of bilipschitz embeddings is locally compact in the uniform topology, there 
exists a convergent subsequence Uje —> u G -£?R™(0,1) with Hxu —> Hlu uniformly for 

all i. The maps H%u are bilipschitz embeddings, with H%u covering H%~x, and Lip(iJ* — 
-4) <DDDD Since the 4-jet j£$ is a closed subset of J^(Rn, Rm), the limiting map H£u 
preserves j£$. Hence u G $(A,p), and so $(A, p) is compact. 

Lemma 7.1 implies that for each u, and each i there exists a Cr~* diffeo-
morphism H%u satisfying the first two properties. Let e = m(DoHi)/ll. Fix 
Ah G GL(J^(Rn,Rm)) such that \\DQHI - Ah\\ < e. A simple estimate shows 
that \\D0Hi - Ah\\ <WWW Next, fix j2 such that Lip(£>0#u " Ht) <SDSS 
on Bĵ (RmjRn)(0,J71). Then Lip(Ail - if*) < m(^Jl) on B (̂R»,Rm)(0, j^1), which 
implies that u G §(Aj1, j^-1). Hence: 

BRn(0,l) = 

s+sez+cz 

< o{{vn{P)fin{ 

completing the proof of the lemma. 
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Since BRU(0,1) is a Baire space, there exist integers j±,J2 such that $(Aj1,j2 1) 
has nonempty interior. Let U be an open ball contained in ^(Aj^^^j^1)- For each pair 

u,uf G U and i G {0, ...,-£}, we set H^uu,^ = H%u, o if* , which is defined on a 
neighborhood of j\p in J^R^R™). We thus obtain: 

Lemma 7.3. — There exists p > 0 such that, for every pair z = (u, u') G U x Ï7, £/&e 
following hold: 

— for each i G {0,.. .^} , if* is a bilipschitz homeomorphism, defined on a p-neigh-
borhood of jlu$, 

— Hlz covers if*"1 under the projection J*(Rn,Rm) J ' -^R", Rm), 
— writing H®(v,w) = (hz(v,w),gz(v,w)), we have hz(u,$(u)) = u!, and: 

M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{ 

for every v such that jfà G £j*(RnjRm)(ju*,p), and 
- - iff) < I On B^(Rn>Rm)(j^,p). 

Let K = 3/2, which is a bound, over all z = (u,uf) G U x U, for the Lipschitz 
norm of iff on Bj^nn^mjfj^^). Since $ is assumed to be at least C1, there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that, for all u, u1 G U, 

\j°$-&$\<C\u-u'\. 

Fix a point wo G U, and let a = d(uo,Rn \ Î7) (which depends uniformly on UQ). 
Since ĵ <I> is continuous, if u is sufficiently close to UQ (uniformly in UQ), we will have 
ji® g 5j£(RmÏR»)C;i0^,p). 

Let ui G £7 be such a point. Fix N G Z+ such that: 

a 
CK(N + 1) 

s+s+e5s+e+z a 
CRN 

We construct a sequence of points uo, ui, u^,. •., UN in Î7 inductively as follows. 
The points UQ and U\ have already been defined. For i G { l , . . . ,n — 1}, we set 
Zi = (uo,Ui) e U x U and Ui+i = hz.(ui,$(ui)). We need to check that if u\ is 
contained in U, then is also contained in U. 

To see this, note that, for i < N, we have: 

\Ui - Ui-x] =D+S+R+D- hZi(uo,${u0))\ 

< K\A" $ _ A" $ 

d++ez+d+e-e4r+dr+e 

Hence, for i < AT, this implies that — u0| < KCi\u\ — u0\ < a, so that U{ G U, for 
alii G {1,...,7V}. 

Then, for each i: 

M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)SD+D+R+Dfin{eje+rie 

= il * - i l * + & - ml*) - (KS+D+R+DR+D41R - iml*) 
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Summing these equations from i = 1, . . . , N, and taking the norm, we obtain: 

\fuN*-3l0$\ D+D+R+ > N\jlUl* -S+R+D 
N 

i=l 

(Hi-Id)Ui^)S+D+R+D-(Hi-Id)Ui^) 

> N 
2 ' 

d+r+e+d+e+e+e 

since Lip(iJf. — Id) < \, for i = 1, . . . , N. 
Since is continuous, by assumption, there exists a constant M > 0 such that 

< M, for all veU. Then: 

\fUl*-ji0$\ < 2 
N \jL*-SRDjL*\ 

< 
4M 
N 

evr 4MCK(N +1; a 
na CK(N + 1) 

< 12MC 
a 

•\ui - u0\. 

From this it follows that u i—> jfô is Lipschitz at UQ\ since î o was arbitrary, the map 
is locally Lipschitz on U. Hence is differentiate almost everywhere on U C V. 
C£+1 -homogeneity of V now implies that j£$ is differentiate everywhere on V. Taking 
a point of continuity for the derivative of and applying C^+1 -homogeneity one 
more time, we obtain that je<& is C1, and so V is a C^+1 submanifold of Rn x Rm. 
This completes the inductive step of our proof, and so completes the proof that iV is 
a Ck submanifold of Rm+n. 

8. Journé's theorem, re(re)visited. 

Journé's theorem [19] is widely used in rigidity theory to show that a continuous 
function is smooth. The theorem states that any function that is uniformly smooth 
along leaves of two transverse foliations with uniformly smooth leaves is smooth. This 
theorem is typically applied in the Anosov setting as follows: according to Proposi
tion 4.7, the graph of a continuous transfer function $ for a smooth coboundary (j) 
is bisaturated, i.e., saturated by leaves of the unstable and stable foliation for the 
skew product Since is smooth, the leaves of these foliations are smooth graphs 
over the corresponding foliations for / . This implies that the function $ is smooth 
along leaves of the stable and unstable foliations Vs and CWU for / . In the Anosov 
setting, these foliations are transverse, so applying Journé's theorem, we obtain that 
$ is smooth (see [31]). 

Here in the partially hyperbolic setting, we reproduce this argument in part. Indeed, 
by the same argument, any continuous transfer function $ of a smooth coboundary 
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4> is smooth along leaves of W8 and CWU. Since the stable and unstable foliations are 
not necessarily transverse, we cannot apply Journé's theorem at this point. The idea 
is to use accessibility and center bunching to show that the restriction of $ to leaves 
of a center foliation is also smooth. One then applies Journé's theorem twice, first to 
the pair of foliations CWC and Vu, and then to the pair Vcu and Vs, to conclude 
that $ is smooth. 

If one assumes that / is dynamically coherent, then it is possible to turn this idea 
into a rigorous argument, as we outlined above in Section 1. Here are a few more 
details on how one can show that $ is smooth along leaves of °WC in the dynamically 
coherent setting. Bisaturation of $ implies that the graph of $ when restricted to 
the Vc-manifolds is invariant under the and V^-holonomy maps between lifted 
V^-manifolds. The strong bunching hypothesis on / implies that these holonomy 
maps are smooth when restricted to center manifolds of Each center manifold 

t) of f(f) is the product CWC (p) x R of a center manifold for / with R, and the 
V ,̂ and V^-holonomies between V^-manifolds covers the corresponding Vs and 

-holonomies between Vc-manifolds. Since / is accessible and $ is bisaturated, any 
two points on the graph of <È> can be connected by an su-liit path. Corresponding to any 
such six-lift path is a composition of and V^-holonomy diffeomorphisms between 
V^-manifolds that preserves the graph of Putting all of this together, we get that 
the graph of $ over any given center manifold cW°(p) is a smoothly homogeneous 
submanifold of cHyC(p) x R and so by Theorem B is a smooth submanifold. Hence the 
restriction of $ to Ve leaves is also uniformly smooth. 

If we do not assume dynamical coherence, then this argument fails. One can at-
tempt to use in place of a center foliation a local "fake" center foliation Vx, as is done 
in [9] to prove ergodicity. However, the fake center foliation CU/X available to us is 
not sufficiently canonical to allow a dynamical proof that the graph of $ is smoothly 
homogeneous over CWX leaves. Another difficulty is that the fake center foliation and 
the unstable foliation CWU are not jointly integrable, and so we cannot apply Journé's 
theorem in the two steps outlined above. Fortunately, both problems can be overcome, 
and it is possible to employ the fake foliations of [9] to prove Theorem A. The key 
observations that allow is to do this are: 

1. the fake center foliation °W'x and the fake unstable foliation CWX are jointly 
integrable, 

2. one can show that $ has continuous "approximate jets" along leaves of CWX and 

and 
3. Journé's theorem has a stronger formulation in terms of "approximate jets". 

We detail the argument in the next section. In this section, we describe the stronger 
formulation of Journé's theorem and what we mean by "approximate jets." 

Definition 8.1. — Let D be a domain in Rm; C > \, a > 0 and £ G Z+. A function 
if) : D —» Rn has an (£, a, C)-expansion at z if there exists a polynomial pz of degree 
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< £ such that: 
Mz')-pz(z!)\<C\z-z'\i+a, 

forallz'eD. 

The following theorem was proved by Campanato (in a more general context): 

Theorem 8.2. — [10] For £ G 1+ and a G (0,1], a function ip : Rm Rn is Ce>a if 
and only if, for every compact set D G Rm, there exists C > 0 such that tp has an 
(£, a, C)-expansion at every z G D. 

Furthermore, tp is a polynomial of degree < £ if and only if there exists a > 1 
such that, for every compact set D G M™, there exists a C > 0 such that ijj has an 
(£, a, C)-expansion at every z G D. 

Definition 8.3. — A parametrized C£,a transverse pair of plaque families is a pair of 
maps (uH,uv), with 

. jm+n x jm Rm+n ̂  ^ . jm+n x jn _^ Rm+n ̂  

of the form: 

u?(x) = z + (x,P?(x)), and «>ï (y) = z + (P? (y), y), 

for z G 7m+n, where (3? G C£>a(Im,Rn) and @Y € C£>a(In,Rm) have the following 
additional properties: 

1. pn(0) = 0 and PY(0) = 0, for all z G Jm+r\ 
2- P(o,o)(x) = 0 /or eve7l/ ^ € Im, and (3^0j0)(y) = 0, for every y G Jn, 
3. TAe maps Z H ^ g C£>a(Im,Rn) and z ^ ^ G C€'a(Jn,Rm) are continuous. 

If (ujh\cjJV) is a parametrized C£,a transverse pair of plaque families, we define the 
norm \\(ljh ,uv)\\iia as follows : 

|| {u>H,WV)\\l,a SUP \\P? ||c«.«(/m,Rn) + ||^||C^a(/njRm). 

Remark: A pair of transverse foliations with uniformly C£lOC leaves, after a C£jOC 
local change of coordinates, becomes a parametrized transverse pair of plaque families. 
Similarly, a pair of continuous plaque families (where the plaques depend continuously 
on the their center point in the C£,0i topology) transverse at every point gives a 
transverse pair of plaque families. 

Theorem 8.4. — Fix £ G Z+ and a G (0,1). Let (ljh,u)v) be a parametrized C£'a 
transverse pair of plaque families in In+m c Rn x Rm. For every C > 0 there exist 
C' = C"(C, ||(wH,CC;v)|ka) andp = p(C, \\{ujh, ujv)\\^a) such that the following holds. 

Suppose that ift : In+m —> R has the properties: 

(1) for every z G /m+n; there exists a polynomial p^ : I™ —• R of degree < £ such 
that, for allx G Im: 

llKuf(s)) - p?(x)\ < C(\x\£+<* + \z\£+<*), 
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(2) for every z G Jm+n, there exists a polynomial p% : In —> R of degree < £ such 
that, for all y G In: 

M»>Y(v)) - pvAv)\ < c(\y\e+a + \z\e+a), 

Then ijj has an (£, a, Cf)-expansion at (0,0) in BRm+n(0, p). 

Remark: Note that the hypotheses of Theorem 8.4 are weaker than requiring that 
i/> o ojH an(j ^ Q uh ke qi,CL £or every z ç. jm+n They are also weaker than requiring 
that ip o ojH and tp o have (£, a, C)-expansions about 0 for every z. This latter 
condition corresponds to the stronger conditions: 

|V(w?(aO) - pf (*)l < C\x\l+a, and ^ ( y ) ) - pvz{y)\ < C\y\e+a, 

for every (x,y). Note also that the conclusion of Theorem 8.4 is in some aspects very 
weak: it does not even imply that Î/J is continuous (except at the origin). 

One can recover Journé's original result from Theorems 8.4 and 8.2 as follows. 
Suppose that ip is uniformly C£,a along the leaves of two transverse foliations with 
uniformly Ci,a leaves. Fix an arbitrary point x; in local coordinates sending x to 0, 
the transverse foliations give a parametrized C£'a transverse pair of plaque families. 
In the coordinates given by this parametrization, ip has a Taylor expansion at every 
point with uniform remainder term on the order £+a. This implies that conditions (1) 
and (2) in Theorem 8.4 hold, for some C that is uniform in the point x. Theorem 8.4 
implies that tp has an (£, a,C) expansion (in these coordinates) at x, where C is 
uniform in x. Since x was arbitrary, Theorem 8.2 then implies that tp is C£,a. 

We also remark that whereas Theorem 8.2 holds for a = 1, Theorem 8.4 is false 
for a = 1, if £ > 1 (see [33] for an example with a = 1, £ = 1). 

Proof of Theorem 8.4- — The proof amounts to a careful inspection of the main re
sult in [19]. We follow the format in [30], where the structure of the original treatment 
in [19] has been clarified. We retain as much as possible the notation from [19, 30], 
though there are some small changes. The two differences in the way the result is 
stated here and the way it is stated in [19] are the following: 

1. In [19], the transverse plaque family arises from a transverse pair of local folia
tions £FS and J7W; this is not assumed here. An extra lemma (Lemma 8.9) deals 
with this. 

2. In [19], it is assumed that xj) is C£,a along leaves of the foliations &8 and 57*u. 
This is replaced by (1) and (2). A slight adaptation of the proof of Lemma 8.11, 
part 1, deals with this. 

As in [19] and [30], we give the proof for m = n = 1; the proof for general m, n is 
completely analogous. We first reduce Theorem 8.4 to the following lemma. 

Lemma 8.5 (cf. [30], Lemma 4.4). — Under the hypotheses of Theorem 8.4, there is 
a polynomial p = p(tp) of degree < £ with the following property. Given n > 0 
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and the cone 3£K = {(u, v) G R2 : \v\ < K\U\}, there exist positive constants C\ = 
C\(K,CA\(UH,UJV)\\P a) and pi = PI(K,C,\\(UJh,uv)\\p a) such that: 

(26) Mz)-p{z)\<C1\z\i+a, forzeXnB(0,Pl). 

We first prove Theorem 8.4 using Lemma 8.5. Fix K > 2. Applying Lemma 8.5 to 
the cones ft = {(u,v) G R2 : \v\ < K\U\} and = {(u,v) G R2 : \u\ < K\V\} (with 
the roles of u and v switched), we obtain polynomials p and p' of degree < £ and 
constants C',p such that 

\*l>(z) ~ P(z)\ < C'\z\i+Cl, for* €^nB(0 ,p ) , 

and 
\i/>(z) - p'(z)\ < C'\z\i+a, forz G tK1 H B(0,p). 

Note that V = B(0,p) D ^ D dC1 has nonempty interior. But then p and p' must 
agree because they have contact higher than £ on V. Hence V7 has an (£, a, C) jet 
on £M2(0,p). This completes the proof of Theorem 8.4, assuming Lemma 8.5. • 

Proof of Lemma 8.5. — Replacing ip by ?/>(#, y) — i/;(x, 0) — -0(0, x) + ^(0,0), we may 
assume that Î/J vanishes along the #-and y-ax.es. For z G 7m+n5 let &H (z) = a;^(/m) 
and let &v{z) = OJY(IU). 

The structure of the proof is as follows. We construct a sequence of degree (£+ l)2 
polynomials pm on I2 that interpolate the values of ip on a carefully chosen collection 
S m of (̂  + l)2 points in R2. The terms of degree < £ in pm converge to a degree £ 
polynomial p that satisfies (26) on a cone $CK. 

S2k S2k+l S2k+2 

FIGURE 1. The geometry of the sets 5m, when £ = 3. 

We say more about the selection of sets Sm. Each set Sm is the union of four 
subsets Sm = {(0,0)}U (Hm x {0}) U ({0} x Vm) U Jm, where Hm and Vm each contain 
£ distinct real positive numbers. The sets Sm are chosen with several properties: 

— the minimum and maximum distance between any two points in Sm are com
parable by a fixed factor B > 1 and are both 0(rm/2), for some fixed r G (0,1), 
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— Jm is approximately the cartesian product i/m x Vm, with error o(rm/2), 
— any "vertical" collection of £ 4- 1 points in 5m lies on a vertical £7v-plaque, and 

any "horizontal" collection of £ + 1 points in 5m lies on a horizontal 57 -plaque, 
— Sm and 5m+i agree on ^ (horizontal or vertical, depending on the parity of m) 

collections of £ + 1 points. 

These properties, combined with properties (1) and (2) of ip ensure both that the 
degree < £ terms in the polynomials pm converge and that the limiting polynomial is 
a good approximation to ip on any cone ?KK. We will say more about the construction 
of S m shortly; we note that it will be necessary to construct more than one such 
sequence, in order to prove that p is a good approximation at all points in and 
not just those points on which -0 was interpolated. 

The starting point in Journé's argument is to prove a higher dimensional version 
of the following interpolation lemma. 

Lemma 8.6 (Basic interpolation lemma. [19]). — Fix £ > 1. For each B > 1, there 
exists Co = Co(B) > 0 with the following property. If the collection of points 
{ZQ, z\,..., Zi\ C M satisfies R/rj < B, where 

R = sup \zA and n = inf \z« — zA, 
j d+r+d+e 

Then for any values {bo,... ,be} C R, there exists a unique polynomial 

p(x) = 
d+r 

p=0 
d+rd 

such that p(zj) = bj, for 0 < j < £. Moreover, 

p 
cp\Rp < Csup|^ | . 

.7 

Journé's generalization of Lemma 8.6 allows one to interpolate values of a function 
on a collection of (£ + l)2 points in R2 that lie in a rectangle-like configuration -
like the sets Sm described above - by a degree {£ + l)2 polynomial whose C° size is 
controlled on the scale of the grid: 

Lemma 8.7 (Rectangle interpolation lemma. [19], Lemma 1; cf. [30], Lemma 4.5) 
Fix £ > 1. For each B > 1, there exist 60 = 00(B) > 0 and C0 = Co(B) > 0 with 

the following property. If the collections of points {ZJ^ : 0 < j < £, 0 < k < £} C R2, 
{XJ : 0 < j <£} C R and {ykQ < k < £} C R satisfy: 

R/r]<B, and \z^k - (XJ,yk)\ < Oor), 

where 

R = sup \zj k\ and rj = 
3,k 

mf \Zn.k - Zn'hAi 
d+r+d5r+d5r 
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Then for any values {bj^ • 0 < j < £, 0 < k < £} c R, there exists a unique 
nnlunom.ial 

p{x,y) = 
0<P,q<C 

+e+s65s+e5s 

such that p(zj^) = bj k, for 0 < j , k < i. Moreover, 

p,q 

\cP,q\Rp+q <C0sup|6Jifc|. 

As mentioned above, to create the sets Sm, we will intersect plaques of our trans
verse plaque families. The next lemma gives control over the location of the intersec
tion of two transverse plaques. 

K 

(0,1/) 

0 , y' 

0> y) 

A{x,y),{Q,y')) 

FIGURE 2. Lemma 8.8 

Lemma 8.8 (Local product structure). — For every K,0 > 0, there exist p0 = po{K) > 
0 and p\ = pi(K,0) > 0 with p\ < po such that, for any parametrized Cl'a trans
verse pair of plaque families (UJH,UJv) with \\(LJh ,u)V)\\i < K, and any Z\,Zi G 
BKm+n(0,po), the manifolds w^(/m) and uijf2(In) intersect transversely in a sinqle 
point [zi,z2] e Im+n. Moreover, if\(x,y)\ < plt and \(x',y')\ < p1 then 

\\(x,y)J0,y')] - (x,y')\ < 6(\(x,y)\+ \y'\). 

and 
\[(x',0),(x,y)}-(x',y)\<e(\(x,y) + \x'\). 

Proof. — This is a simple consequence of the fact that the transverse plaque families 
are continuous in the C1 topology. • 
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Fix K > 0 and K > 1 and let p0 = Po(K). Fix (uH\ljv) such that \\(ljh,ujv)\\t:0i < 
K . We now define the base grid: 

&o = V{&H,uv) = ({&y}jez+u{oo},{&k }kez+u{oo}) 

of horizontal and vertical plaques from which we will eventually construct the sets 
Sm. We fix r G (0,1), and let £7"̂  = £7^ (0,0) and £7^ = £7^(0,0), and for j , k > 1 
set &] = £7y(rj,0) and tfvk = £7y(0,rfc). 

For each (nonzero) w G 5Rm+n (0,po)> we also define a new grid $w as follows. We 
choose j = j(w) G Z+ such that the quantity 

IK (0 ,0 ) ] - r ' ' | 

is minimized. The grid $w is then the same as ^0, except that the vertical leaf £7"J 
in $0 is redefined: = £7"v\w). This is illustrated in Figure 3. 

FIGURE 3. Grid substitution 

Each grid $ = ({£7"J}, {£7^}) defines sequences of points {zj:k}j,kez+ C M2, and 
{xjhiVk} C R via:D+D+R= £7^ n £ f̂, {fe,0)} = D H D+R and {(0,j/fc)} = 
£7"̂  n £7^. For each pair (j, fc) with \j — k\ < 1, we then define 

= hjM = W • 3 < f < 3 + *h Vjtk = Vjtk(&) = {yw :k<k'<k + £} 

and 

Jj,h =SSS DD+DR=+D+R+D• 3 < f < 3 + 4 * < *' < fc + 

Lemma 8.9 (Grids are good). — For every K > 0 and K > 1, tfiere exists p2 = 
P2(K,K) > 0 such that if \\{<jjH,uv)\\i < K, then for every 6 > 0, there exists an 
integer k0 = ko(K, K, 6) > 0 such that: for all k > ko, for all j with \j — k\ < 1, and 
for all w G B^m+n(0,p2) fl 3CK, the grid <§w has the following properties. 

Rj,k/rij,k < 6r*~2, and sup \zy# - (xj>,yk>)\ < 6rjjik, 
D+R++DR 
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where 
Rj k = sup \z\ and rjj k = d+r+d+r+d+d+r inf \z — z' 

ZEJJ)K ' Z,Z'EJJYK,Z^ZF 
Moreover, Rj^k < 3rfc 1. 

Proof of Lemma 8.9. — Let K > 0 and K > 1 be given, and suppose that 
| | ( c A ^ ) | | i < j r . 

We choose p2 such that for all w G f?R2(0,p2) H and for j sufficiently large 
(greater than some jo), if j minimizes the quantity \[w, (0,0)] — rJ|, then \w\ < 2(1 + 
K)rK This is possible, by Lemma 8.8. 

Let 0 > 0 be given; we will describe below how to choose a constant #i = 0\ (K, K, 0). 
Assuming this choice has been made, let pi — pi(K,6\) be given by Lemma 8.8. We 
choose ko > jo such that max{2(l + K)rk~l, Rj,k} < Pi, for all \j — k\ < 1 and k > k0. 

Let w G £?Rm+n(0, P2) H and consider the grid J^ . For j , k G Z+ satisfying 
\j — k\ < 1, and k > ko, fix a point z G Jj5fc, which by definition is the point of 
intersection of U^, and S^ , for some k — 1 < j',k' < k + £ + 1. Write 2; = (x,y) 
and w = (x',y'). There are two possibilities. Either 9^, is in the base grid or 

= &v(w). 
In the first case, since z G £7^ D 57^, we have |z| < pi. Lemma 8.8 implies that 

|[(0,0),(x,j/)] - (0,y)| = \yk> -y\ = \rk -y\< 0i\(x,y)\ 

and 

|[(*,y),(0,0)] - (x,0)| = \xr-x\ = |r>"-*| < 0i|(s,j/)|. 

and so |z - (xj',2/fc/)| < \XJ* - x\ + \yv - y\ < 20i\z\. Since \{xj>,yk>)\ < 2rk \ we 
therefore have, for 6\ sufficiently small: 

(27) \z\ < 3rk~\ 

and 

(28) M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{ 

Suppose, on the other hand, that 9^, = ffV(w). Then the point (XJ',0) = [w, (0,0)] 
has the property that 

\XJ' — rJ' \ < 
1 
2 

J' -RJ,JTL\ = ( 1 - r ) 
2 

s+s+e+s 

2 
Since w G B^2(0, P2) fl3£K, and j ' > ko, we have that |w| < 2(1 + tt)rJ 1 < pi- Hence 
Lemma 8.8 implies that \XJ> — x'\ = \[w, (0,0)] — (#',0)| < 0i(\w\ + \x'\); This implies 
that \xjf - x'\ =< 0 i ( H + \x'\) < 20i|w| < 4<9X(1 + K)^'1. 

Now z = [w,(0,rk')] and |[w,(0,rfc')] - {x',rk')\ < 6i{\w\ + rfc') < 0i(3 + 2«)rfc-1. 
Using the triangle inequality, we conclude that, for 6\ sufficiently small, we have 

(29) \z\ < 3rfe_1 
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and 

(30) \z-(xj>,Vk>)\ < \z-(x',rk')\ + \xj, -x'\ Ketf + Gny-1. 

Hence, in either case, we conclude that 

(31) Rj,k < 3T*-1 

and 

(32) sup b7-/fc, - (x7-/,2/fc/)|.<ei(7 + 6«)rfc 1 
ZJ',K'€JJ,K 

On the other hand, 

(33) d+r+d5r+d inf \yjf - yjf,\ - sup \zy # - (xjr,yk,)\ 
J ZI'.K'€J3,K 

(34) M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{s+se 

and for 9\ sufficiently small, we get 7jjik > r£+k+1 /2. Combining this with (31), we 
have Rj^/Vjik < 6r£~2. Combining (33) with (32) we also get: 

sup \zvvi - (xv,yk,)\ < mk 
ZJ' ,K'€JJ,K 

+ Slur*-1 
M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{+ 

Choosing 6\ = 6I(K,K,6) small enough, we obtain that 

SUD \Zn>k> - (Xn',VhA\ < Of)O.k., 
ZJ',K'€JJ,K 

which finishes the proof. 

Let B = 6r£~2 and let p2 = P2(K, K) > 0 be given by Lemma 8.9. Let Oo = 0o(B) > 
0 and Co = Co(B) > 0 be given by Lemma 8.7. Now let ko = ko(K, K,#O) > 0 be 
given by Lemma 8.9. 

Fix w G BRrn+n(0, P2). We now define the sequence Sm of rectangles associated to 
the grid $ . For \j — k\ < 1, we set: 

Sjtk = {0,0} U (Hjtk x {0}) U ({0} x Vjtk) U Jjj 

Now, let S2k = Sk,k and let ^fe+i = Sk,k+i- Define the sets iJm, Vm, and Jm anal
ogously, for m G Z+. Let Rm = s\ipzejm \z\ and let r/m = mîz^eJmiZ^z> \z - z'\. 
Lemma 8.9 implies that for m > 2fc0, we have |i?m| < 3r^m_1^2, and Rm/r]m < B. 

By Lemma 8.7, there exists a constant Co = Co(B) > 0 such that for each m > 
2ko, and any function tp, there exists a unique (degree (£ + l)2) polynomial pm = 
pm((uH,ujv),w,il>): 

pm(x,y) = 
o<p,q<t 

dr+d+r+d 

that interpolates ip on the rectangle 5m. Furthermore: 

(35) 

VA 

\cZo\Kt9 < C0sup{V>(z) : z € Sm}, 

where Rm is denned above. 
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Lemma 8.10. — For every K, C > 0, there exist constants C\ = C\ (K, C) > 0 and 
p = p(K,C) > 0, such that for all (ljh,luv) with \\(uH,uv)\\£jCt < K, for all w G 
-BR2(0, p2)C\$C and for all ij) satisfying hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 8.4 for this 
value of C, the sequence c™g = c™q($w,il)) has the following property. 

Let pm(x,y) = *52p+q<£ c™qxpyq. Then there exists a polynomial p such that p = 
\imrn-+00pm (uniformly on compact sets). Furthermore: 

\p(z)-^(z)\ <Ci\z\£+a for zertn [j &l nBRm+n(0,p). 
K>KO 

We first finish the proof of Lemma 8.5, assuming Lemma 8.10. Let C > 0 and tp be 
given satisfying hypotheses (1) and (2) for this value of C. Let C\ = Ci(K, C) > 0 and 
p = p(K, C) > 0 be given by Lemma 8.10. Given w G BR2(0, p) DX, let p = p($w,il>) 
be given by Lemma 8.10. By construction of the grid $w, we have that w G (Jfc>fc0 ^fc'• 
This implies in particular that 

I p H - V H I <d\w\e+a. 

Let w' G BR2(Q,p) fl 3C be another point, and let p' = p($wnip)- By the same 
reasoning, 

\pf(w')-^{w')\ <CiK|/+a. 
Note that the sequences cr^Jq(^w^) and c™q($wnil)) differ in only finitely many 
places. This implies that p' = p. The polynomial p = p satisfies the conclusions 
of Lemma 8.5. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.5. • 

Proof of Lemma 8.10. — The proof follows the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [30] very 
closely; the only slight change occurs in the proof of Lemma 8.11, part (1) below, 
which corresponds to Lemma 4.8 in [30]. We outline the proof and refer the reader 
to [30] or [19] for the details. 

Fix k and let p = p2k and pf = p'zk+i ̂ e the interpolating polynomials on 52k — 
Sk,K and Ŝ /c+i —D++D+R+Drespectively. Denote their coefficients by cp^q and c'pq re
spectively. Let Tfc = 3rk~1. We will show that 

\cp,q-4,,g\=0(Tek+a-'>-*). 

By Lemma 8.7, it is enough to consider the polynomial p — p' and find an upper 
bound for \p — p'\ on Sk,k+i- Note that p and p' agree on Sk,k+i, except at the t 
points Zj^k+e, k < j < k + L On these points we have pf(zj^+t) = ^{zj,K+e)- Hence 
we need only estimate \i/;(zjfk+e) — p{zj^g)\^ for k < j < k + £. For such a j , write 
67^ as a graph of a function of the second coordinate: tjj = {(xj(y),y): y G / } , 
and let Zj(y) = (xj(y),y). Notice that, in the case where j = j(w), we have Zj(y) = 
uX){y - VW), where w = (xw,yw)\ otherwise, Zj(y) = ^Xjio)(y)- Note tnat in either 
case, Xj(0) = Xj, and the function Xj(y) would be constant if the curve 9^k were 
truly vertical. The following estimates would be trivial if Xj were a constant function. 
The hypothesis that (uH, ujv) is uniformly Ci,a will be used as in [19, 30] to estimate 
the C£,a size of Xj(y). 
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Choose a constant C2 > 0 so that {zj(y) : y G Ik} contains all the points 
in ujx, 0)(I) n Sk,k H for all K > K0 and K < j < K + £, where Jfc is the in
terval 3h := [-C2Tfc,C2Tfc]. We next show that \^{zô{y)) - p(zj(y))\ = 0(Tek+a), 
for K < j < K + £ and any y G Ik- Fix such a j . For ft: J2 —> R, write ft(?/) for h(zj(y)). 
We will restrict attention to the domain 

Lemma 8.11. — There exists C3 > 0 sncft tftat if K > KO, K < J < J + £, and y G Ik, 
then: 

1. 

l$-p)(y)l<Ci 
dv 

vr 
(p) 

d+ds+r+d5+d+r4d+r 

11 oc 2- tfp,Q<£ and p + q > £, then 

dr+d 
dy* 

d+rd <c37ra"'"aikii ic^(/o. 
la 

3. if p + q < i, then 
de 

dyi 
d+r+d5r 

la 
<C3, 

4. and therefore 

d* 
W1 la 

< Cz\\xj\\c'><*(Ik) 
p+q>£ 

\cp,g\T^-e-a + Cs 
p+q<£ 

\Cp,q\-

Proof. — To prove (1), recall that Zj(y) = uj^(y - yw), if j = j(w), and Zj(y) = 
uY. Q)(y) otherwise. The hypotheses of Theorem 8.4 imply that 

$(zj(y)) = ^(UY0(Y - YO)) = pï(y - YO) + rj(y - y0), 

where z0 G {w, fo-,0)} and y0 G { 0 , ^ } , and \rj(y - y0)\ < C(\z\'+a + \y - 2/o|*+a). 
Now \z0\ = 0(Tk) and \y0\ = 0(Tk) (since w G CfC), which implies that \rY {y)\ = 
0(Ti+a), for y G Jfc. 

Writing the Taylor expansion of of the Ce,a function P about 0, we have 

p(v) = Q(y) + Ri(y), 

where Q is a degree £ polynomial and |i?j(?/)| = 0(|y|£+O! vr 
dy1*' 

) = 0 dre vr 
vrd a 

for Y G Ik. Recall that, since K < J < K + £, the polynomial P interpolates ip 
on the £ + 1 points in Sk,k+i fl £7^(^,0). Therefore the degree £ polynomial 
Q(Y) = Q(Y) — PY (Y - YO) on Ik takes the value RJ(U) + Rj(U) at the £ + 1 points 

{0 = t0,tu ... ,U} = (^L.,0))"1 (Sfcffc+i n £^ (^ ,0 ) ) . 

Lemma 8.8 implies the points {0,£i,. . . ,^} in are spaced Q(Tk) apart. Since 
|Q(*i)| < \RJ(U) + i ^ ) | = 0(T^« + T*+" | |^rp| |a), for i G {0,... ,£}, Lemma 8.6 
then gives the desired inequality in (1). 

The last three parts are proved in [30] (part (4) follows from (2) and (3)). • 
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Given ô > 0, we may assume that ko > 0 was chosen sufficiently large so that 
\\xj ||c*>a(ifc) < à. Then we have 

\^-p)(Zj(y))\<C3Tek+a + C3S 

p+q>t 
\cp,q\T^ + C3 

p+q<£ 

i irp£+a 

for all y e Ik- Plugging y = Zj^+t into this equation (and recalling that p'^Zj^+i) = 
i/>(zj,k+t)), and using (35) for p - p' on S/^+i, we get: 

p,q 
>'-cP,q\T^<C4 d+r+d5r+ 

d+r+d+ 

\cp,q\Tk+q 

p+q<£ 

I |T*+a 

(cf. equation (4.11) in [30]). 
Now the proof proceeds exactly as in [30], and we obtain a polynomial p satisfying 

the conclusions of Lemma 8.10. • 

9. Saturated sections of partially hyperbolic extensions 

We recast Theorem A, part IV as a more general statement about saturated sections 
of partially hyperbolic extensions. 

Definition 9.1. — Let f : M —> M be Ch and partially hyperbolic. A Ck partially 
hyperbolic extension of / is a tuple (iV, 25,7r, F), where N is a C°° manifold, TT : 25 —• 
M is a C°° fiber bundle over M with fiber N, and F : $ —> $ is a Ck, partially 
hyperbolic diffeomorphism satisfying: 

1. 7T o F = f o TT, and 
2. EcF = T7T-1(Ecf). 

We say that (iV, 25,TT, F) is an r-bunched extension if there exists a Riemannian 
metric < -, • > on 25 and functions ^,£,7, and 7 on 25 satisfying (4)~(6) such that, 
for every x G M : 

sup v{z) < 
z£7C~1(x) D+R+DR 

inf \l{z),7r(z)}, 
zÇ:7r~1(x) 

sup viz) < 
f+tr+frdf 

inf Mz),n*)h 

< o{{vn{P)fin{ 
infzG7r-i(x)7W 

infD+R+DR 
zeir-^x) 

and 
M))-D+RsM)\ < 

infZen-Ux) l(z) 
inf 7r(z). 

ZG7T_1 (X) 

If (A/", 25,7T, F) is an r-bunched extension of / , then / is r-bunched. To see this, we 
construct a Riemannian metric on M in which the inequalities in (8) and (9) hold. 
This is achieved by fixing a horizontal distribution Hor C T ^ , transverse to kerT7r 
and containing Ep 0 Ep, and defining, for v G TXM, the metric < •,• >' by < 

î)^2 >x= SUP < Wi>W2 >ZJ where the supremum is taken over all Wi G T7r-1(^) fl 
Hor(z), with 2; G 7r_1(rr). In this metric, the r-bunching inequalities hold for / , with 
v(x) = supzG7r-Hx) i/(z), ù(x) = supze7T-i{x) ù(z), 7(x) = Mz£n-i{x) 7(z), and 7(a) = 
mîz(E7r-i{x)<y{z). 
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If (A/", 7T, F) is a partially hyperbolic extension of / , it follows that —» M 
is an admissible bundle with Vfift = and Vĵ ft = V^. We say that a section 
cr : M —• $ is bisaturated if it is bisaturated with respect to these lifted foliations (see 
Definition 4.1). We have the following theorem. 

Theorem C. — Let f : M —» M be Ck, partially hyperbolic and accessible, for some 
integer k > 2. Let (N, <$, 7r, F) be a Ck partially hyperbolic extension of f that is 
r-bunched, for some r < k — 1 or r = 1. 

Lei cr : M —> $ 6e a bisaturated section. Then o is Cr. 

Remark: One might ask whether the same conclusion holds if cr is instead assumed 
to be a continuous F-invariant section. The answer is no. De la Llave has constructed 
examples of an r-bunched extension of a linear Anosov diffeomorphism with a contin
uous F-invariant section that fails to be C1. What is more, this section is C^/r^~e, 
for all e > 0, but fails to be Cx<r (see [31], Theorem 4.1). 

What is true is the following. Suppose that (iV, 7r, F) is an r-bunched partially 
hyperbolic extension of / . Then there exists a critical Holder exponent aç> > 0 such 
that, if cr is an F-invariant section of N that is Holder continuous with exponent 
ceo, then cr is bisaturated, and hence Cr. The exponent ao is determined by z/, z> and 
the norm and conorm of the action of TF on fibers of N. When F is an isometric 
extension of / (as with abelian cocycles, or cocycles taking values in a compact Lie 
group), then ao = 0, and any continuous invariant section is bisaturated. In general, 
if F is an r-bunched extension, then ao < l/r> DÛ  ̂  can De smaller, as is the case 
with isometric extensions. The proof of these assertions is similar to the proof of 
Proposition 4.7; see also ([31], Theorem 2.2). 

9.1. Proof of Theorem A, Part IV from Theorem C. — Suppose that / is 
Ck, accessible and strongly r-bunched and that (j) is Ck, for some k > 2 and r < k — 1 
or r = 1. Then the skew product : M x R / Z —> R / Z is a Cfc, r-bunched, partially 
hyperbolic extension of / . If $ is a continuous solution to (2), then Proposition 4.7 
implies that $ is bisaturated. Then the map x i-> (x,$(x) (modi)) is a bisaturated 
section of M x R / Z . Theorem C implies that this section is Cr. This implies that $ 
is Cr. 

10. Tools for the proof of Theorem C 

We finally delve into the details of the proof of Theorem C, which is the heart of 
this paper. 

10.1. Fake invariant foliations. — Recall that to prove Theorem A, part IV, 
when / is dynamically coherent, one can make use of the stable and unstable holonomy 
maps for / and F between center manifolds; more generally this strategy can be used 
to prove Theorem C when / is dynamically coherent. Since we do not assume that 
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/ is dynamically coherent, we use in place of the center foliation a locally-invariant 
family of center plaques (see [18], Theorem 5.5). The stable holonomy between center-
manifolds is replaced by holonomy along locally-invariant, "fake" stable foliations, first 
introduced as a tool in [9]. These foliations are defined in the next proposition. 

Proposition 10.1 (cf. [9], Proposition 3.1). — Let f : M —> M be a Cr partially hyper
bolic diffeomorphism. For any e > 0, there exist constants p and p\ with p > pi > 0 
such that, for every p G M, the neighborhood BM(p,p) is foliated by foliations cWpi 

Wp, °WV, Vp and °WV with the following properties: 
1. Almost tangency to invariant distributions: For each q G BM{p,p) and 

for each * G {u, s, c, cu, cs}, the leaf Vp(g) is C1 and the tangent space Tq Vp(g) 
lies in a cone of radius e about E* (q). 

2. Local invariance: for each q G BM(p,PI) and * G {u, s,c,cu,cs}, 

/(V*(g,pi)) C W*f(p){f{q)), and /~](W*p(q,Pl)) C V * - ^ / " 1 (<?)). 

3. Exponential growth bounds at local scales: The following hold for all 
n > 0. 

(a) Suppose that qj G BM(PJ,PI) for 0 < j < n — 1. 

Ifq' G Vp(g,pi), then q'n G Vp(gn, pi), and 

d(qn,q'n) < Vn(p)d{q,q'). 

Ifq'j G Wp (%,pi) for 0 < j < n - 1, then q'n G Wp (qn), and 

d(qn,q'n) < Tnb)-1^,^)-

(b) Suppose that q-j G BM{p~J, Pi) for 0 < j < n — 1. 

€ Vp(g,/9i), i/ien g'_„ € Vp(g_„,pi), and 

S+S+) < i>-n(p) ^(^tf')-

Ifq'-j € Vp («_j,pi) /or 0 < j < n - 1, ifcen q'_n € Vp (ç_n), and 

d(q-n,q'-n) < l-n(p)d(q,q'). 
s -—-c cs -—u C CTT 

4. Coherence: Vp and Vp subfoliate Vp ; Vp and Vp subfoliate Vp . 
5. Uniqueness: V*(p) = Vs(p,p); and Vp(p) = Wfop) . 
6. Leafwise regularity: The following regularity statements hold: 

(a) The leaves of Vp and Vp are uniformly Cr, and for * G {^,5}, 
,—.* 

leaf Vp(x) depends continuously in the Cr topology on the pair (p,x) G 
M x BM(p,Pi). 

(b) // / is r-bunched, then the leaves of Vp , Vp and Vp are uniformly 
,— 

Cr, and for * G {ea, cs,c}; £/ie leaf cWp{x) depends continuously in the 
Cr topology on (p,x) G M x BM(p->PI)-
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7. Regularity of the strong foliation inside weak leaves: / / / is Ck and 
r-bunched, for some r < k — 1 or r = 1, and k > 2, then each leaf of °W' is 
Cr foliated by leaves of the foliation *Wp, and each leaf of 1/1/p is Cr foliated by 
leaves of the foliation °W'p. 

Furthermore, the distribution Ep(x) = Tx°Wp is Cr in x G p (p), and the 
map x h-> Ep(x) on Vp (p) depends continuously on p G M in the Cr topology. 
The distribution Ep(x) = Tx °Wp is Cr in x G Vp (p), and the map x i-> Ep(x) 
on Wp (p) depends continuously on p G M in the Cr topology. 

Proof. — The proof of parts (l)-(5) is contained in [9]. We review the proof there, 
as we will use the same method to prove parts (6) and (7). Some of the discussion 
below is taken from [9]. 

Suppose that / is Cr, for some r > 1. After possibly reducing e, we can assume 
that inequalities (3)-(6) hold for unit vectors in the e-cones around the spaces in the 
partially hyperbolic splitting. 

The construction is performed in two steps. The first step is to construct foliations 
of each tangent space TpM. In the second step, we use the exponential map expp to 
project these foliations from a neighborhood of the origin in TPM to a neighborhood 
of p. 

Step 1. In the first step of the proof, we choose po > 0 such that exp"1 is defined 
on BM(p,2pq). For p G (0, po]> we define, in the standard way, a continuous map 
fp : TM —> TM covering / , which is uniformly Cr on fibers, satisfying: 

1. fp(p,v) = exp"1^ of o expp(?j), for < p; 
2. fp(p,v)=Tpf(v),foi H > 2 p ; 
3. ||fp(p, •) - Tp/(-)||ci —• 0 as p —• 0, uniformly in p; 
4. p H-> fp(p, •) is continuous in the Cr topology. 
Endowing M with the discrete topology, we regard TM as the disjoint union of 

its fibers, if p is small enough, then fp is partially hyperbolic, and each bundle in 
the partially hyperbolic splitting for îp at v G TpM lies within the e/2-cone about 
the corresponding subspace of TpM in the partially hyperbolic splitting for / at p 
(we are making the usual identification of TvTpM with TpM). If p is small enough, 
the equivalents of inequalities (3) will hold with Tf replaced by Tîp. Further, if / is 
r-bunched, then fp will also be r-bunched, for p sufficiently small. 

If p is sufficiently small, standard graph transform arguments give stable, unstable, 
center-stable, and center-unstable foliations for fp inside each TPM. These foliations 
are uniquely determined by the extension fp. and the requirement that their leaves be 
graphs of functions with bounded derivative. We obtain a center foliation by intersect
ing the leaves of the center-unstable and center-stable foliations. Since the restriction 
of îp to TPM depends continuously in the Cr topology on p, the foliations of TPM 
depend continuously on p. 
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The uniqueness of the stable and unstable foliations implies, via a standard ar
gument (see, e.g., [18], Theorem 6.1 (e)), that the stable foliation subfoliates the 
center-stable, and the unstable subfoliates the center-unstable. 

We now discuss the regularity properties of these foliations of TM. Recall the 
standard method for determining the regularity of invariant bundles and foliations. 

Theorem 10.2 (cf. Cr Section Theorem ([18], Theorem 3.2)). — Let X be a Cr mani
fold, let 7r: E —> X be a Cr Finslered Banach bundle, and let g: E —• E be a Cr 
bundle map covering the Cr diffeomorphism h : X —> X. Assume that the image of 
the ̂ -section under g is bounded. 

Assume that for every x G X there exists a constant Kx such that 

sup k J < 1, 
xex 

and for every y,y' en 1(x), \\g(y) - g(y')\\n-i(h(x)) < KxWy-y'Wir-Hx)- Then there is 
a unique bounded section a: X —> M such that g(a(X)) = cr{X), and a is continuous. 

Moreover, if 

SUD 
dr 

l^x 
vrd < i , where Xx = m{Txh) 

then a is Cr. 

This theorem is used to prove the Cr regularity of the stable and unstable foliations 
for a Cr partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / , once the C1 regularity has been 
established (via Lipschitz jets, or some similar method). We review this argument, as 
it is prototypical. 

Assume that the leaves of (WU' are C1. Note that since the leaves of °WU are tangent 
to the continuous distribution Eu, this automatically implies that the map x \-> cWu{x) 
is continuous in the C1 topology. 

To prove that the leaves of CWU are uniformly Cr for r > 1, one fixes a C°° ap
proximation TM = Es 0 Ec 0 Eu to the partially hyperbolic splitting. One then 
takes the C1 manifold X to be the disjoint union of the leaves of the unstable fo
liation and the fiber of the bundle E over x to be the space LX(EU,ECS) of linear 
maps from Eu(x) to Ecs{x). The linear graph transform on the bundle E covers the 
original partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f\x, contracts the fiber over x by KX = 
ll^x/l^csH/m^/l^u) < 1, and expands X at x by at least Xx = m(Txf\Eu) > 1. 

Since the ratio 
*x \\Txf\Ec4/m(Txf\Eu) 

Xx m(Txf\Eu) 
is bounded away from 1, Theorem 10.2 implies that the unique invariant bounded sec
tion of a : X —> E is C1. But at the point x G X, the graph of the map a(x) : Eu(x) —> 
Ecs(x) is precisely the bundle Eu(x). Since Eu is C1 along X, the manifold X is C2. 

Repeating the argument, using 2-jets of maps from Eu to Ecs instead of 1-jets, 
shows that X is C3. An inductive argument using the t — 1 jet bundle shows that X 
is C£, for every integer £ < r To obtain that X is Cr, one applies Theorem 10.2 in its 
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Holder formulation to show that the [r\ jet bundle is Cr~ LrJ. The leaves of CWU vary 
continuously in the Cr topology because the jets of Eu along cWu{x) are found as the 
fixed point of a fiberwise contraction that depends continuously on x. This fiberwise 
contraction preserves sections that depend continuously on x, and so the invariant 
section depends continuously on x as well. 

Returning to the map fp, we see that the stable and unstable foliations for this 
map have uniformly Cr leaves, and for each p G M the leaves vary continuously 
inside of TPM in the Cr topology. Moreover, since p H-> fp(p, •) is continuous in the 
Cr topology the leaves of unstable foliation for fp also depend continuously on p in 
the Cr topology. 

When / is r-bunched, a similar argument shows that the center-stable, center-
unstable and center leaves for fp are uniformly Cr. The condition v < Y is an r-normal 
hyperbolicity condition for the center-unstable foliation, which implies that the leaves 
of this foliation are uniformly Cr (see Corollary 6.6 in [18]). In this application of 
Theorem 10.2, the base manifold X is the disjoint union of center-unstable manifolds, 
and the bundle E consists of jets of maps between the approximate center-unstable 
and approximate stable bundles. The fiber contraction on £ — 1-jets is K = ù/Y~1 and 
the base conorm of the bundle map on X is À = 7. The condition K/X = ù/Y < 1 
implies that the invariant section on £ — 1 jets is C1, and so the center unstable 
leaves are C£, for all £ < r. As above, one obtains that the center-unstable leaves are 
uniformly Cr. 

Similarly the condition v < Y implies that the leaves of the center-stable foliation 
are uniformly Cr; intersecting center-unstable with center-stable leaves, one obtains 
that the leaves of the center foliation for fp are uniformly Cr. The leaves of the center, 
center-stable and center-unstable foliations for fp along TPM also depend continuously 
on p G M in the Cr topology. 

When k > 2, and / is r-bunched, for r < k — 1 or r = 1, another argument using 
Theorem 10.2 proves the Cr regularity of the unstable bundle along the leaves of 
the center-unstable foliation. The manifold X is the disjoint union of the leaves of 
the center-unstable foliation for fp, and the bundle E consists of linear maps from 
the approximate unstable into the approximate center-stable bundles. Note that X 
is uniformly Cr by the previous arguments, and the first \r\ derivatives of fp vary 
(r — [rj )-Holder continuously from leaf to leaf. Since X and E are Cr, we may apply 
the Cr section theorem directly (without inductive arguments). 

In this case, the graph transform bundle map has fiber constant K, = P/7 and 
the base conorm A of îp restricted to center-unstable leaves is bounded by 7. The 
r-bunching hypothesis v < JY implies that n/Xr < 1, and so the unstable bundle 
for fp is Cr when restricted to X. Moreover the jets of the unstable bundle along the 
center-unstable leaf vary (r — [̂ J )-Holder continuously. Notice that we need k — 1 > r 
to carry out this argument, because the bundle map we consider is only Ck~x (in the 
fiber it is a linear graph transform determined by the derivative of fp, and we lose a 
derivative in this argument). 
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Similarly, this argument shows that the bunching hypothesis v < 77r implies that 
the stable bundle for fp is a Cr bundle over the leaves of the center-stable foliation, 
and we have (Holder) continuous dependence of the appropriate jets on the basepoint. 
The details are described in [33, 34] in the case r = 1 and k = 2. The argument for 
general r, k is completely analogous. 

Step 2. We now have foliations of TPM, for each p G M. We obtain the foliations 
Vp, Vp, °WV , and Vp by applying the exponential map expp to the correspond

ing foliations of TpM inside the ball around the origin of radius p. 
If p is sufficiently small, then the distribution E*(q) lies within the angular e/2-cone 

about the parallel translate of E*(p), for every * G {u, s, c, cu, cs} and all p, q with 
d(p, q) < P- Combining this fact with the preceding discussion, we obtain that property 
1. holds if p is sufficiently small. 

Property 2. — local invariance — follows from invariance under îp of the foliations 
of TM and the fact that expj^(fp(p, v)) — f(expp(p,v)) provided \\v\\ < p. 

Having chosen p, we now choose pi small enough so that f(BM(p,2pi)) C 
BM(/(P) ,P ) and /-1(J5M(p, 2pi)) C BM(f~l{p), p), and so that, for all q G 
BM(p, Pi), 

q'eWSJq,Pl)D+D+R+Dd{f{q),f(q'))<v{p)d{q,q'), 

q,e^p(q,p1) => d(f-1(q)J-1(Q,))<Hr1(p))d(q,qf), 

« ' e V p ( ? , p i ) D + D D + d ( / ( g ) , / ( 9 , ) ) < 7 ( p ) - 1 d ( « , 9 ' ) , a™* 

«'e wp (<zJ/0l) = • d ( r 1 ( 9 ) , r 1 ( « ' ) ) < 7 ( r 1 ( p ) ) - 1 d ( ? , g ' ) . 

Property 3. — exponential growth bounds at local scales — is now proved by an 
inductive argument. 

Properties 4.- 7. — coherence, uniqueness, leafwise regularity and regularity of 
the strong foliation inside weak leaves — follow immediately from the corresponding 
properties of the foliations of TM discussed above. • 

Since there is no ambiguity in doing so, we write V (x), V (x), and V (x) for 
the corresponding manifolds <WX (x), Vx (x), and cWx(x). If / is Ck and r-bunched, 
for k > 2 and r < k — 1 or r = 1, then the collection of all V (x)-manifolds forms a 
uniformly continuous Cr plaque family in M, but not in general a foliation. 

Henceforth we shall assume that $ is the trivial bundle <$ = M x N. All of the 
definitions and arguments that follow can be made for a general bundle $ by fixing a 
connection on 25, at the expense of more cumbersome notation and the need to localize 
some of the objects, such as the fake foliations for F in the following lemma. Since 
Theorem C concerns the local property of smoothness, this simplifying assumption is 
benign. 
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Lemma 103. — Let k > 2 and r = 1 or r < k — 1. If F is a Ck, r-bunched extension 

of f, then we can construct the fake foliations °W'p^,^'F,Z^'F,Z^'F,Z and WFz 
—-s -—-u -—-cs ^cu -—-c 

for F and Wp,Wp,Wp , Vp and <Wp for f so that: 

— for each p G M and z G 7r~1(p), the fake foliations WFz for F are defined in the 
entire neighborhood 7r_1(BM(p, p)) ofn~1(p) and are independent of z G 7r-1(p); 

— for * G {es, cu, c}, we have: 

WFi>) = 7r-MVp(7r(«;)) , 

for all p G M, all z e n l(p), and all w G n 1(BM(p, p)); 
— for * G {s,u}, we have: 

7 r ( V ^ » ) = V*(7T(«0), 

for all p G M, all z G TT 1(p), and all w G n 1(BM(p, p)); and 
— the conclusions of Proposition 10.1 hold for the fake foliations of F and f. 

Proof. — Let N be the fiber of 25. Fix po > 0 such that the exponential map 
expp is a diffeomorphism from BTPM(Q, Po) to BM(p,PO), for every p G M. Note 
that /K~1(BM(p,PO)) is a trivial bundle over BM(p,PO), for each p G M. Denote 
by BTM(0, po) the po-neighborhood of the 0-section of TM. The bundle 25 pulls back 
via the exponential map exp : jE?TM(0, po) —> M to a Cr bundle TXQ : 25o ^TM(0, po) 
with fiber N. The bundle 25o is trivial over each fiber 25TPM(0,PO) of #TM(0,PO) and 
pulls back to the original bundle 25 under the inclusion M C—> BTM(0,PO) of M into 
the 0-section of TM. Elements of 25o are of the form (p, v, z) C £TM(0, po) x 25 such 
that 7r(z) = expp(v), and the projection 7To sends to (p, v). Extend 25o to a 

Cr bundle TT : 25 —> TM over TM in such a way that 25 is also a Cr bundle over M 
(with fiber Rm x N), and the restriction of 25 to TPM is a trivial bundle, for every 
p G M. 

In the proof of Proposition 10.1, we define Fr slightly differently, using the bundle 
25, rather than T25. Fix pi < p0 such that f(BM(p,pi)) C BM(f(p),Po), for all 
p e M. Let f : BTM(0,PI) —> BTM(0,PO) be the map: 

f (p, v) = exp/(1p) o/ o expp(v). 

The map F : 25 -> 25 induces a map F: 7r 1(BTM(0,PI)) —• n 1(BTM(0,po)), cover
ing f, defined by: 

F(p,v,z) = (f(p,v),F(z)). 

Since 25|TM is a trivial bundle, we can write elements of n 1(TPM) as triples 
(p, v, y), where v G TpM and y G 7r_1(p) = N-, we can choose this trivialization to de
pend smoothly on p. We also metrically trivialize the fibers $\TPM of this bundle, using 
the product of the sup metric < -, • >'p on TPM defined at the beginning of this section 
with the induced metric < -, • > on the fiber 7r_1(p). If F is an r-bunched extension 
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of / , then the r-bunching inequalities hold for this family of metrics on ^B\btm(o,/D)j 
if p is sufficiently small. 

Then for each p > 0 there exists a Cr bundle isomorphism 

Fp: <Ê-><Ê, 

covering the map îp: TM —> TM constructed in the proof of Proposition 10.1, with 
the following properties: 

- Fp(p,v,y) = F(p,v,y) if ||v|| < p; in particular, we have Fp(p,0,2/) = 
(/(p),0,F(y)), 

- Fp(p,v,y) = (f(p),Tpf(v),F(p,pv/\\v\ly)) if \\v\\ > 2p, 
- supveTpM dCr (Fp(p, v, •), F(p, 0, •)) -> 0 as p 0, 
- the Cr diffeomorphism Fp(p, - , •) depends continuously on p in the Cr topology. 
The construction of Fp is straightforward, once one has proven the following lemma, 

and we omit the details. 

Lemma 10.4. — Let N be a compact manifold and let {Fv: N —» N}veBRn(Q^) be a 
family of diffeomorphisms of N such that (v,y) i—> Fv(y) is Cr. 

Then for every p G (0,1), there exists a family {Fp,v: N N}v€BRrn(oiP) of diff
eomorphisms with the following properties: 

- {v,y)*-+ FPiV(y) is Cr; 
- FPjV = Fv, if \\v\\ < p; 
- Fp,v = Fpv/M, if ||v|| > 2p; and 
- supvGRn dCr(FP:V,F0) 0 as p -> 0. 

Proof of Lemma 10.4- — We construct FPiV as follows. Consider the family of vector 
fields {Xv}veBRmf0o) on N defined by 

Xv(y) = d 
dr t=oFv+tv(y), 

and let (pVit be the flow generated by Xv. For v G Rn, let vp = pv/\\v\\. 
For p G (0,1), let f3p: Rm —> [0,1] be a smooth radial bump function vanishing 

outside of 5Rm(0,2p) and identically 1 on 5^(0, p) with derivative \D/3P\ bounded 
by 3p. We then define: 

F = 
d+rd 

VvPMv)(\\v\\-p)°Fv 
if llvll < o 
if ||v|| > p. 

Then the family {Fp^v}ve^m has the desired properties. • 

Having constructed Fp, the proof then proceeds exactly as in Proposition 10.1, ex
cept to construct the fake foliations for F, we consider the bundle $ over M (rather 
than TM over M) and take the disjoint union of its fibers. For p sufficiently small, 
Fp is partially hyperbolic and r-bunched, if F is an r-bunched extension of / . The 
fake foliations for F are constructed by first finding invariant foliations for Fp on CB. 
One verifies as in Proposition 10.1 that these foliations have the required regularity 
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properties. To construct the fake foliations for F, we first restrict these foliations 
to the bundle ^(BTM^,p)) C CB. Fix p G M. On 7f_1(£TpM(0, p)), the projec
tion (p,v,z) H> z is a diffeomorphism onto TT~1(BM(p, p)); the image of the invari
ant foliations for Fp under this projection gives the fake invariant foliations for F 
on 7r_1(£M(p,p)). 

To construct the fake invariant foliations for / , we take instead the image of the 
invariant foliations for Fp in 7T~1(BTPM(0, p)) under the map (p, v, z) \-+ ex.pp(v). This 
construction ensures that the desired properties hold. • 

Fix e > 0 small and let the fake foliations for / and F be defined by the preceding 
lemmas 

Since it does not depend on z G 7r~1(p) we write WFjP(w) for cWFz(w), for * G 
{s, u, cs, cu, c}. As with the fake foliations for / , for * G {cs, cu, c} and p G M, we will 

denote by WF(p) the plaque VF(p) = TT"^ V (p)) in 0; it is the VF-leaf through 
any z G 7T~1(p). 

By rescaling the Riemannian metric on M, we may assume that pi >̂ 1, so that 
all of the objects used in the sequel are well-defined on any ball of radius 1 in M. 

10.2. Further consequences of r-bunching. — Here we explore in greater depth 
the properties of an r-bunched partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism. The goal is to 
bound the deviation between the fake foliations Vp and W q for q G °W (p). In the 

dynamically coherent case, (Wp{q) and Vg(g) coincide for q G V (p). In a sense, the 
results in this section tell us that r-bunched systems are dynamically coherent "on 
the level of r-jets." 

Throughout this and the following subsections, we continue to assume that F is a 
Ck, r-bunched extension of / , where k > 2 and r < k — 1 or r = 1. In the statements 
of some of the lemmas, we will remind the reader of these hypotheses. We fix as 
above a choice of fake foliations and fake lifted foliations (we will not specify here the 
choice of £ > 0, but will indicate where it is relevant). Let m = dim(M), s — dimEs, 
u = dim Eu, and c = dim Ec, so that m = s + u + c. 

Fix a point p G M. We introduce Cr local Ru x Rs x Rc - coordinates (xu,xs,xc) 
in the p-neighborhood of p, sending p to 0, °W (p) into the subspace xu = 0, V (p) 
into xs = 0, Vs(p) to xu = xc = 0, Vs(p) to xu = xc = 0, and V*(p) to xs = xc = 0. 
This is possible because all of the submanifolds in question are Cr. Since Vp is a Cr 

subfoliation of °W (p), and Vp is a Cr subfoliation of V (p), we may also choose 

these coordinates so that each leaf cWp(q), for q G V (p) is sent into an affine space 

xs = 0,xc = Xq and each leaf W^q'), for g' G V (p) is sent into an affine space 
xu = 0,xc = 

We can choose these coordinates to depend uniformly on p. We call these coordi
nates adapted coordinates at p. Whenever we refer to adapted coordinates at a point 
p, we implicitly assume that they are chosen with a uniform bound on their Cr size. 
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Xe 

w+w+ 

s+ss+z 

xu 
Wu(p) 

Ws{p) 
xs 

Wc(p) 

FIGURE 4. Coordinates adapted to the fake foliations at p. 

According to Proposition 10.1 the leaves of the fake center, center-stable and center-
unstable manifolds at each point z can be expressed using parametrized CR plaque 
families: 

ûcs : I171 x Ic+S -> Rm, Cocu : I171 x Ic+U -> Rm 
and 

Ûc: Im x Ie -±Rm, 

where V (z) = LÙCZU(IC+U), V (z) = ûCZS{IC+S) and V (z) = CJ%{IC). The map CJC 
is obtained from ûcs and ucu using the implicit function theorem. We may assume 
these maps take the form: 

£>?{xc,x>) = z + 0ls{xc,xs),x*,xc) û?(xc,xu) = z + 0?(xu,xc),xu,xc), 

and 
ucz(xc) = z + 0c(xc),xc), 

where (3CZU G Cr(Ic+u,Rs), pczs G Cr(Ic+s,Ru), and (3CZ G Cr(Jc,Rs+w), and * H-> /?* 
is continuous in the CR topology. Moreover, we have J3*(0) = 0 and ÛQ = 0 for * G 
{cs, cu, c}. 

We now derive further consequences of the r-bunching hypothesis on / . The first 
concerns the behavior of the plaque families V (y) for y G V (x), for * G {es, cu, c}. 

Lemma 10.5. — For each v = (0,vs,vc) G ^ " ( 0 ) , w = (wu,0,wc) G V^O), and 
2; = (0,0, zc) G V (0), and for every positive integer £ < r, we have: 

\jiks\ = o{\vcr% \&fô\ = °<\vc\r-1), and m \ = o(\zr-e). 
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All of these statements hold uniformly in the coordinate system based at p. 

Proof — We prove the assertion for (3CU; the argument for (3CS is the same but with 
/ replaced by f~l. The assertion for /3C follows from the first two. 

As in the proof of Proposition 5.2, we will use the convention that if g G M 
and j G Z, then qj denotes the point fj(q), with g0 = Q. For a positive function 
a: M —•> R+ we also use the cocycle notation described there. 

Endow the disjoint union Mp = |_|n>0 B(p-n, p) with the Cr adapted coordinate 
system based at p-n in the ball B(p_n,p). We thereby identify Mp with the disjoint 
union [Jn>o(^m)-n- This coordinate system is not invariant under / , but certain 
aspects of it are; in particular, the planes xu = 0 and xs = 0 are invariant, as 
are the families xu = 0, xc = XQ and xs = 0,xc = XQ. Moreover, we may assume 
(having chosen e > 0 small enough in the application of Proposition 10.1) that for 
any point of the form (0,xs,xc) G B(pi,p), writing f(0,xs,xc) = (0,arf,xf), we have 
that \x{\ < v(pi)\xs\ and 7(pi)|#c| < \xl\ < 7(pi)-1|a;c|. Similarly for any point of 
the form (xu,0,xc) G B(jpi+i,p), writing f~1(xu,0,xc) = (xVL1,0,x(L1)1 we have that 
\xu_x\ <j>(pi)\xu\ and ^(Pi)\xc\ < {xUl < 7(Pi)~V| . 

Let Mp(l) = |Jn>i B(p-n, 1), and note that f(Mp(l)) C Mp. Let (p be the change 
of coordinate ip(xu, xs,xc) = (xc, xu,xs), and let / = (p o / o <p_1. Now write, for x G 
MP(1): 

Df(x) = 
Ax Bx 
Cx Kx 

where Ax : R°+u -> Rc+U, Bx: Rs -+ RC+W, Cx : MC+U Rs and : Rs -> RS. We 
may assume that e > 0 was chosen small enough in the application of Proposition 10.1 
that for every x G /_1(J5(p_n+i, 1)) D B(p-n, 1), we have that m(Ax) > 7(p_n) and 
\\Kx\\ < v(P-n) ? an(i ll̂ xll and ||CX|| are very small. The partial hyperbolicity and 
r-bunching hypotheses v < 7 and v < 7r then imply that, for all £ < r: 

sup max 
xeMp 

\\Ax\\ \\KX\\ 
m(KxYm(Axy. 

< 1. 

Fix 0 < £ < r, and let ft = max{i/7~^, ̂ 7-1}. Also fix a continuous function J < 
min{l,7} such that hi < 5r~£\ this is possible since / is r-bunched. 

Consider the Ck~£ induced map 

S7J: Mp(l) x 4(RC+U,Rs)o -+ Mp x 4(RC+U,RS)0 

defined by: 
?UxJ&) = (f(x)J&% 

where ?// G r£(RC+N,RS)0 satisfies: 

/(x + graphe)) = fix) + graphe) 

Lemma 6.4 implies that there is a metric | • \L on Jg(RC+N,Rs)o such that for 
all n > 0, all x G B(p_n_i,l) C Mp(l) and all jo^ jo^ ' G JQ(IC+U,RS)O, with 
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b'o l̂zo \JOII>'\L < 1, we have: 

(36) \yAX,Joll>) - t/AxJotPhL < K(P-n)\J0W-J0W \L-

Given a point w — (wu,0,wc) G °W (p), we choose n G Z+ such that \wc\ = 
6((5_n(p)_1). This is possible, since 6 < 1 is a continuous function (remember that 
S-n is the product of reciprocal values of 5, and so 5_n(p)-1 is less than 1). The planes 

XC =• XQ lie in an e-cone about the center-stable distribution for / . Hence 
under iteration by the part of xs = 0,xc = XQ that remains inside of Mp(l) 
for n iterates is a smooth plane that remains in the £-cone about the center-stable 
distribution. Write w-n = f~n(w) — (w"n, 0, wc_n). Since \wc\ = Q(S-n(p)~1) and 
\wu\ = O(l), and ù < 6j < 1, Proposition 10.1, parts (l)-(3) imply that |iu^J = 
0(z>_n(p)-1) = o(l) and \wtn\ = 0(S-n(p)~lry-n(p)) = o(l); in particular, we have 
that w-i G B(p-i, 1), for i = 1, . . . , n. 

Now consider the orbit of (w_n, JoP™_n) € Mp(l) x Ĵ (MC+U, Rs)0 under Local 

invariance of the Vp plaque family implies that 

ST, lw-n.K0? ) = (w,X0™). 

On the other hand, since / leaves invariant the planes xs = 0, we have that 
(ST"/) (w-n,0) = (w,0) . But now (36) implies that 

\/j™\L < K-nipr^âk^AL 

d+d+er54d+r41d+r4d 
On the other hand, K < 8r~t, and \wc\ = Q(5-n{p) 1). This implies that |Jo$Tl = 
o(\wc\r~e), completing the proof of Lemma 10.5. • 

The next consequence of r-bunching we derive concerns the discrepancy between 
the leaves of the real and fake stable (or unstable) foliation originating at a given 
point. To state these results, we introduce a parametrization of the fake stable and 
unstable foliations as follows. We are interested in the restriction of the fake stable 
foliation CWX to the center-stable leaf *W (x). 

As above, fix an adapted coordinate system at p. Proposition 10.1 implies 
that Wp is a Cr subfoliation when restricted to V (p). We are going to give a 

different parametrization of V (p) to reflect this fact. Recall our definition above: 
ûczs(xc,xs) = z+0czs(xc,xs),xs,xc),&nd uczu{xc,xu) = z+(xuJzlu(xc,xu),xc). Using 
the implicit function theorem, we can write instead: 

Û?{xc,x') = z + (psz>u(xc,xs),xs,psz'c(xc,xs)), 

and 
û?{xu,xc) = z + (xufcs(xc,xu)J:'c(xc,xu)), 

with the property that for fixed xc G Ie: 

w?(xc,I') = Wz(fi>ca{xc,0)), and ûczu(xc,Iu) = W^ix^O)), 
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and such that z\-+ft = 0sz'u,f3szc) £ Cr(Ic x IS,RU+C) and z i-+ ft = {ft'", ft'0) G 
Cr{I° x 7™, Ks+C) are all continuous in the Cr topologies. We may further assume that 
/3s'c(xc,0) = xc = ft'c(xc,0). Our choice of coordinates also implies that /?q ee 0 and 

/30" ee 0. Finally, note that ûf (0,7s) = V J z ) = 'W(z,p) and w=u(0,/u) = = 
Wu(z,p). 

Wcu(z) 
Xe 

z ••• (0,0. .;'•) •r^(0 . a :S) ) 

^,/??(xc,a#)) 
(0. J """ ( . rc .0 )JBHi 

wc"(s) n {x" = x%} 

xu 

wcu{z) n {x" = 0} 

Wc(2) 
+ds+dr 

d+r5drd6+d 

Figure 5. Parametrizing the fake unstable foliations at (0,0, zc). 

Fix zc G Ie. We are interested in the deviation between the true stable leaf 
(̂0 0 2'') ({0} x 7s) and the fake stable leaf Ûqs({zc} x 7s); this is measured by the 

distance between the functions /3*Q 0 ^ ( 0 , •) and /3s(zc, •) at a point xs G Is. We are 
interested not only in the C°-distance between these functions, but in the distance 
between their transverse jets. By our choice of coordinate system, we have that /3s, 
is identically 0; hence we will estimate just the jets of $'00zc\ in the xc direction 
at xc = 0 and a fixed value of xs. 

Lemma 10.6. — For z° G Ie, xs G 7s and xu G Iu we have: 

Jo (*c-> /W)(*e ,**) ) = I * * M I * T - ' ) , 
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and 

\ t i (*c -> / W ) ^ " ) ) ! = I * U I • ° ( \ z C r % 
for every £ < r. 

—u 
Remark: Consider the transversals xu = 0 and xu = XQ to the foliations V0 and 

u 
V(0)0)Zcj. If we restrict to the space xu = xs = 0 inside the first transversal (which 
corresponds to the center manifold V (p)), then the holonomy map for V ^ l ç ^ ^ to 

the second transversal is trivial in these coordinates, sending (0,0, xc) to (XQ , 0, xc). If 

we consider instead the holonomy map for T̂ (o,o,̂ c) l̂ cu(0 o c) between these transver

sals, then the point (0, (3u>s(xc, 0), zc + xc) is sent to (x%, fy0zC)(xc,x%)) The £jet of 

this holonomy at (0,0, zc) (measured in the xc coordinate) is precisely the quantity 

jo (#c • P(Q o zc)(xCixo)) estimated by Lemma 10.6. 

Proof of Lemma 10.6. — We continue to adopt the conventions and notations in the 
proof of Lemma 10.5, we define Mp and Mp(l) as in that proof, and use the same 
coordinate system defined there. We prove the assertion for (3U; the proof for /3s is 
the same, but with / replaced by f~l. 

Denote by /o the restriction of / to |_|n>1 V (p-n) C Mp(l), which we regard 
locally as a map from IE to IE. We now focus attention on a single neighborhood 
B(p-n, 1), for some fixed n > 1, and regard xc G IE as coordinatizing xu = 0,xs = 0 
and (xu,xs+c) C IU x 7S+C = 7m as coordinatizing points in this neighborhood. 

In local coordinates respecting the decomposition IM = IU x 7S+C, write: 

f(xu,xs+c) = ( / « ( x " , ^ ) , / ^ ^ , ^ ) ) . 

In a neighborhood of each point, this map acts on graphs of C1 functions from 
IU to Rs+C by the usual graph transform, which is a contraction on the fibers 
of 7T1'0: JX(IU,W+C) J°(IU,RS+C) = IU x R5+c. Unstable manifolds for / are 
sent to unstable manifolds under this graph transform, and, locally, fake unstable 
manifolds are sent to fake unstable manifolds. For each point (0,0, zc) G 7m, we 
will consider a C£ family of such 1-jets, expressed as a function of the coordinate 

xc transverse to the fake unstable foliation in V (p-n) = {%s = 0}; we study the 
variation of such graphs through points (0,0, zc + xc) near xc = 0. 

The space of all such ^-jets of 1-jets at the point xc = 0 is the bundle 
Jo{J}u(Iu,Rs+c)). Elements of this "mixed jet bundle" are of the form j%(jl«0), 
where f3(xc,xu): IE x IU —> Rs+C is defined in a neighborhood of {0} x IU, the map 
P{xc,-) is C1, and the map xc H-> jlu/3(xc,-) is C£. In particular, if /? is C^+1, then 
this property is satisfied. We denote this space TQ(IC,T1IU(IU,RS+C)) of such local 
functions by T^}XIU(IC x JW,RS+C). We also denote jkUl^P) byDD+D+and the 
bundle J£(J}U(IU,RS+C)) by J£{£}xIu(IC x r\R*+c). 
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Note that in our parametrization (3U : Im x Ie x Iu —• 7S+C of the fake unstable 
subfoliations, the set $zL(x°,Iv') is the leaf of CWZ through the point UJZU(Xc,0) = 
z + (0, $zu(xc)); if z = (0,0, zc), then the unique point of CWZ intersecting xu = 0 
is of the form (0,xs,zc + xc). Because the sets {xu = 0,xs = const} are invariant 
under / in our coordinate system, the image of the point (0,xs,zc + xc) is of the 
form (0,xsf, fo(zc + xc)). This is the unique point on the leaf ofDDD intersecting 
xu = 0, which in turn lies in the set $]{z)({fo(zc + zc) - fo(zc)} x 7W). We will 
thus define the natural action of / on Ie x T ̂  x/u (i~c x _P,/S+C) so that it sends 
(zoJ?0,o,Zo)({xc} x n ) to (fo(z0),Pmo^)({fo(zc + xc) - f0(zc)} X /«)). 

For (zc, (3)€lcx T^y x/u (7e x 7U, Rs+C), we would like to define the map ET(zc, (3) € 
Ti'L^jJr x IU,W+C) implicitly by the equation 

(37) ST(zc, (3) (f0(zc + xc) - f0(zc), fu(xu, {3(xc, xu) + (0, zc))) 
(38) = fMxc,xu) + (0,zc)) - (0,/o(^c)); 

if such a map exists, then we will have: 

?{z°, $f0M(xc, Iu)) = /3ro,o,/o(^))(/o(xc + zc) - f0(x% n . 

To check local invertibility, we must check that the map 

gzc(xc,xu) = (fo(zc + xc) - f0(z%fu(xu,(3(xc,xu) + (0,zc))) 

on Ie x Iu is invertible in a neighborhood of (0, xu). The derivative of this map 
at (0, xu) is 

Dgz.(0,x") = 
Dfo(zc) 0 

C K 
where 

K = dfu, 
Uxu 

0(O,xu) + (O,zc)) + dfu 
dxs+c 

(xu,p(0,xu) + (0,zc))o 
dxu 

(O,*") 

and 

C = dfu 
dxs+c 

[xu,f3(0,xu) + (0,zc))o dp 
dxcK 

(0,^). 

This map is invertible if -^(0,xu) is sufficiently small. Let f7(zc,f3) be defined by 
(37) on this subset. 

Next, for 0 < t < k — 1, consider the map 

STf : Ie x J^}xIU{Ic x Iu,ES+C) - Rc x J^}xIu{Ic x Iu,MS+C), 

defined (in a neighborhood of the 0-section) by 

V? (zcJeo (&/?)) = (fQ(z% j< (jlHxc,x^(zc,P))) • 
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Recall that we have been working in a single coordinate neighborhood B(p-n, 1). 
We combine these definitions ofDDD over all neighborhoods to define a global map 

Vf: 
n>l 

[/CX 4}x/«(/Cx/U'r+C))_n 

n>0 
(/CX JSx/^(/Cx/W'RS+C))_n 

(where the — n subscript denotes the neighborhood B(p-n,p) in the disjoint union). 
This map is fiberwise Ck~E~x (in particular, it is C1 if £ < k — 1) and has the property 
that ^(zDD+D+Rj'^fc) = ( / ( z )^ (0)X. )%)) -

A calculation very similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 6.4 shows that there 
is a norm |SDD |L on j[£}xIu{Ic x Jn,Rs+c) such that, for all n > 0, zc G Jîn_i, 

xs G i"în_i, and all j g ^ / ? , jg^ ) /? ' G ^ J x / ^ 7 ' x ^ s + c ) - n - i sufficiently close 
to the 0-section, we have: 

(39) q+sqejsme +M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{ 

(40) M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{ 

where « = max{*V (77̂ )5 *V(77)}- The ^-bunching hypothesis implies that K; < 1. 
Having made these preliminary estimates, we finish the proof of Lemma 10.6. Fix 

0 < £ < r and a continuous function 6 < min{l,7} such that: 

K < Sr 1 and £7 1SDD+ < 5r\ 

this is possible since / is partially hyperbolic and r-bunched. Fix a point zc G Ie and 
an integer n > 0 such that \zc\ = Q(S-n(p)~1). Let z = (0,0, zc) G I™. By our choice 
of n, we have that for 0 < i < n, |/0~^c)| < 7-i(p)l*c| < 7-i(p)©(<*-n(p)_1) < 1, 
if |zc| sufficiently small (uniformly in p). Thus we may assume that Z-i = f~x(z) G 
Mp(l), for 0 < z < n. 

Next, fix a point xu G and consider the point w = &£u(0, xu) = (2$, 's(0, Xq), 
zc + /?^'c(0,Xq)), which is the point of intersection of the unstable manifold <Wu(z) 
with xu = XQ. For 0 < i < n, write W-i = (ws_i,wti,wc_i). Since w lies on the 
unstable manifold of z, which is uniformly contracted by and since Z-i G Mp(l) 
for 0 < i < n, we have that W-i G 7™ for 0 < i < n. 

We also will use a sequence of "twin points" in our calculations. The twin w' is 
defined w' = (xu,0, zc)\ notice that w' G Wp(z). We then set w'_i = f~q,(w'), and 

write w'_{ = ( i t ; ^ / ,0 ,^ / ) , for 0 < i < n - 1. Since w G Vu(z), and w' G % ( z ) , it 
follows that 

\w-n - w'_n\ < k „ - rn(z)\ + w_n - rn(z)\ < 2v-n(p)-i\xz\. 

The vector w — wf lies in a cone about the center-stable distribution for / at w'. 
Since this cone is mapped into itself by T/"1 , acting as a strict contraction, 
it follows that W-i — lies in this cone as well, for 0 < i < n. Recall 
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that vectors in this cone are contracted/expanded under / by at most 7-1. 
Since \w-n — w'_n\ = 0(u-n(p)~1), it follows from a simple inductive argument 
that \w-i — = OC^-nCp)-1^^)-1!^!)» f°r * — 0, . . . ,n . In particular, 
\w-w'\ = O ^ - n ^ - ^ n b n ) - 1 ! ^ ! ) = 0(z>_n(p)"17_n(p)\xU|0). Since I/^"1 < <T, 
and |zc| = ©(J_n(p)_1), we obtain that \w — w'\ < \XQ\O{\ZC\T). But w — w' = 
0Z'A(O,xU),O,J3%>C(O,xu)), and so we have shown that |/3£(0,x°)| < |x£|o(|zc|r), 
proving the lemma for the case £ — 0. 

We next turn to the case £ > 1. Consider the points {z^,^/} u s 3™ ) and 

(ztj* DD+D+D F)0) in (IE x Jfi\xjf.(/C x J-,R*+C))_n. 

To simply notation, we write "57" for andD+D+R+D for j^wU }/^_.. The nota

tion I • |L is the fiberwise norm on IE x «/{o}x/u(̂ C x ^n>^s+c) defined above (hence 

Kx,^'1^)!^ = IJ^PIL)- Having fixed this notation, we next estimate, for 0 < i < n: 

QQ,O,J3D+D+%>C(O mzu,&U)\L 

\w-n - w'_n\ < k„ - rnD+D+D(z)\ + w_n - r 

Z'A(O,xD+D+DU),O,J3%>C(O 

We estimate the first term in this latter sum using (39): 

\(zUJc-in-sr(ziitj'(^ML <DD+D+R « (p- i ) IA^U. 

The second term is estimated using two facts. First, we have that the map £7* is 
fiberwise C1 (since £ < r < k — 1), and so 

m^-ijli^o) - v ^ - i ^ ^ L = o(\w-i - D+w'_t\) = o{ù_n{pr%(p_nyi). 

Second, we note that £7" I ^ î » , ^ „,„ ,})0 ) = {c_i+D+D1,3<o wu ,)0). Hence: 

\w-n - w'_n\ < k„ - rn(z)\ + w_n - rn(z)\ < 2v-n(p)-i\xz\. 

Z'A(O,xU),O,J3%>C(OD+D++X5D 

for i = 0,..., n. Combining these calculations, we have, for 0 < i < n: 

\je-]+10u) IL = O(«(p_0) \&U \L + 0{u-n{p)-%(jp-n)-1). 
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By an inductive argument, we obtain: 

+zs+z+e45sd+e4ds n 

i=0 
KfKi-n(p) 1l>-n(p) 1Ji(P-n) *) 

= o( 

i=0 
)^i-n(pY rh-n(jp) 1Vi{p-n)li(P-n) *) 

n 
= o\ Si-nip)1 ri>i-n(p) 1Si(p-n)r) 

i=0 
d+r+d5r+d 

where we have used the facts that K < 8r £, and £/7 < Sr. Since \zc\ = Q(S-n(p) x), 
and recalling our notation for j0]xuPz, we obtain that 

(41) o(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n)d+r 

for all xu e Iu. 
We are not quite done yet, as (41) is not exactly what is claimed in the statement 

of Lemma 10.6. To finish the proof, we note that if (3 is C^+1, then by the equality of 
mixed partials, we have that jlu=xu(jxc=0(3) = Jo(jlu/3) = JQ\XU(3. The quantity we 
want to estimate is 

Jo ( * c " #0,0,*')(a0'*")) 
Consider the function £:!"->• Ĵ (RC,RC+S) given by 

o(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n) 

The value C(#o) can De obtained by integrating its derivative along a smooth curve 
7(#u), tangent to °Wuziz), from 0 to XQ . But note that, since PZ is a C^+1 function, 
we must have j^C = 3o\ïu0; (41) implies that C(a#) < \xo\-o(\zc\r-£), for all x% E Iu. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 10.6. • 

We remark that the same estimates hold for the lifted fake foliations °WF if F is 
Ck and r-bunched, for k > 2 and r = 1 or r < fc - 1. 

10.3. Fake holonomy. — In the discussion that follows, we define holonomy maps 
for various fake foliations between fake center manifolds. Because we are interested 
in local properties, we will be deliberately careless in referring to the sizes of the 
domains of definition. For example, if x and x' lie within distance 1 on the same 
stable manifold, and r and r' are any smooth transversals to CWX inside V (x), then 
there is a well-defined (WX holonomy map between a p'-ball BT(x,pf) in r and r', if 
p' is sufficiently small. We will suppress this restriction of domain and just speak of 
the CWX -holonomy map between r and r'. This abuse of notation is justified because 
all of the holonomy maps we consider will be taken over paths of bounded length, 
and all foliations and fake foliations are continuous. Hence the restriction of domain 
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can always be performed uniformly over the manifold. This will simplify greatly the 
notation in the sections that follow. 

Let x £ M and x' G Vs (x, 1). We define a Cr diffeomorphism 

ty*,*') : V (x) - V (s') 

as the composition of two holonomy maps: first, CWX holonomy between the Cr 

manifolds V (x) and °W (x) fl V (a/), and second, the °Wx, holonomy between 

V (x) n V (x') and V (x'). 
We also define for x' € Vs (x, 1) the Zi/ted fake holonomy map 

#(*,*<): W F ( x ) ^ WF(x') 

by composing holonomy between cWF(x) = 7r-1(V (#)) and VF (x) D 

Wp (x') = 7r_1( V (x) n V (x')), and VFi!E, holonomy between WF (x) n VF (x') 

and <WF(xf) = 7r~1(cW (x')). Lemma 10.3 implies that TT O H^XiX^ = h^x^xi) o 7r. 
We similarly define, for a: G M and x' G cWu[x, 1) a map 

o(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n)+ 

as the composition of holonomy between W (x) and W (x) fl w (ar), and Wx, 
holonomy between V (#) fl V (x') and V (a/). Finally, we define, for # G M and 
x' G WfxA). 

HM: VCF(x) - , <WCF{x') 

to be the natural lift of hXjXt), as above. 
Proposition 10.1, parts (6) and (7) and Lemma 10.3 immediately imply: 

Lemma 10J. — Suppose f is Ck and r-bunched, for some k > 2 and r < k — 1 or 
r = 1. T/ien for every x G M and G 1), for * G {s,^}; map ft(x>a;/) is a 
Cr diffeomorphism and depends continuously in the Cr topology on (x,xf) . 

If F is a Ck, r-bunched extension of f, then H^X^) is a Cr diffeomorphism for 
every x G M, x' G V*(x, 1), and * G {s,u}and depends continuously in the Cr 
topology on (x,xf). Moreover, H(XjXi) projects to h(XiXt) under ir. 

The definitions of h and H readily extend to (fc, l)-accessible sequences by compo
sition (cf. Section 4 for the definition of accessible sequence). Note that any sw-path 
corresponds to an (fc, 1)-accessible sequence if one uses sufficiently many successive 
points lying in the same stable or unstable leaf. Lemma 4.5 implies that if / is accessi
ble, then there exists a K\ G Z+ such that any two points in M can be connected by a 
(Ki, Inaccessible sequence. For ^ = (y0,..., yk) a (k, Inaccessible sequence, we define 

h^'.y (2/0) -> V (yk) by hj = h{yk-uyk)0'-°hyo,yi) and WF(î/o) -> VF(yfc) 
by ify = H(VK_UYK) o • • • o h(y0jyi). 
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Lemma 10.8. — If F and f are Ck and r-bunched for k > 2 and r = 1 or r < k — 1, 
then and are Cr diffeomorphisms that depend continuously in the Cr topology 
on 

We next define the notion of a shadowing accessible sequence. This concept will 
be crucial for proving that the Cr diffeomorphisms can be well-approximated by 
homeomorphisms that preserve the image of any saturated section o. 

(xi x )y 

d+r+d 

d+r+d 
y 

x{ 

Wc(x) 

Wu{x) 

y" 

y 

, w" 

Ws(y") 

wsAy') 
x' 

Wc(x') 

Figure 6. The shadowing accessible sequence (x,x')y. The distance be
tween y' = ft(x,x')(2/) and y" = h(x,x>)(y) is 0(d(x,y)r); the distance be
tween x' and y' is 0(d(x,y)) (see Lemma 10.9). 

Let x be an arbitrary point in M, let x' G cWu(x,l), and let y G °W (x). The 
shadowing accessible sequence (x, x')y is defined as follows. Let w" be the unique point 
of intersection of cWu(y) with (JDD++DR^focW? anô  ̂  v" be the unique point of 

intersection of ^^(itf") and V (#'). We set (x,x')y = {y,w",y"); it is an accessible 

sequence from y to a point 2/" G V (#'). See Figure 6. 

We have defined (x,xf)y for G Vn(x,l) and y G V (se). Similarly, for G 

V (#, 1), and y £ V (x), define the shadowing accessible sequence (x,x')y = 
(x,w",y"), where w" is the unique point of intersection of Vs(?/) with 
(J ^c ^1^0(̂ )5 and v" 1S the unique point of intersection of cW\oc(w") and 

V (a:'). It is an accessible sequence from y to a point y" G V (xf). Notice that 
(x,xf)y is a (2,1) accessible sequence, whereas (x,xr) is a (1, Inaccessible sequence. 
We may regard (x,x') as a (2,1) accessible sequence by expressing it as (x,xf,xf). 
Then it is natural to say that (x,x')y —> (x,xf) as y —> x. 
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We extend the definition of shadowing accessible sequences to all (k, Inaccessible 
sequences by concatenation. This defines, for each (k, 1)-accessible sequence con-
necting x and x', and for each y G V (x), a (2k, Inaccessible sequence <fiy connecting 
y to a point y' G 0c(x'). The (k,l) accessible sequence may be regarded as a (2k, 1) 
accessible sequence by repeating the appropriate terms in the sequence. With this 
convention, we have that <fi —• <̂  as y —> x. Let K — 2K\\ henceforth we will restrict 
our attention to (K, Inaccessible sequences. 

Now. for x1 G cWu(x. 1) or x' G 1), we define the maD: 

ftr*.xM :D+D+ V (x) -> W (x') 

by ft(a;,x')(2/) = h(XjX')y(y); in other words, h^XjX^ sends 2/ to the endpoint of (a:,2;,)Y. 
Notice that h(XiXy is a local homeomorphism, but not a diffeomorphism. However, 
we will show that h^XjX^ has "an r-jet at x" (Lemma 10.9); we will make this notion 
precise in the following subsections. 

Similarly define Mx^\ ^WF(x) -> V^(x;) for x' G Vn(z,l) or x' G Vs(x,l) 
by &(x,xf)(z) = ^{x,x')^Z) (z)- The definitions of /i and extend naturally 
to (X, Inaccessible sequences by composition; for <fî a (K, l)-accessible sequence 
from x to x', we denote by hj \ V \ x ) ->D+D+D and V^(x) -> VpOr') the 
corresponding maps. 

Note the simple observation that if ^ is a (K, l)-accessible sequence from x to x', 
then h^(x) = x' = h^(x), and for every z G TT~1(X), ^f^(z) = 3£A(Z). 

The next lemma is an important consequence of Lemmas 10.5 and 10.6. It tells 
us that the endpoint of the accessible sequence (x,xf)y is a very good approximation 
to h(x^xi)(y), and this is true even on an infinitesimal level. 

Lemma 10.9. — // / is Ck and r-bunched, for k > 2 and r = 1 or r < k — 1, then 
for every (K,l) accessible sequence connecting x to x', every y G W (x), and every 
inteqer 0 < I < r: 

\\jfa-jfaJ = o{d(x,yy-1). 

Moreover, if F is also Ck and r-bunched, then for any z € n 1 (x) and any w € 
B@(z, 1) H 7T_1(j/): 

W i i ^ - i i ^ S + D + D + \\ = o{d{z,wy-% 

where the distance is measured in a uniform coordinate system containing the su-path 

Proof. — This is almost a direct consequence of Lemmas 10.5 and 10.6 in the previous 
subsection. We prove it for accessible sequences of the form ^ = (x,xf) with x' G 
cWu(x, 1); the general case follows easily. 

Fix x, x' G cWu(x, 1) and y G V (x). Write (x,x')y = (y,w",y"), as in the defini-

tion. Let v' be the unique point of intersection of cWx(y) and V (x'), and let v" be 
the unique point of intersection of °W (y) and °W (xr). See Figure 7. 
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Wcs(x') 

W"t</)_ 

y ' 

X 

m {y) 

Wu(x) 

w" v" 

v" v' 

y' 

x' 

Ws(x') 

FIGURE 7. Points in the proof of Lemma 10.9 

Fix a coordinate system adapted at x as in Subsection 10.2, sending x to the origin 
in Im, VC"(x) to {xs = 0}, WCS(x) to {xu = 0}, V ( x ) to {xs = 0}, {xu = 0}, and 
sending the fake foliations cWA-r-<^ and 'WA-^™ to the affine foliations \xu = 
0,xa = const} and {xs = 0,xu = const}, respectively. Suppose that y corresponds to 
the point z = (0,0, zc) and y" corresponds to the point z" in the adapted coordinates 
at x. 

In the coordinate system at x, we parametrize 'W (x) by xc i—> ÛQ(XC) = (0,0,xc) 
and CW (y) by x° » u>2(xr). Similarly we parametrize 'W (x1) by xc i—> (0,0, xc) and 
'W (y") by xc i * ûZ'i(xc). We want to compare the ^-jets of xc i—» h/XtXi\(0,0,xc) with 
xc i • h(x,x')y ° ûz(x°) at the point xfi = zc. We first observe that, by Lemma 10.5, 
we have that jfcw2(xc) = o(|zc|r-f) = o(d(x,y)r^i); hence we are left to compare the 
^-jets of the holonomies h(XX') and h(x,x') in the coordinates adapted at x, at the 
point z. 

We write the maps h^xxi) and h(XtX>)y as compositions of several holonomy maps, 
and we compare the distance between the £-jets of the corresponding terms in the 
compositions. First, we write 

h<x,x') — K' ° Ki 

where hux \ W (x) -> W \ x ) n {x') is the v"-holonomy and h%, is the <WX, 
holonomy between CW (x) H V (V) and W (x'). Next, we write: 

o(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n) 
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where : V (y) -> V (x) H V (2/), : V (x) H V (y) -> V (y) fl V (z7) 

and fo£b: V (y) H V (x7) -> V (y) n V (y") are Vy holonomies, and 

hay„ : V (y) H V (y77) -> V (y") is Wy„-holonomy. 
The term hy^ in the second composition is expressed in the charts at x by the 

map (cuz(xc),xc) K-> (X8,0,XC), where (xc,xs) are defined implicitly by the equation 
/3z,s(xc,xs) = 0. Lemma 10.5 implies that \jzcûzu — JZC<^QU\ and \jzc<^cz — 3zc^o\ are 
both o(|2c|)r~^, and so in these charts, \jihy^ — jlzid\ = o(\zc\)r~£. 

We may choose the coordinate system adapted at x so that x' is sent to the point 
(XQ , 0,0) and V (xf) is sent to xu = XQ , and we may do this in a way that the Cr size 
of the chart is bounded independently of x,x'\ this uses the fact that p 1—• V (p) is 
continuous in the Cr topology. Consider the CWX and holonomies between xu = 0 
and xc = XQ, corresponding to the holonomies 

(^)-^V (z7), and h": W (x) V (a;7) 

In the coordinates at a:, these maps are expressed by the functions 

(0,XU,XC)^LJ^S(XC,XU), and (0,xu,xc) LJCZS(XC,XU) 

Lemma 10.6 implies that \jzcCjczs(',xu) — JZclj0ZS(-,Xu) = o(\zc\)r~e; in the charts at x 
we therefore have: 

\jÂK)-jz{K)\ = o{\zc\y-1 = o(d(x,ry-t). 

Consider the image points v' = hx (y) and v" = hy (y) of these two holonomy maps 
in M. Since the distances d(v',v") and d(v',y') are both o(|zc|r) = o(d{x, y)r), the 
transversality of the bundles in the partially hyperbolic splitting implies that d(v", w") 
and d(w",y") are also o(d(x,y)r) (see Figure 7). Hence the distance from y" to x is 
0(d(xf,y') + d(y',y")) = 0(d(x,y) + d(x,y)r) = 0(d(x,y)), and similarly d(x,v") and 
d(x,w") are 0(d(x,y)). 

We are left to deal with the final terms in the compositions above: hsyll o hy b 
and hx,. All of these are Cr holonomy maps over very short distances, on the order 
of o(d(x, y)r). It follows that their ^-jets are close to the identity - within o(d(x, y)r~e) 
- once we have shown that the transversals on which they are defined have £-jets within 
o(d(x,y)r~£) of the vertical foliation {(xs,xu) = const}. 

Lemma 10.6 implies that the £-jets of V (x') and V (x) coincide along V (x). 
In particular, in these coordinates, V (a:7) and the plane {xs = 0,xu = XQ} are 
tangent to order £ at x'. Furthermore, since d(xf, v"), d{x', w"), d{x', v"), d(x', y') and 
d(xf, y") are all 0(d(x, y)), Lemma 10.6 implies that the manifolds °W (y) fl V (x') 
, V (x) n V (a:7), V (y) fl V (y77), V {y') and V (y") can all be expressed in 
the coordinates adapted at x as graphs of functions from {xu = XQ,XS = 0} to /s+n 
whose ^-jets at v", v', w", y' and y" respectively, are o(d(x,y)r~£). Hence all of the 
the transversals for hyb, hsx,, and hy„ have ^-jets within o(d(x,y)£) of the vertical 
foliation {(xs,xu) = const} at their basepoints in the compositions. It follows that 
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= o(d(x,y) ohy>) -Jv>M = o(d(x,y)y-* and \fvlh%, - fv,id\ = o(d(x,y))^, and so 

luth*,*') -3ih*,*')v \ = o{d{x,y))r-£, as^desired. 
The proof for the maps ttt{x,x>) and ${(x,x')v are completely analogous. • 

10.4. Central jets. — Let (iV, 25,7r,F) be a Ck, r-bunched partially hyperbolic 
extension of / , for some k > 2, where $ = M x N. We fix Riemannian metrics 
on M and TV. Let exp: TM —> M be the exponential map for this metric (which 
we may assume to be C°°), and fix p0 > 0 such that expp is a diffeomorphism from 
#TPM(0, po) to BM(p, PO), for every p G M. As in the proof of Lemma 10.3, the bundle 

$ pulls back via exp: £?TM(0,po) —» M to a Cr bundle 7r0: $O —• #TM(0,PO) with 
fiber JV, where #TM(0, po) denotes the p0-neighborhood of the 0-section of TM. As 
in the proof of Lemma 10.3, we fix, for each p G M a trivialization of $o|bTpm(o,po)» 
depending smoothly on p G M. Any section cr: M —• $ of <$ pulls back to a section 
a: £TM(0,PO)_t> $O via^v) = (v,a(exp(v))). 

Let TM = EU®EC(&ES be a C°° approximation to the partially hyperbolic splitting 
for / . Observe that TM is a CP° bundle over Ec under the map TTC: TM -> Ec that 
sends vu + vc -\- vs G J57u(p) 0 £c(p) 0 £s(p) to î;c G £c(p). This splitting will give us 
a global way to parametrize the fake center manifolds V (p). 

If / is r-bunched, for r = 1 or r < fc— 1, and the approximation TM = EU®EC<$ES 
to the hyperbolic splitting is sufficiently good, then Proposition 10.1 implies there 
exists a map gc: $~C(0, p) —• JE?TM(0,po) with the following properties: 

1. #c is a section of 7rc: BTpM(0,p) -> $~C(0,p), 
2. the restriction of #c to B-c^(0,p) is a Cr embedding into TPM, depending 

continuously in the Cr topology on p G M 
3. for p G M, the image gc(B~c^(0y p)) coincides with exp~1(V (p)). 

Let 7fc = 7rc o jt: <Bo B~c(0,p). The bundles and the relevant maps are summa
rized in the following commutative diagram. 

00 d+e+e d+rd 

d d+v+r 7T j cr 

7TC STPM(0,p) 
exp M 

vr 9° 

Bfc(0,P) 
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Note that nc : $o —> (0, p) is a Cfc bundle. A different choice of exponential map 
or approximation to the partially hyperbolic splitting gives an isomorphic bundle and 
a different section gc/ related to the first by a uniform graph transform on fibers. 

Consider the restriction $o,p of $o to any fiber B~c^(0,p) of B~c(0,p) over 

p G M. For every positive integer £ < r, we define a Ck~i jet bundle ^ —> M whose 
fiber over p G M is the space JQ(KC: 250,p -» Bgc^(0,p)). 

Suppose now that cr: M —• 25 is a section of 25, and that £ < r. We say that cr 
ftas a central £-jet at p if there exists a local section s = sa^p G Tq (7fc : 25o,p —> 
BE°(p)(°>Pft such that' for a11 v e BEc(p)^P)): 

(42) divCprojjv o a o ^c(v), proj^ o = o(|v|*). 

It is not hard to see that a: M —• 25 has a central ^-jet at p if and only if the restriction 
of cr to V (p) is tangent to order £ at p to a C£ local section cr' : V (p) —• 25. If a has a 
central ^-jet at p, for every p G M then cr induces a well-defined section j£ac : M —• ^ l 
that sends p to Jo5̂ ,p- We call jVc the central £-jet of cr, and we write j^a0 for the 
image of p under j£ac. It is easy to see that the existence of a central ^-jet for cr 
is independent of the choice of smooth approximation to the partially hyperbolic 
splitting and independent of choice of exponential map. In general there is no reason 
to expect the central £-jet j£ac to be a smooth section, even when cr itself is smooth, 
because gc is not smooth. 

Remark: If cr has a central £-]et at p, then (in a fixed coordinate system about p), 
cr has an {£ — /, 1,C) expansion on °W (p) at p. If j£ac is continuous, and the error 
term in (42) is uniform in p, then C can be chosen uniformly in a neighborhood of p. 

In the proof of Theorem C, we will focus attention on the pullbacks c/^\l^c^ 

of é)1 to various fake center manifolds over M. The central observation we will 
make use of is that, for each x G M, there is an isomorphism IX between the 
bundles d l̂ c and JM7r: 25̂ C s —> W ix)). To compress notation, we will 

write J^(V (x),N) for J^(7r: 25çc(:c) -> V 0*0)• For x e M, the isomorphism 

J*: / b° , x -DDODOR JV) is defined: 

h (y, 3W) = jfi (id^c, , proj ̂  o é o TTC o expw ). 

10.5. Coordinates on the central jet bundle. — Fix £ < r. We describe here a 
natural system of Cr~e coordinate charts on ̂  based on adapted coordinates on M. 

Let Es 0 Ec 0 Eu be a C°° approximation to the hyperbolic splitting to M. Fix 
a point p G M and let (xu, xs, xc) be a Cr adapted coordinate system on BM(p,p) 
based at p. Next fix Cr local trivializing coordinates (xm,vc) G Mm x Rc for Ec over 
BM(p, p)j covering the adapted charts at p and sending B~(0, PI)|BM(P,P) TO I™ X IE-
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Let (x,v) G Im x 7m be the corresponding charts on J3TM(0,PI)\BM(P,P)- n̂ these 
charts, the projection 7rc sends (xm, vu, vs, vc) to (xm,vc). 

We choose these charts such that the exponential map on 2?TM(0, p\) over BM(p, p) 
in these coordinates sends (xm,v) to xm + v G 7m (these charts are not isometric, 
nor do they preserve the structure of TM as the tangent bundle to M, but they can 
be chosen to be uniformly Cr). Also fix Cr coordinates (xm,q) G Rm x N for $ over 
BM(p,p) sending TT-^BMCp, p))}° IM x with 7r(xm,g) = xm. 

The induced coordinates on $0 over -B~(0,po)|J3m(P,A>) take tne ^orm (#w,#s>#c + 
vc,vc,q) G 7m x AT. We may further choose these coordinates so that, n and TTC are 
the projections onto the Im x Ie and Jm coordinates, respectively. These coordinates 
give a natural identification of C/£\B(P,P) with I171 x JQ(IC,N). 

Finally, for each point q G N, we fix Cr coordinates zn G Rn, sending g to 0 
and i9jv(ç,p) to 7n. In this way, we define, for each z G $o, an adapted system of 
coordinates (xu,xs,xc + vc,vc,zn) G Rm x Rc x Rn sending z to 0 and B~ (z,p) 
to Ith x IE x IN. 

In local coordinates, each element of j/£ can thus be uniquely represented as a tuple 
(xm, p), where xm G 7m and p G Pe(c,n). If cr has an ^-jet at p for every p, we can 
thus represent locally the section j£o~c as a function from IM to P£(c, n), using the 
adapted charts in a neighborhood of <j(p). 

Consider the set Ie x J£(IC, N). We may regard this as a natural object associated 
to p G M in either of two ways. First, IE x JQ(IC,N) embeds as the subset {xu = 
0,xs = 0} x JQ(IC,N) in an adapted coordinate system for ^\B(P,P), which gives an 
identification of IE x JQ(Ic, N) wi th^|çc Second, in the same adapted coordinate 

system, we have the identification of IE x JQ(IC,N) with J^(V (p), AT). We will use 
both identifications in what follows. We can further put local coordinates on Ie x 
Jq(I°,N), as follows. Given a point z G 7r_1(x), we fix an adapted coordinate system 

(xc,zn) G Ie x In for cWF(z), sending z to 0. This gives local coordinates (xc, p) G 
IE x P£(c,n) on IE x J^(IC,N) sending z (regarded as an element of Jq(IC,N) <^-> 
4{IC,N)) to (0,0). 

Let us give a name to these adapted coordinates and define them more precisely. 
For z G 25, fix an adapted chart (pz : I171 x Ie —• Bcg(z,p) at z, sending (0,0) to z, 
sending {xu = 0,xs = 0} to cWF(z)1 and so on. We may further assume that the 
projection Im x Ie —> Im is conjugate to 7r under dp. The maps (pz induce adapted 
coordinates (pz = n o (pz o t : Im —> BM(K(Z), p) at TT(Z), where i is the inclusion 

xm —• (xm,0). We will denote by ljc the parametrization of V manifolds in the ipz 
coordinates. Let 6Z: Ie —> B~c,,,J0,p) be defined by: 

^(xc) = 7rcoexp-1z)(^(0,0,xc)). 
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We now define the parametrizations rjz and vz of the bundles ^ l \^ t , XN and 

Je(W (n(z)),N) discussed above. Let rjz: Ie x P£(c,n) —¥o^1j^c^z^ be defined by 

^(xc,p) = (^(0,0,zc),j* ( ^ ( ^ ( c o ^ j . ^ ^ O , ^ 1 ^ ^ 1 -xc)), 

(recall here that elements of 2$o,P are of the form (v,z) G ^gc(p)(05p) x ^ w^n 

expp(v) = TT(Z)). Finally, let vz: Ie x Pe(c,n) -» J ^ v V O s ) ) , ^ ) be the map: 

^(xc, p) = £zm0,xc)(<Pz o (^ \ p (proj/c o ^ 1 - xc))). 

We make all of these choices uniformly in z. Strictly speaking, all of these 
parametrizations are defined only on a neighborhood of the zero-section in P£ (c, n), 
but as with the holonomy maps, we will ignore restriction of domain issues to simplify 
notation. 

t —-c 
Recall the isomorphism Ix : ^ , —> J (W (x),N) constructed in the previous 

subsection. For w G cWF(z,p), consider the map IZ)W: Ie x P£(c,n) —> Ie x P£(c,n) 
given by IZjW = v~x o Inçz^ o rjz. We have constructed these coordinates so that 
Iz z = idjcxP£(cny The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemmas 10.5 and 
10.5. 

Lemma 10.10. — For every z G <Ê and w G cWF(z, p), and I < r, we have: 

\JoIz,w-JoidIaxPHc^n)\ = o(d(z,w)r £). 

10.6. Holonomy on central jets. — Let <fl be a (K, Inaccessible sequence from x 
to x'. In this subsection, we will define, for each 0 < I < r, and each (K, 1) accessible 
sequence from x to xf, two bundle maps 

îi4: j\W{x),N) - j\W(x'),N) 

and 
o(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n) 

we will make use of the identification Ix between Je( V (x),N) and \ ^ to com-
\x) 

pare these maps. (Recall that " J£( V (x),N)" is shorthand notation for the jet bundle 

The map ${^ is just the action on ^-jets induced by the diffeomorphism ot^, defined 
bv: 

JoIz,w-JoidIaxPHDD+D 

^^S+S+S^^o)),^ " JoidicxP*(c,n)\ and \J 

Then is a C bundle map, covering (see Section 6.3). Lemma 10.8 implies: 
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Lemma 10.11. — If F and f are Ck and r-bunched for k > 2 and r = 1 orr<k — 1; 
then is a Cr~£ diffeomorphism that depends continuously in the Cr~£ topology on 
the (if, 1)-accessible sequence (fl. 

Fix a point z G 7r_1(#) and let z' = df^(z). In coordinates on J£(V (x),N) and 

J£{°W (x'),N) induced by the adapted coordinates at z and z', we have a map 

= K'1 ° K ouz:Icx P£(c, n)^Icx P£(c, n). 

Similarly, if <̂  connects x and x'\ we set h^^x(xc) = <$x}h<$ o <px : Ie —• Ie. 
Writing P'(c,n) = nf=0L* (Rc, Rn), we have coordinates 

(zc,p) i • (zc,p0,...,p^) 

on Ie x P*(c,n), where p; = Dj.cp. Denote by &C<jiZ(xc, p)i the L*ym(Rc, Rn)-coordi-

nate of $( ̂ z{xc, p), so that 

^<j,z(xc,P) = (hj,z{xC),Mj^(xC,p)Q,...,M0,z(xC,p)i), 

where M^z{xc, p)0 = .#^,*(ac, p0). 
The following is an immediate consequence of the discussion in Section 6.3. 

Lemma 10.12. — For every £ < r, there exists a Cr £ map 

R£: Rc x P£-l(c,n) L^m(Rc,Rn) 

such that, for every (xc, p) G Rc x P£(c,n), we have: 

^^^^o)),^ " JoidicxP*(c,n)\ and \Jo(Iz(x°,po c,po) • Pi o (Dxch^jZ) 1. 

We have now defined, for each (if, 1)-accessible sequence connecting x and a/, 
a natural lift of the Cr diffeomorphism ${^\ <WF(x) —> VF(a;') to a Cr~£ diffeo-

-—c —c 
morphism J^(V {x),N) —> J^(V (x'),N) on the corresponding central £-jet 

bundles. We have also derived in Lemma 10.12 the important fact that $£^ has an 
upper triangular form with respect to the natural local adapted coordinate systems 
on J£(WC(x),N) and J£(W\x'), N). 

Our next task is to define, for each (if, Inaccessible sequence ^ from x to x', a lift 
of the homeomorphism ^ j : cWF(x) —> V^fa:') to a map $ l^c —• ^ |^c 
with two essential properties: 

— ${ ̂  and 3i'$ are tangent to order r — I at x, under the natural identification 

of j ' ( W % ) , J V ) a n d / | ç V ) ; 

— preserves central £-jets of bisaturated sections of 
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Recall that for x' G Vs(x, 1) or x' G cWu{x, 1), we defined h(XjX/)(y) — h(x,x')y(y) 

and <^(x,x')(z) — ^"(i.iOffwW» we tnen ex^ended this definition to (If, Inaccessible 
sequences via composition. We further extend this definition to central ^-jets. If <fi is 
a (K, Inaccessible sequence from x to x' we set: 

^i(y,m = Ih}y) °M0y(Ix o (y,j&)), 

where Ix: ÀD+D+E+—• J*(V (x),N) is the previously constructed isomorphism. 

Clearly we have that tH1^'. ^ |çc ^ —» ^ \l^c^ ^ ls a maP covering $f^, under the 

projection/ice - T T " 1 ^ ^ ) ) =+D+D+D+R 

We now address the first important property of ${^: order r — £ tangency to ${ 
For <fi connecting x and x1, we set h^jX(xc) = tp~} oh^o yx\ Ie —> Ie, and for 2 G 
7r-1(x). we define 

#J.z = VZ1 o 4d, orjz:Icx Pe(c, n)-+Icx Pe(c, n), 

where zf = &<j(z) = ${^(z). Chasing down the definitions, we see that in Ie x 
P£(c. nVcoordinates, the map &£s „ takes the form 

^^^^o)),^ " JoidicxP*(c,n)\ and \Jo(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n) 

where y(xc) = <pz(0,0,xc), ^(xc, p0) = <£z(0,0,#c, po), and the maps IZiW are defined 
in the previous subsection. 

Hence, by the definition of $£ , the difference \^^jZ(xc, p) — ${ ̂ z{xc, p)\ can by 
estimated by bounding: 

- \JÎ&o9 — j£t c , , „ J and \jih~o1 — if, c ^ ^"T1 I which are both 

o(|(o:c, Po)|r~^)j by Lemmas 10.5 and 10.9; and 
~ Uo^^^^o)) ,^ " JoidicxP*(c,n)\ and \Jo(Iz(x°,po)AxC>P)) - io^/cxP^(c,n)|5 

which are both o\(xc, po)\, by Lemma 10.10. 

We thereby obtain: 

Lemma 10.13. — Let ^ be a (if, 1)-accessible sequence from x to xf, and let z G 
Tr-\x). 

For each xc G Ie, p G P£(c,n) with \p\ bounded, and for every 0 < £ < r we have: 

W. Jxc, p) - tf. Jxc, p)\ = o(\(xc, Po)r£). 

In this sense, the maps $£ ̂  and $£^ are tangent to order r — £ at x. 
As mentioned above, another important property of ttt1 is that it preserves central 

£-jets of saturated sections. 
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Lemma 10.14. — Let a: M —• $ be a bisaturated section. Then for every (K, l)-ac-
cessible sequence from x to x1', and any y G V we /mve <^^(cr(y)) = o-{h^{y)). 

If, in addition a : M —• $ is Lipschitz and has a central £-jet j£ac at y for some 
1 < I < r, then a has a central £-jet j£h ^ac at h^(y), and: 

x0\r-e + \pi~HXI) ~ pi-\x0)\r-1). 

Proof. — Fix x G M and <fi connecting x to x'. Let a: M —> <$ be a bisaturated 
section. It suffices to prove the lemma in the case where x' G (Wu(x, 1) and <fi = (x, x'). 

Let y G °W (x). By definition of the value ̂ W^(a(y)) is the endpoint of an six-lift 
path for the foliations VF and V^, covering the path (x, x')y. The endpoint of (x, x')y 
is htf(y). It follows immediately from saturation of a that ^^{cr{y)) = a(h^(y)). 

Next assume that a is Lipschitz and has a central £-jet j£ac at y, for some 1 < £ < r. 

This means that the restriction of a to V (?/) is tangent to order £ at ?/ to a C£ 
local section a': V (y) —• Let y' = h(x^x>)y(y) = h(XiX*)(y). Consider the images 

of G and a' under 3£(x,x>)y. Since <$£(x,x>)y is a C£ diffeomorphism and covers the C£ 
diffeomorphism h(XiX*)y, the local sections #((XiXi)y °°°h^xx,)y and &(x,x>)y 0°'0t\x\xi) 

over V (?/) are tangent to order £ dX y'. 

Since &\x,y) is defined by the induced action of &\x,y)y on ^ (v)i & suffices to 

show that the local sections ${(x x>\ o a o AT.1 ,X and a\^c/ n are tangent to order £ 

at v'- If this is the case, then <T\^C, , ^ and ^ x x>\ oa' oh7l n are also tangent 

to order £ at since the latter section is C£, this implies that a has a central £-jet 
at y', and moreover that jyfcrc = &{x,x/)(jyo-c). 

Lemma 10.9 implies that for all z G V (x). 

d$(&(x,x')((r(z)),M(x,x')y(<r(z))) = o(d(a(y),<j(z))r); 

since a is Lipschitz, we obtain that 

d*(#(*,xo(*(*)).#(*,*')>(*))) = o(%.*)r)-

We have already shown that for all z G °W (x), ${(T T>\(cr(z)) = a(hrT - Hence 

d${v(h{x,xf)(z)),M {x,x,)y(a(z))) = o(d(y, z)r), and so$£{x,x,)y°v°\x\x,) andalçc( t) 
are tangent to order r at y'. Since £ < r, this completes the proof. 

10.7. Ec curves. — The final tool that we will need in our proof of Theorem C is 
the concept of an i?c-curve. As in the proof of Theorem B, we will use an inductive 
argument to prove that a bisaturated section has central ^-jets. In the inductive step 
of the proof of Theorem B, we prove that the ^-jets are Lipschitz continuous, and using 
Rademacher's theorem, we obtain £ + 1 jets. The analogue of that argument in this 
context would be to show that j£ac is Lipschitz and then apply Rademacher's theorem. 
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As mentioned before, this is not possible, since the function gc is not Lipschitz, even 
along W -manifolds. What we have shown in Lemma 10.5 is that gc and its jets are 
Lipschitz along V (x) at x, and what we will show in our inductive step here is that 
2 o~c is Lipschitz along V (x) at x, for every x G M. This leaves the question of how 
to apply Rademacher's theorem to obtain anything at all, let alone £+1 central jets. 
The answer is Ec curves. 

An Ec curve is simply a curve in M that is everywhere tangent to Ec. Such C1 
curves always exist by Peano's existence theorem, but we ask a little more: that they 
be Cr. Rather gratifyingly, there is a simple way to construct such curves, and when / 
is r-bunched, Campanato's theorem (Theorem 8.2) implies that they Cr. If a function 
s is Lipschitz along °W (x) at x, for every x G M, then for any Ec curve £, it is not 
hard to see that s must be Lipschitz along £, and so differentiable almost everywhere. 
What is more, if a section a has a central ^-jet j£crc, then restricting j£oc to an Ec 
curve C gives the actual £-jet for o restricted to £ if o\ç is C£. We will use both of 
these properties of Ec curves in our proof of Theorem C. 

Lemma 10.15. — Let f be Ck and r-bunched, where k > 2 and r = 1 or r < k — 1. 
Let V be a coordinate neighborhood ofp, and let PpU :V-^cW(p)beaCr submersion. 

For any Cr curve £: (—1,1) —* V (p) with £(0) = p, there exists a Cr (or Cr~1'1 if 
r > 1 is an integer) curve £' (—1,1) —• M such that, for all t G (—1,1): 

1. C(t)=ps"(C(<)), 
2. c'(0) = C'(0), 
3. C'(t) € £C(CW), 
4. d(at),at))<0(\t\r), and 
5. \C(e){t) - C(e)(t))\ < o(|t|r_^), for all 1 < I < r; what is more, the distance be

tween the l-jets of at C(t) and the (-jets of V°(C(i)) at Ç(t) is o(\t\r~e), 
for alll<£<r. 

Moreover, for each y G V there is a Cr submersion psyu : V —> °W (y) with the 

following property. For each s,t G (—1,1), there exists a point xs G V (({t)) such 
that xs is connected to Ps^(Ç(t + s)) by an su-path whose length is o(|s|r), and such 
that: 

(6) properties (l)-(5) hold for the curves = ((t + s) and Çt(s) = ps^(C(t + s)), 
and 

(7) d(x„Ct(*)) = o(Mr). 
All of these statements hold uniformly in x E M. 

Proof. — Let £ be given and assume without loss of generality that £ is unit speed. We 
may also assume that we are working in Cr local coordinates and that p™ is projection 
along an affine plane field Esu transverse to Ec. This planefield then defines for each 
y G M a smooth projection psyu : V —> V (y). 
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The curve C induces a vector field on (psu)_1(C) by intersecting Ec with 
(Dpsu)~l((i), (note that the two distributions meet transversely in a linefield). 
Integrating this vector field, we get the i£c-curve £. Clearly £ satisfies properties 
(l)-(3). 

To prove (4), we show first that for every s and t, the distance between £(£ + s) 
and the p8£fa-projection of Ç(t + s) onto V (£(£)) 1S °(\s\r)- The proof of this fact is 
very similar to the proof of Lemma 10.5. 

td y C 

dvr 

y' 
x' 
z' 

z 

e (H) Q{\s\) 

W 

FIGURE 8. An i£c-curve C and its shadow £ 

Let w = C(£), let x = Ç(s + t), and let x' — ps^{x). Let y be the unique point 

of intersection of cWu(x) with \JzE1^c^ f̂ocO*)» and 2/' £ ^ (#) De the unique 

point of intersection of Wi^y) and °W (x) Similarly, let z be the unique point of 
intersection of °WS (x) with \Jze1j^c^ ĉ /k>c(20» and let z' G V (x) be the unique point 

of intersection of Vloc(z) and V (x) (note that y' and zf do not necessarily lie on £, 
but this is not important). Note that, because is smooth, the distance between 
x' and x is 0(|s|). Continuity of the partially hyperbolic splitting and transversality 
of Esu to Ec then imply that d(yf,w) and d(z\w) are also 0(|s|). We are going to 
show that d(x,y) and d(x,z) are both o(|s|r); continuity of the partially hyperbolic 
splitting and transversality of Esu to Ec then imply that d(x,x') = o(\s\r+£). 

Assume that we have fixed a continuous function 5 < {7 ,1} satisfying ôùj"1 < 7r; 
this is possible because / is r-bunched. Choose n > 1 such that \s\ = Q(5n(w)). Apply 
P to the picture, for i = 1 , . . . , n. Since x is connected to xu by a curve everywhere 
tangent to Ec, the distance between xi and Wi is 0(Sn(w)ji(w)~1). Since y' lies 
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on V (w), the distance between xi and y[ is also 0(5n(w)ji(w)~1); these numbers 
are less than 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. So the distance between xn and y'n is less than 
d(xn, w) + d(î£, w) = 0(5n(w)^n(w)-1). 

Since y G Vs(y'), the distance between yn and y^ is 0(z/n(w)). But 1-bunching 
implies that vn(w) = o(Sn(w)iyn(w)~1), and so the distance between yn and xn is 
0(Sn(w)%(w)~1). Now apply /~n to this picture. Since xn and yn lie on the same 
unstable manifold, the distance between their inverse iterates is contracted by z> at 
each step. Thus d(x, y) = 0(ùn(w)Sn(w)%(w)~1). But we chose S so that 5ù^~l < Y-
Hence d(x,y) = o(%(w)~r) = 0(|s|r). A similar argument replacing / by /_1 shows 
that d{x,z) = o(|s|r). Setting t = 0 we obtain conclusion (4). 

To show that ( is Cr we use Theorem 8.2. Note that for each t G (—1,1), the 

projectionDDDD onto ^ (CW) *s tne same as P t̂)Cî m particular,DDD is uniformly 

Cr, since C and psu are Cr, and V (C(*)) is uniformly Cr, by r-bunching of / . But 
the previous calculation now implies that there exists a constant C > 0, and for every 
t G (-1,1), a Cr function p™t)Ç: (-1,1) -> M such that: 

d(p )̂C(* + *),C(* + « ) )<^r , 

for every 5 G (—1,1). Theorem 8.2 implies that ( is Cr (or C7*-1'1, if r > 1 and r is 
an integer). 

The proof of item (5) is very similar to the proof of Lemma 10.5 and is left as an 
exercise. 

Conclusion (6) of the lemma is immediate from the previous calculations. The 
proof of conclusion (7) is very similar to the calculation above, and is also left to the 
reader. • 

Remark: In fact Ecs, Ecu and Ec are all Cr along £c-curves. The proof uses 
Campanato's theorem again. This time the smooth approximating functions are 
parametrizations of the manifolds V and °W . 

11. Proof of Theorem C 

Suppose F is a Ck and r-bunched extension of / where k > 2 and r = 1 or r < k—1, 
and let a : M -+ $ be a bisaturated section. The first step of the proof is to show: 

Lemma 11 A. — a has a central [r\-jet at every point in M, and j^r^ac is continuous. 

Proof. — We prove the following inductive statements, for l G [0, [r\]: 
It. a has a central ^-jet at every point. 

11 .̂ The central £ — 1-jets of a along °W (x) are Lipschitz at x, uniformly in x G M, 
for £>1. 

Hit. The restriction of a to Ec curves is uniformly C£. 
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We first verify Io—IIIo- Statement Ho is empty. Since a is bisaturated, Theorem 4.2 
implies that a is continuous. This implies Io—IIIo• Now assume that statements 1̂ —IIÎ  
hold, for some £ G {0,.. . , [rj - 1}. 

The central ^-jets are continuous. We note that ^ is an admissible bundle; the 
holonomy map for the accessible sequence 0 for x to x' is just the restriction of 
the map to the fibers ^\{x} and ^\{x'}- Lemma 10.14 implies that if a has a 
central ^-jet j£ac, then j£ac is a bisaturated section of ^ . Continuity follows from 
Theorem 4.2. 

The central £-jets of a along V (x) are Lipschitz at x. We first show that 
for every x, the restriction of j£ac to V (x) is Lipschitz at x (where the Lipschitz 
constant is uniform in x). 

By Lemma 4.4 each point x G M has a uniformly large neighborhood Ux and a 
family of (K, Inaccessible sequences {^x^y}yeux such that $xy connects x to y, <$xx 
is a palindromic accessible cycle and lim^-^ <$x = <̂ x>x, uniformly in x. We may 

assume that V (x) is contained in the neighborhood Ux. 
We fix x = xo and x\ G V (x0) and choose a sequence of points Xi G £40 as follows. 

Let UXo and {<^x,y}yeuXQ be given by Lemma 4.4. For each i > 1, given x̂  G t/^, 

the accessible sequence ^i = (̂XQ̂X. determines a map hi := h^. : V (x0) —• V (x^), 

satisfying x̂  = /^(x0). We set xi+i = hi(xi) G V (x^). 

We now write things in adapted coordinates. Let p£a : UXQ —> P£(c,n) be the func
tion satisfying jf̂ crc = z/0.(y)(p^(y)). Then p£ assigns in adapted coordinates the ap
propriate central ^-jet of a to each point in UXo. We are going to show that the 
restriction p£a: W (x) —• Pi(c,n) is Lipschitz at x. 

Let : J/^f —• j/^f be the lifted "true holonomy on jets," which covers h j and 

let : J ' ( VC(x0), iV) J£( VC(x^, iV) be the lifted "fake holonomy on jets," which 

covers h^.. This defines maps 3C\ = ^^.i<7^XQ) and ^ = ^ .̂̂ a^Xo) on 7e x Pe(c,n). 

Write &i(v,p) = (hi(v), Hf (v, p)) and ^ ( v , p ) = (hi(v), Hf (v, p)). Observe that 
<ATOE;)(0> 0,0) = 0 for all i > 0; let G Ie be the point satisfying <£a(Xi)(0,0, Vi+i) = 
Xi+i. Note that \vi\ = 0(\x\ — xo|), |vi+i| = 0(|xi+i — x^|), and î +i = hi(v\), for all 
i > 0. 

Then, since jVc is bisaturated and continuous (and hence bounded) Lemma 10.14 
implies: 

^ ( 0 , pl(xo)) = (0, p^(a?i)), and # f (vi, p£(a?i)) = p^(xi+1)). 
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By definition of ${\ and we have ^ ( 0 , pea(x0)) = ^ ( 0 , p£a(x0)); furthermore, 
Lemma 10.13 implies 

(43) x0\r-e + \pi~HXI) ~ pi-\x0)\r-1).+s 

(44) < o(\Xl - x0\r-e + \pi~HXI) ~ pi-\x0)\r-1). 

Now Lemma 10.11 implies that ^fCi is Cr e, and uniformly close to the identity map, 
since <40,xo is Palindromic and <JXoy 0XqXq as y -> x0, uniformly in x0. 

Lemma 10.12 then implies that for every i with \xi — x$\ = O(l), there exist 
linear maps , A{ = Dhi(0): Rc -> Mc, B{ = DvHf(0,pea(xo)): Rc Pe(c,n) and 
Q = DpeHf{0, pi(x0)): P£(c,n) F*(c,n), such that 

(45) vi+1 = h'i(vi) = Aifa) + o(|vi|), 

and 

Hiivup'Jxiï-Hifap'Jxo)) = BiM + Cdp'JxJ-p'Jxo)) 

+o(it;ii + ipr1(^i)-p^1(^o)i: 
Moreover, we may assume that, for all i with \xi — XQ\ — O(l): 

(46) \\Ai - IdR4 < -, \\d - Idpt(Ctn)\\ 1 

4 
and \\Bi\\<\. 

By the inductive hypothesis 11^ the central {£ — l)-jets of cr along V (x) are Lipschitz 
at Hence \pia~1(xi) — pia~1(xo)\ = 0(\x\ — #o|), and so combining (43) and (45) we 
obtain 

(47) Hifrupifa)) - Hi(0, pi(x0)) 

(48) = Bifa) + Cifaifa) - pi(x0)) + o(|xi - x0\). 

(Notice that when £ = 0 the |p^._1(xi) — pea~1(xo)\ terms do not appear in these 
expressions, and so Lipschitz regularity of a is not an issue. This is due to upper 
triangularity of ^f.) 

The proof now proceeds as the proof of Theorem B. Notice here that we do not 

need to assume a priori that a is C ; the reason is that the derivatives of M{ are 
upper triangular, (unlike the maps in the Proof of Theorem B) which allows for 
more precise estimates. We choose TV = Q(\xi — #o|_1). By (45) and (46), this choice 
of N ensures that \XN — XQ\ = O(l). Summing (47) from i = 0 to N — 1, we obtain: 

N-l 

i=0 
Hiivuplfaïï-H^piixo)) =SDR+ 

N-l 

i=0 
B<)(vi) 

N 
+ 

i=l 
C I M I X ! ) - p S D D D i{XO)) 

+No(\x1 -XQ\). 
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Equation (43) implies that X)^1 Hi{vu pi(xi)) - #;(0, pi(x0)) = 

vrd 
N-l 

i=0 
{H^piix,)) - H^piixo))) 

+7Vo(b1-a;o|r-") 

drd 
N-l 

i=0 

pi(xi+1) - pi(xi) + No(\x! -x0\r £) 

= p£a(xN) - p£(a?i) + JVo(|a?i - x0\r l). 

Hence, since r — I > 1: 

1 
N 

pi(xN) - p^(xi)) = 
1 
N 

N-l 

i=0 
Bi (vi) 

+ 1 
N 

N 

i=l 

vrd (pifa) - pi(x0)) + o(\X! ~ X0\). 

Rearranging terms and taking norms, we get 

1 
N 

N 

i=l 
CM(X1) - pi(x0))\ < 

1 
vd 

[p£a(xN) - pi{Xl))\ 

+ 1 
1 
N 

N-l 

i=0 
BAMl + o(\Xl - x0\) 

< O 1 
vr 

dd 

4' 
{x1 -x0)\ +o(|xi -x0\), 

using (46) and the fact that p£ is continuous, and hence bounded. Again using (46) 
we have that 

1 
N 

N 

i=i 

vr jV.jV) = o(d(«,xc)).s > 
3, 
4 

d+r+d+vjV.jV) = 

Combining the previous two estimates, we get: 

I p 1 ( * I ) - p£(«o)| < 
4 
3 V 

vd+de ) + 
1, 
4|V 

(Xi -XQ)\+0(\XI -XQ\) . 

Finally, since ^ = 0(|#i — #o|)> we obtain that 

\pi(*i) ~ P£a(xo)\ = 0(fci - sol), 

which is the desired estimate. This verifies II^+i. 

c 
a is Lipschitz. If I = 0, we know that cr is Lipschitz at x along V (x) leaves, for 
every x, and differentiable along Vn leaves, and Vs leaves, with the partial derivatives 
continuous. This readily implies that a is Lipschitz. 
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a has a central (£ + l)-jet at every point. We fix a uniform system of Cr sub-
-C 

mersions p^u : Vx —• °W (x) defined in coordinate neighborhoods in M. We define Ec 
curves using these submersions. 

Lemma 11.2. —- j£o~c is uniformly Lipschitz along Ec curves. 

Proof. — This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 10.15 and the fact that 
jrac is Lipschitz along V (x) at x, for every x G M. 

Fix an Ec curve Ç} inside of a coordinate neighborhood V. Since j£ac is Lipschitz 
along Ç1, it is differentiate almost everywhere. Fix a point x\ = C}{i) of differentia-
bility. Then j£crc has a partial derivative along Ç1 at X\. Let {pyu : V —» °W (y)}yey 
be the system of submersions in the neighborhood V given by Lemma 10.15. Con
sider the Cr curve Cix(s) :== ° C1^ + 5) m ^ (#1)- Lemma 10.15 implies that for 

each 5, there is a point xs G W (£(£ 4- s)) that is connected to Qx (s) by a sifc-path <̂f 
whose length is o(|s|r). Since j£ac is bisaturated, we have that jXscrc = tâ^ij^ ^aC)-
Lemma 10.6 implies that 

d(jiac,jk ,^ac) = 0(length( <J)) + 0(d(jî<W (xXjl (&(*))))• 

Lemmas 10.15 (5), implies that d(ji WC(x„),jl W° (£(«))) = o(\s\r~e). Hence: 

d(ji (^,jexy) = o(\s\r) + o(\sre) = afar'). 

Since j£o~c is Lipschitz along V + 5)) at Ç(t + s), we also obtain that 
^(i^^'i^t+s)^) ~ 0(d(xs, C(£ + s))) = o(|s|r). Thus, in local coordinates, we 
have: 

ii ,.,°c -.ilvc = jL^o* -iloc + o(\s\r-e): 

since ^ < r — 1 and j£ac o £ is differentiable at #1 = £(£), this implies that jVc is 
differentiable at x\ along the Cr curve in V (xi). 

Let ET̂  and {yty}yeuxi be the family of accessible sequences given by Lemma 4.4. 

Since j£o~c is bisaturated, Lemmas 10.13 and 10.14 imply that the image of ÇXl under 

is a Cr path in V (y) along which jVc is differentiable at y. Furthermore, 

y *-> 41 is continuous at a?i in the Cr topology, and and the derivative of j£ac along 
Q at 2/ is continuous at x\. 

Now choose another Ec curve £2 through #i, quasi-transverse to Ç1 (that is, such 
that the tangent spaces to C1 and £2 at #1 are linearly independent). Again j£ac is 
Lipschitz along £2, and we choose a point of differentiability #2 • Since #i is a point of 
continuity of the curves {Q}yeuxi > we may assume (by choosing #2 close to x\) that 
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C2 and Q2 are quasi-transverse at #2; hence Q2 and Cx2 = Px^C2 are quasi-transverse 

curves in °W {x<i) along which j£ac has partial derivatives at x<z. 
Let UX2 and {^y}yeuX2 be given by Lemma 4.4 for the point x<i. Applying the 

fake holonomy <#72 to the transverse pair of curves Q2 and Q2, and reusing the label 
Q now to denote the curve J#72 o we obtain a family of pairs {(ClXy)}yeuX2 
of quasi-transverse curves along which j£ac is differentiate at their intersection and 
such that y \-> (Q,Cy) is continuous at x2 in the Cr topology. 

Repeating this procedure c = dim(E'c) times, we obtain a point xc, a neighborhood 
UXc of xc, and a family of c-tuples of curves • • • ,(y)}yeuXc such that, for each 
yeUXc: 

1. the curves (Q,..., contain y and lie in V (y); 
2. the tangent lines to (Çj,...,Q) at y span 
3. j£ac is differentiable at y along <̂ J, 
4. the map z \—> is continuous at xc in the Cr topology; and 
5. for each z, the partial derivative of j£ac along Q at z is continuous at z = xc. 

We claim that this implies that j£ac is different iable along *W (xc) at xc. 

Lemma 11.3. — Let xc be given as above. Then for every z G *W (xc), there exists 
a path rj from xc to a point w in M with the following properties. The path rj is 
a concatenation of C paths rj = CiCl "'Q> w^ d(w,px™(w)) = o(d(z1xc)r) and 
d(p™(w),z) = o(d(z,xc)). 

Proof. — Denote by Q the C curve anchored at y (so that = y)- Start
ing with #c, we take the union $\ := \JqG£i C2- Similarly, for i > 1, we define 

:= \Jqecpi The quasi transversality of the curves C1, • • •, C° at every point 
and continuity of Q at y = xc implies that there exists a point w' G psxuc(0c) with 
d(wf,z) = o(d(xc,z)). Fix a point w G (px^)~1(wf) fl $c. Tracing the ^-curves in @c 
back from w to xc produces the desired path rj from xc to w. An inductive argument 
using Lemma 10.15 shows that d(w',w) = o(d(xc: z)r). • 

-—~c 
Let us see how this implies that j£o~c is differentiate along °W (xc) at xc. This is 

essentially the same as the proof that a function with continuous partial derivatives 
is C1. We will use: 

Lemma 11.4. — For every y G V and every pair of points z\,zi G V (y): 

dUÎyji^) = 0(d(z1(z2) + dizuyy-' + d(z2,y)r-e). 

Proof. — This follows from the facts that j£o~c is saturated and Lipschitz along Ec 
curves, and that psyu has the properties given in Lemma 10.15. • 
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Working in local charts on V (xc) sending xc to 0, we may assume that the curves 
Q.c are unit speed and correspond to the axes f)i^j{xj = 0}. Define constants a1 = 
al(x^) G P£(c. n). for i = 1 c bv 

ai = lim (i£acoC.Y(0). 
y—>xc 

We now define a linear map A: Rc —• Pq(C,n) by 

A(ti,...,tc) = 
c 

i=l 
a^ti. 

We claim that this map is the derivative of j£o~c along V (#c) at xc. Let z e 1/1/ (xc) 
be given, and consider the path rj from xc to w given by Lemma 11.3. Let v\ = 0, 
and write rj = • C«a • * • Cc; for i = 1,.. . c - 1, let t* satisfy Q. (U) = vi+1 = <j+\ (0), 
and let tc satisfy Qc{tc) = w. The length of the curve rj is ©(X^?=i = &{d(xc, z)). 
Lemma 10.5 readily implies that the distance between the ^-jets of 1/1/ (w) at w and 

V (pi^(w)) at p%uc{w) is o(length(77)r~ )̂ = o(d(#c,z)r~£). Since jVc is bisaturated 
AND LINSRHITZ. WF» OBTAIN FROM LEMMA. 10.fi THAT 

d{jcwT\rvtuMa") = 0(d{w,p™{w))) + o(d{xc,z)y-<) 

M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{+dr 

d+r+d+r5d+dr 

where we have used the facts that d(w,psxuc{w)) = o(d(z,xc)r) and £ < r — 1. Also, 
since d(2,psu(u;)) = o(d(z,xc)), Lemma 11.4 implies that 

d(JÎ<7cjLu(w)o-c) = o(d(*,xc)), 

and so 
d ( j V . j V ) = o(d(«,xc)). 

Using the fact that j£o~c has a directional derivative along each subpath of rj at 
its anchor point Vi = and writing things in local coordinates sending xc to 0, 
we obtain that: 

jV.jV) = o(d(«,xc)). 
c 

1=1 
M))-sM)\ < o{{vn{P)fin{s+s+ed 

dr 
c 

dr 

(jVoci)'(o)-ti + 0(N) 

d+d+r+d+rd+r+d+v+r+ 

Hence jVc is differentiable along °W (xc) at xc, with derivative A. 
—-c 

Now we have that j£ac is differentiable at xc along V (xc), we can spread this 
—c 

derivative around using ${ , and we get that the derivative of jVe along V (#) at x 
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exists for every x and is a continuous function on M. We still need to show that cr 
has central £ + 1 jets, with uniform error term. 

The derivative of j£ac at x gives a candidate jx~*~lcrc for a central £+ 1 jet at x; the 
£ + 1st coordinate in jxac is just the derivative at x along W'x of the ^th coordinate 
of j£oc. To show that cr has a central £ + 1-jet at x, we must show that for every 
^Bîe( ï ) (0 ,p): 

(49) Mprojjv °*o0c(v),projiv °i*+1*c(*>)) = <KM*+1). 

We first note that j£oc is differentiable along Ec curves. To see this, let £ be an 
Ec curve in M. For each tel, Lemma 10.15 implies there exists a Cr curve Q 
in V (((t)) with Ct(0) = CW and such that Ct and ((s + t) are tangent to order 
r at 0. Furthermore, the previous arguments using saturation of j£o show that the 
distance between j^3^crc and ji ^ac is o(|s|r~^). Since j£oc is differentiable along 

Çt at 5 = 0, this implies that j£oc is differentiable along ((s + £) at s = 0. Since t was 
arbitrary, we see that j£ac is differentiable, and in fact C1, along £. 

Our induction hypothesis implies that cr is C£ along i£c curves. We next observe 
that, for any Ec curve (, the ^-jet of a o £ at t G 7 satisfies: 

(50) projN o jf(cr o C) = projN o j£{t)ac o ^(T) (TTC O exp"(*}) o ĵ C-

To see this, let (t be given by Lemma 10.15. Since Ç(t + 5) and Ct(s) have the same 
|_rj jets at s = 0, and cr is Lipschitz, the functions cr o £t(s) and a o £(s + £) have the 
same ^-jets at s = 0. But the definition of central ^-jets implies that: 

dN(projN 000 proj^ o j\m°c o TTC O exp7*o) o£t(«)) = o(\s\£)', 

from the naturality of jets under composition, (50) follows immediately. 
Now, since both j£ac and j£(nc o exp-1) are differentiable along Ec curves, it 

follows that cr is C£+1 along every Ec curve and by Taylor's theorem, the £+1 jets 
of cr o C are given by the formula 

(51) jl+\o o C) = # t ) V o # t ) V o exp-^) o 
-C 

Finally, let v G (0, p) be given, and let y = expxgc(v) G V (x). Fix a 

geodesic arc ( in V (x) from x to with ((0) = x and £(1) = y. Let ( be the Ec 
curve given by Lemma 10.15, tangent to order r to £ at £(0) = x. Equation (51) now 
implies that 

Mprojtf o a o proj^ ojf+V(to)) = o(M'+1). 

Since d(((t), = o(\tv\r), and <r is Lipschitz, we obtain (49). Hence a has a central 
£ + 1 jet at x, and it is given by jx+1oc. We have verified both and III^+i. 

Proposition 11.5. — a is Cr. 
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Proof. — If r = 1, then we have already shown that the 0-jet of cr is differentiable 
along Vc(x) at x, for every x, and this derivative varies continuously at M. Since o 
is C1 along the leaves of Vs and V", this readily implies that cr is C1. 

Assume, then that 1 < r < k — 1. Let £ = [r\, and let ce = r — £. We first show: 

j£oc is at x along V (#), for every x G M. The proof is a slight adaptation 
of the proof that j£oc is Lipschitz at x along V (x), for every x G M, for £ <r\ the 
central observation that allows one to modify this proof is that H^(x, p) still covers 

the diffeomorphism H^(x, p), and for i > 1, H^(x, p)i is ô-Hôlder continuous in the 
(x, po)-variable, and C°° in the (pi,-- - , p^r)-variables. (See the proof of part II of 
Theorem A as well). We omit the details. 

cr has an (£,â,C) expansion at x along °W (x), uniformly in a; G M. This is 
essentially the same as the proof that o has a central ^-jet at every point for £ < r, 
except one sharpens the estimates on the remainder of the Taylor expansions along 
Ec curves, using the ô-Hôlder continuity of the central Z-jets. 

The section cr is Cr. Since r-bunching is an open condition, as is the condition 
r < k — 1, by increasing r slightly, we may assume that r is not an integer. 

We have shown that cr has central Z-jets, and that j£oc is ô-Hôlder continuous. Fix 
a point p G M. The fake center-stable manifolds °W (x), for x in a neighborhood U 
of p, form a continuous family of Cr = C£,a embedded disks. 

Fix x in this neighborhood U, and consider the foliation {Wx(y)} €ÇCŜ  ^ °f the 

plaque V (x) by fake stable manifolds. Since cr is °W saturated, it is Ck along 
cWs(y), for any y G M. In particular, it has a (?, 57, C)-expansion along cWs(y), for any 
y. For y Çl°W (X) corresponding to (0,0, xc) in adapted coordinates at x, Lemma 10.5 
implies that the distance between a>^ 0 œC)(0, xs) and LJQS(XC, XS) is o(d(x, y)r)- Since cr 
is Lipschitz, and cr has a (Z, ô, C)-expansion along ^Ox^(0 ,xs) (which corresponds 

to V (y)), this implies that cr has a (£, ce, C)-expansion along V (y) (corresponding 
to ÛQS(XC, XS)) with an error term that is on the order of d(x,y)r. 

Next consider the family of plaques {V (y)} ^ defined by V (y) = V (x)fl 

V (y). This forms a continuous family of Cr-embedded disks. Paired with the the 
CWX foliation, the family of °W plaques gives a Cr transverse pair of plaque families 
in °W (x). Lemma 10.5 implies that for each y G °W (x), the distance between the 

£-]ets of V (x) at x and V (y) at y is o(d(x, y)a). Since VJy) = V (y)flV (y), 
it follows that the the distance between the Z-jets at y of V (y) and V (y) is also 
o(d(x, y)a). But cr is Lipschitz, and cr has an (̂ ,07, C) expansion at y along V (y), for 
every y. This implies that in an adapted coordinate system at x , we can write the 
plaques Wc(y) as a parametrized family along which cr has an (?, ô, C) expansion at y 
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along Wc(y), for every y G W (x), with an error term that is on the order of d(x, y)r. 
Hence we can apply Theorem 8.4 to conclude that a has an (2,57, C)-expansion along 

V (x) at x, for every x in [/, where C is uniform in x. 
Now the family {V (x)}xeu is a uniformly continuous family of Cr plaques in U. 

Paired with the local CWU foliation, it gives a transverse C£,a pair of plaque fami
lies in U. Since a is it-saturated, it is Ck along V^-leaves and in particular has an 
(2,57, C)-expansion along cWu{x) at every x G U. Applying Journé's theorem again, 
we obtain that a has a (2,07, C;)-expansion expansion at every x G U, where C is 
uniform in a: G U. Theorem 8.2 implies that a is Cr in U. As p was arbitrary, we 
obtain that a is Cr. • 

This completes the proof of Theorem C. • 

12. Final remarks and further questions 

The proofs here could admit several improvements and generalizations. Some are 
not difficult: for example, the compactness of the manifold M was not essential. 
The definition of partial hyperbolicity in the noncompact cases merely needs to be 
modified to ensure that the functions z/, z>, 1//7, ù/j are uniformly bounded away from 
1, and the definition of r-bunching must be similarly adjusted. Other improvements on 
Theorem A are more challenging. For example, there is no counterpart in Theorem A 
to the analyticity conclusions in Theorem 0.1, part IV. Another question is whether 
the Holder exponent in Theorem A, part II can be improved. Finally, we ask whether 
the loss of one derivative in Theorem A part IV (and Theorem C) is really necessary: 
is it true that if 4> is Cr, / is Cr, accessible and r-bunched, where r > 1, then any 
continuous solution to (2) is Cr (or perhaps Cr-£, for all e > 0)? 
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